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 III 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
When we talk, we normally make a specific use of language on the basis of the 
various purposes of interaction. Everyday conversation is an immediate 
spontaneous process ‘done on the flow’ (Chafe & Danielewicz, 1987: 88) where 
speakers – more or less intentionally – show their abilities in using language to 
communicate and convey information. Speaking is basically interactional, in that 
its principal aim is ‘to express personal feelings, to establish, reaffirm or maintain 
interpersonal relationships’ (Biber, 1988: 42). To this purpose, several factors 
intervene to build up a communicative situation. Prosodic features, such as 
intonation, stress, rhythm and pausing, together with paralanguage – i.e. facial 
expression, eye-contact, gesture, physical contact – contribute to the utterance 
meaning, enriching the talk-exchange. In fact, when considering communication, 
it is fundamental to take into account not only what is said but also how it is said. 
As a consequence, linguistic strategies in oral communication are worth studying 
in order to understand the mechanisms that govern communication in a  language 
system. The focus of this study is on Tag Questions1 in English, a linguistic 
phenomenon pertaining strictly to orality, where a combination of such factors is 
at stake, and one that is distinctive of the English language.  
 Due to the extreme complexity of TQs, chapter 1 is devoted to the syntactic 
description of this linguistic phenomenon mainly on the basis of the polarity 
requisite, but also distinguishing between the varieties of English and the different 
constructions to which a tag can be appended – i.e. Imperatives, Exhortatives, 
elliptical sentences. A classification of the various syntactic types of TQs stricto 
sensu is drawn, including however invariant forms as well, on the basis of some 
data collected basically from films, TV series and soap operas. Such a descriptive 
account of TQs is carried out by critically reviewing the literature on the subject, 
                                                 
1 From now on, abbreviated as TQs. 
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showing the different kinds of approach within generative syntax, sociolinguistic 
studies, historical linguistics, pragmatics and studies on intonation. 
Chapter 2 deals with a general overview of the functions TQs can perform in 
discourse interaction, considering first the impact they have on the different 
linguistic levels individually and then the overall meaning of a tagged utterance. 
The survey of the pragmatic meanings/functions presented is the result of a 
critical analysis of the various categories identified by Holmes (1982, 1995) and 
Algeo (1988, 1990, 2006), the main reference models in this work.  
The next part of the present dissertation is more hands-on, as in chapter 3, TQs 
are analysed in their practical usage in a specific text-type, namely the film. This 
choice is motivated by the fact that, even though film language is a fictional 
spoken variety, it nonetheless attempts to portray everyday conversation, in order 
to draw the audiences into the film’s narrative (Pavesi, 2005). Moreover, as an 
audio-visual text, the film represents a good chance for interpreting the 
meaning/function of TQs, given the importance of the aspects that a corpus of 
transcribed real spontaneous conversation is not able to communicate, such as 
paralanguage and intonation. More specifically, chapter 3 is organized in three 
parts. The first consists in an introductory section devoted to the definition of film 
language as a genre, in relation to the opposition between speech and writing. The 
second describes the corpus assembled for this study, consisting of four films, 
followed by a syntactic analysis of the types of TQs encountered in each film. 
Finally, the last part deals with the prosodic analysis of TQs, with forms of 
mapping between intonational patterns and functions, without ignoring of course  
the situational context. In order to thoroughly figure out the prosodic features of 
TQs, an instrumental analysis of the acoustic files containing tagged utterances 
was carried out, with the help of the PRAAT software, thus propping up the 
analyst’s task with some objective observations.  
Finally, chapter 4 analyses the use of TQs in a specific variety of the English 
language, namely Irish English. More specifically, the study of the syntactic types 
of tags is based on a corpus of spontaneous conversation – i.e. the PPD Corpus –  
belonging to ICE-Ireland, edited by Kallen and Kirk (2004). The PPD Corpus is 
the annotated version of the spoken texts in ICE-Ireland from the point of view of 
 V 
pragmatics and prosody. This corpus is divided into two subcorpora, one from 
Northern Ireland, labelled as NI, and the other from the Republic of Ireland or 
ROI, thus representing speakers from throughout Ireland. The various types of 
TQs in each text category can be therefore compared across the two subcorpora.  
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CHAPTER 1 
A Syntactic Description of Tag Questions 
 
 
 
 
1.1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The English language displays a complex system of TQs. As a matter of fact, TQs 
can be divided into two groups: tag questions stricto sensu and invariant tags. The 
difference between these two types is mainly syntactic, in the sense that the 
former are created according to certain syntactic features that characterise the 
main sentence to which the tag is appended and comply with the polarity requisite 
– i.e. TQs in the strict sense are inflectional – while invariant forms are 
completely independent from the main sentence. The complex system of TQs is a 
distinctive feature of the English language, in opposition to the majority of 
European languages which tend to have only invariant and non-inflectional 
structures (ex. Italian no?, vero?, French n’est-ce pas?, German nicht wahr?, 
Portuguese não è?, Spanish verdad?). 
In the following paragraphs, the literature on TQs will be critically reviewed, 
taking into consideration the different treatments that this topic has received on 
the basis of the linguistic perspectives of analysis. Moreover, since the 
phenomenon has not been extensively studied, this chapter mainly focuses on the 
syntactic description of the various types of TQs, including invariant tags, giving 
rise to a classification. A definition of each syntactic type of the main varieties of 
English is provided, together with the description of the main features. To this 
purpose, examples are taken from films, TV series and soap operas, which attempt 
to portray the language spoken in England, the U.S.A. and Australia.   
Attention will be devoted to pragmatic and functional perspectives in chapter 
2. 
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1.2. THE LITERATURE ON TAG QUESTIONS 
 
Tag Questions in English have received different treatments according to the 
linguistic perspective of analysis, ranging from syntax to semantics, pragmatics, 
sociolinguistics and prosody. However, on the whole, the phenomenon has not 
been extensively studied and in fact there are very few monographs2 devoted 
strictly to this subject, while there are several articles published in various 
journals of linguistics, papers presented at conferences, mainly focusing on very 
specific aspects or uses of TQs3. In what follows, I wish to describe the various 
approaches to this topic on the basis of the different linguistic levels of analysis, 
taking into consideration some of the previously mentioned studies as a point of 
departure. I would like to present four main ‘blocks’ of studies, even if the various 
disciplines very frequently overlap.   
First of all, an important role is played by Grammatical Studies, which have 
focused on the syntax and semantics of TQs. A distinction should be made within 
syntactic studies between descriptive studies on the one hand, and 
Transformational-Generative studies on the other. The first type includes 
Bolinger (1957), Sinclair (1972), Hudson (1975), Hintikka (1982), Quirk et al. 
(1985) and mainly consists of a description of the structural patterns of TQs, but it 
is also deeply related to their semantics, dealing with the notions of truth value, 
presupposition and interrelationship of the tag with the preceding statement. 
These studies are very useful to build up the different categories of TQs that might 
be used in a classification, even if they do not present a complete range of cases. 
In the other branch of grammatical studies, TQs have been the subject of a 
thorough investigation in earlier transformational-generative grammar. The most 
important works within this framework are by Klima (1965), Arbini (1969), 
Huddleston (1970), Cattell (1973) and Akmajian and Heny (1975), which 
basically represent an attempt to derive the structure of the TQ from the main 
                                                 
2 See Armagost, J.L. (1972) English Declarative Tags, intonation tags and tag questions, Seattle: 
University of Washington Press; Nässlin, S. (1984) The English Tag Question: A study of 
sentences containing tags of the type isn’t it?, is it?, Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell. 
3 See Winefield, H.R., M.A. Chandler & B. McLain Allen (1989) ‘Tag Questions and 
powerfulness: quantitative and qualitative analyses of a course of Psychotherapy’ in Language in 
Society, 18: 77-86. 
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clause, still considering only the case of Opposite Polarity tags – i.e. the TQ is 
negative if the main clause is positive and vice versa – and being this the 
fundamental requisite and condition for the well-formedness of the TQ. The 
observable difficulties in trying to find out a rule for the construction of TQs and 
the scanty interest of generative linguistics in peripheral than in core phenomena 
have contributed to the fact that this topic has been ignored for about twenty 
years, when in the 1990s a new attempt to deal with TQs can be registered with 
the work by Bennet (1989), Culicover (1992) and Bender and Flickinger (1999). 
Especially Bender and Flickinger point out the importance of studying peripheral 
constructions because they ‘will illuminate basic aspects of grammar which are 
underdetermined by the well-studied, core phenomena’ (1999: 213).  
The second important block of studies is based on a functional and pragmatic 
approach, describing the various functions and uses of TQs in discourse, and 
includes Hudson (1975), whose main point of interest is the notion of 
conduciveness of TQs; Aijmer (1979), Millar and Brown (1979), Holmes (1982), 
Algeo (1988), McGregor (1995), Andersen (2001) and Kimps (2007), who try to 
describe the different functions of TQs in conversation, though using different 
labels; Stenström (1997) and Stenström et al. (2002) who mainly focus on the 
functions of invariant tags; Sadock and Zwicky (1985) and Houck (1991) who 
study the illocutionary force of utterances with TQs. To sum up, TQs are studied 
considering their functional properties and pragmatic meaning, showing how 
instrumental they are to express politeness – an interesting claim against this 
assertion is made by Algeo (1990) and confirmed by the use of TQs as a means 
for aggravating language in the courtroom (Biscetti, 2006) – and how they can 
contribute to turn-taking and discourse coherence, also functioning as discourse or 
pragmatic markers in spontaneous conversation (Andersen, 2001). 
The third block of studies is strictly related to the investigation of functions of 
TQs and it is conducted from the point of view of sociolinguistic variation.  In 
this concern, analyses done within the frame of sociolinguistics strictly speaking, 
but also of Gender studies and Dialect studies will be taken into account. The first 
are very important in the treatment of TQs because they have given rise to a long 
debate that started with the publication of an article by Lakoff in 1972, where she 
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claimed that women were the primary users of TQs because of their role in 
society, and for this reason the use of this linguistic device mirrored their 
insecurity or lack of commitment. This claim caused an immediate response and 
gave rise to the first empirical study conducted by Dubois and Crouch (1975) who 
tested Lakoff’s hypothesis and showed opposite results. The debate has gone on 
with subsequent studies4 focusing on the complexity of the functions of tags and 
its relation to gender construction (Holmes, 1982; Cameron et al. 1989; Tannen, 
1990).  However, Lakoff’s contribution remains fundamental, even if it states a 
partial truth, because it paved the way to a new approach to TQs, underlining their 
social value in communication. Other relevant works within sociolinguistics are 
Stenström (1997), Andersen (2001) and Stenström et al. (2002), who study the 
use of TQs and invariant tags in London teenage speakers. These studies are 
strictly associated with others that analyse various dialects and varieties of 
English, that is Millar and Brown (1979) on Edinburgh speech; Cheshire (1981) 
on English spoken in Reading; Christian (1983) on varieties influenced by 
Spanish; Algeo (1988, 2006) and Tottie and Hoffmann (2006) on British English, 
showing the differences from American English; Norrick (1995); Meyerhoff 
(1994) on New Zealand English; McGregor (1995) on Australian English and 
Gold (2005) on Canadian English. All these works deal with both TQs in the strict 
sense and invariant tags, showing a considerable regional variation in the use of 
the different forms, on both phonetic and functional grounds. 
The last block of studies on this topic relates to the intonation of TQs, which is 
a fundamental parameter to consider for the interpretation of utterances with tags. 
Some important contributions are O’Connor (1955), Pope (1976), Bald (1979), 
Rando (1980), Siertsema (1980) and Ladd (1981), who generally attempt to 
present a detailed survey of the prosodic features of TQs and investigate the 
functions associated with them.  
Finally, I would like to briefly trace a diachronic sketch of the development of 
tags, despite the scarcity of material available for such an investigation. To my 
                                                 
4  McMillan, J.R. et al. (1977) ‘Woman’s language: uncertainty or interpersonal sensitivity or 
emotionality?’ in Sex Roles 3(6): 545-549; Lapadat, J. & M. Seesahai (1977) ‘Male and female 
codes in informal contexts’ in Sociolinguistics Newsletter 8(3): 7-8; Fishman, P. (1980) 
‘Conversational insecurity’ in H. Giles, W.P. Robinson & P. Smith, eds., Language: Social 
Psychological Perspectives, Oxford: Pergamon Press, 127-132. 
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knowledge, there are few analyses on this aspect – the most remarkable of which 
is Visser (1973) – because tags belong to oral speech, a fact which makes their 
presence unrecordable before the XVI century, marked by an enormous cultural 
and social change  (Rissanen, 1999). The only possible source to study colloquial 
spontaneous language in the past is represented by dramatic texts, which of course 
display ‘a selective and inadequate representation of speech; but the more skilful 
the dramatist, the more skilful he will be, if presenting the normal life of his time, 
in authenticating the action by an acceptable version of speech’ (Salmon, 1987: 
265). The first appearance of tags can be traced back to the mid XVI century 
(Visser, 1973; Warner, 1995) and in fact the major studies are based on the 
investigation of Shakespeare’s dramas (Spevack, 1968-80; Salmon, 1987). For 
example, the results of Spevack’s work shows that by the turn of the XVI century, 
the construction of TQs is established with do, be, perfect and possessive have, 
and a range of modal verbs.  
 
 
1.3. A SYNTACTIC DESCRIPTION OF TAG QUESTIONS 
 
In this section a detailed description of all the possible syntactic forms of tag 
questions and invariant tags will be given, considering several varieties of English 
(e.g. Irish, Scottish, Geordie, etc.). Before starting, a methodological premise is in 
order. The data I have collected so far are taken from film and TV scripts. Even if 
it is perfectly known that scripts are only a fictional representation of oral 
spontaneous language, it is also true that watching a film or a TV show gives us 
the chance of observing all the intonation patterns associated with the tag forms, 
which contribute to the meaning of the whole utterance to which they are 
appended. In fact, it is often impossible to find the auditive counterpart of a 
corpus, even if it is a collection of transcripts of spontaneous conversations. 
Moreover, I reckon that, for example, the decision of a scriptwriter to make a 
certain character use a tag question in a specific situation must be relevant from a 
pragmatic point of view, since the aim must be to produce a certain effect in the 
conversation. However, in order to verify the trends that emerge from excerpts 
from films and TV programmes, some data from spontaneous spoken English will 
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also be analysed. In particular, examples of tags will be drawn from a forthcoming 
corpus of transcribed spontaneous conversations in Standard Irish English (cf. 
chapter 4), where the prosodic features of tag questions are pointed out. This 
corpus is called ICE-Ireland and belongs to the collection of ICE – i.e. 
International Corpus of English – designed to study ‘standard’ national Englishes. 
The ICE-Ireland component is edited by Kallen5 and Kirk (2004).  
 
 
1.3.1. The ‘Regular’ Type: Reversed Polarity Tags 
 
A Tag Question can be defined as a declarative sentence to which a shortened 
form of question is appended. Before describing the main syntactic features of this 
kind of question in detail, I would like to point out that the label ‘tag question’ is 
sometimes used improperly by linguists, since the portion of question should be 
called question tag, while tag question refers to the whole expression resulting 
from the declarative plus question tag. Generally, linguists do not make such a 
distinction: 
 
            James went to the cinema last night, didn’t he? 
  ↓    ↓ 
  Declarative         Question Tag 
 [_______________________________________] 
Tag Question 
 
However in this work, for practical reasons, I will use the label TQ to refer either 
to the question proper, or to the whole structure. 
The general principles that govern the formation of TQs are well described by 
Quirk et al. (1985: 810) and can be summed up as follows: 
 
 Rule 1: The question tag consists in an operator followed by a subject. 
Rule 2: The operator of the question tag is the same as the one present in 
the preceding statement; but if the main clause has no operator, 
the dummy operator do is used in the tag.  
                                                 
5 I have had the privilege of discussing several aspects of this work with Prof. J. Kallen (Trinity 
College, Dublin), who provided insightful comments and allowed me to access the corpus. 
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Rule 3: The subject of the tag must be a pronoun which repeats or is in 
coreference with the subject in the main clause, and it agrees 
with it in number, person and gender. 
Rule 4: As regards polarity, if the main clause is positive, the tag is 
negative and vice versa. 
Rule 5: The nuclear tone of the tag may be rising or falling, and it occurs 
always on the operator6. 
 
As a result, two types of TQs can be produced: 
 
1. James likes his job, doesn’t he?  → POSITIVE / NEGATIVE 
2. James doesn’t like his job, does he?  → NEGATIVE / POSITIVE 
 
Actually, Quirk (1985: 811) states that on the basis of these rules four types of 
TQs are possible, since he considers also the case when each of the instances 
above has a rising or a falling tone on the tag, changing completely its meaning. 
However, the focus is here strictly on the syntactic features of TQs, leaving the 
treatment of intonation patterns to the next section, which deals with the meaning 
and the pragmatics of TQs. 
Examples 1 and 2 above are generally called REVERSED POLARITY TAGS 
(Huddleston, 1970; Hudson, 1975; Aijmer, 1979: 10) – but other different labels 
are also used, such as inverted tags (Hintikka, 1982), and contrasting tags 
(Cattell, 1972: 615) –  and belong to the first category in my classification. This 
first type of tags is characterised by the inversion of polarity between the main 
sentence and the tag, which is a condition of grammatical well-formedness in 
generative-transformational studies (Akmajian and Heny, 1975: 203); in this 
sense, some scholars name these tags regular tags (Stenström, 1997: 140) and 
canonical tags (Holmes, 1982). The fact that if the main sentence is positive, the 
tag takes opposite polarity, as far as negation is concerned, obeys to what Lakoff7 
calls the rule of negative transportation.  
                                                 
6
 The position of the nuclear tone is discussed more thoroughly in the chapter on the prosodic 
features of TQs (3.5.2.; 3.6.1.). 
7
 Lakoff, R. (1969) “A syntactic argument for Negative Transportation”, Papers for the 5th 
Regional Meeting, Chicago Linguistic Society, 140-147. 
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An important contribution to the analysis of reversed polarity tags is by Klima 
(1965), who is also the pioneer in the study of tags within generative grammar. 
His theory, which states that the tag derives from an underlying simple sentence, 
influenced subsequent works within the same frame until the early 1970s 
(Malone, 1978: 57). In fact, Klima claims that ‘the source of the tag is the same as 
that of the simple yes-no question’ (1965: 264). Moreover, he affirms that the 
form of the tag strictly depends on the form of the main sentence, as regards the 
items that mark polarity; but this syntactic dependence is firmly opposed by 
Culicover (1992), who supports his own claim with a counterexample: 
 
3. She rarely / hardly ever calls, does she 
 
With this example, Culicover shows that the positive tag is selected not by a 
syntactically negated main sentence but by a main sentence that contains an 
adverbial item with negative force, demonstrating the non-syntactic nature of the 
dependency between tag and main sentence (1992: 196).  
Reversed Polarity Tags are of two types, as can be seen from examples (1) and 
(2): in (1) the main clause – or ‘host clause’ (Cattell, 1972: 614) – is positive, so 
the tag is negative; while in (2) the main clause is negative and the tag positive. 
See below: 
POSITIVE / NEGATIVE: 
4. DANIEL: It's very quiet here, isn't it? Are we the only guests, or... 
(Bridget Jones’s Diary) 
5. IAN: Yeah, they're no problem. Hey, listen, I've been thinking about me 
Mum. Perhaps we should invite her around for a supper. I mean, 
you could knock us something up, couldn't ya?  
(Eastenders 2) 
6. JOSH: Aw, it looked good for a moment, didn’t it? 
(Home and Away 4) 
 
NEGATIVE / POSITIVE: 
7. NIGEL: [pause] Well, I mean, it's not--not--surprising, is it--you had a 
shock. I mean, you didn't know what you were sayin', did ya.. You 
didn't mean what you said. [deals quietly with his anxieties about 
Grant]  
(Eastenders 1) 
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8. SPIKE: Even he.  Hey, you couldn't help me with an incredibly 
important decision, could you? 
(Notting Hill) 
9. ROSS: Thanks Aunt Pheebs. Hey, you didn't microwave that, did you, 
because it's breast milk, and you're not supposed to do that. 
(Friends 2/2) 
 
The choice between the two forms has pragmatic reasons which will be 
investigated further on. However, it is interesting to point out that, in their latest 
study, Tottie and Hoffmann (2006) analyse the difference in the use of tags 
between British and American English. Concerning the case of reversed polarity 
tags, they conclude that, despite the fact that positive-negative polarity tags are 
indeed the most frequent choice in both varieties, American English displays a 
greater use of negative-positive tags – i.e. 27% in AmE vs. 17% in BrE – (2006: 
289). However, a distinction regarding the formation of reversed polarity tags in 
Edinburgh Scots needs to be made. In fact, nothing relevant has to be said with 
reference to affirmative tags, except that the morpho-syntax of verb forms in 
Edinburgh speech is different from Standard English. More specifically, the 
formation of a negative main sentence preceding the affirmative TQ deserves 
attention. In Scots, the verb can be negated either by the independent word not or 
the particle –n’t cliticised onto the operator, like in Standard English, but also 
using the isolate negator no or the clitic negator –nae (Miller, 1993: 114; 
Anderwald, 2002: 54), as in the following examples taken by Millar and Brown 
(1979: 27): 
 
10a. He’s no going, is he? 
    b. She cannae cook, can she? 
    c. He willnae come, will he? 
    d. You dinnae want to go, do you?   
 
On the other hand, the clitic negator -nae behaves differently from the clitic –n’t 
in Standard English, since it ‘cannot undergo subject-operator inversion’ (1979: 
29). Therefore, when the tag is negative, there are two possible forms to construct 
negative interrogatives in Scots: a) like in Standard English, with the particle –n’t 
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cliticised onto the operator; and b) using an ‘isolated negative no’ (1979: 28) 
following the copied subject, as in 
 
11a. She can cook, can she no? 
    b. He will come, will he no? 
    c. You wanted to go, did you no?   
 
This second option is very common in colloquial Edinburgh Scots, and it differs in 
intonation from the standard form in English, since in this case the tonic syllable 
that takes the tonic contour is not the auxiliary but the isolated negative no. 
However, it should be pointed out that also in formal Standard English, the 
negative tonic particle is placed after the pronoun – i.e. did he not?  – (Quirk et 
al., 1985: 810).  
 
 
1.3.1.1. The case of aren’t I? 
 
Still concerning negation, I would like to underline that in English syntax   
irregularities are quite frequent, as is shown by the case of negative tags with the 
1st person singular pronoun I and be as the operator: 
 
12. Dave: Look, I’ll help, all right? I’m running, aren’t I? 
(The Full Monty) 
 
Aren’t I is generally defined as ‘the ordinary default negative present tense’ 
(Hudson, 2000: 308), since there is no ‘natural informal contraction of am I not’ 
(Quirk et al., 1985: 129). However, this claim is contrasted by Hudson (2000) 
who states that actually in some dialects other than Standard Britsh English the 
inverted form is not aren’t I, but amn’t I, as in Scots – generally used by educated 
people (Miller, 1993: 114; Miller, 2004: 51) – and Irish English, used only in the 
interrogative form (Quirk et al., 1985; Harris, 1993: 158; Bresnan, 2001: 19; 
Filppula, 2004: 81).  
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1.3.1.2. The case of ain’t 
 
Another widespread feature of English dialects is the use of ain’t8 to negate be - 
both as a copula and auxiliary – and have with any subject. This nonstandard 
contraction undergoes a levelling process which avoids the subject-verb 
agreement (Hudson, 2000) and it is somewhat more current in American English 
rather than in British English (Quirk et el., 1985: 129), even if it is becoming more 
and more common in British English too (Algeo, 2006: 21). Actually, ain’t does 
not occur in Irish or Scottish English, on the contrary it is indeed part of the 
traditional dialect system of the Southeast of England (Anderwald, 2004: 186). In 
fact, the use and occurrence of such a linguistic device has been treated by 
Cheshire (1981) with reference to a specific area in England, namely the town of 
Reading – West London – where ain’t is frequently used in the formation of tag 
questions, as in examples (13): 
 
13a. I’m going out with my bird now, ain’t I? 
 
 b. RICKY: We’ll all spend it together, then everyone’s happy, ain’t 
they? 
(Eastenders 4) 
 
c. PHIL: Don't be daft; we gotta talk about it, ain't we? This small talk's 
been driving me mad.  
(Eastenders 2)  
 
Moreover, as we can see from example (13b), the indefinite pronoun subject 
‘everyone’ in the main sentence takes ‘they’ in the tag, apparently violating the 
agreement requisite, in generativist terms. Actually, this relation is said to be 
regular by Quirk et al. (1985: 342) and can be attested since Shakespearian times9. 
In fact, Bender and Flickinger (1999) explain that there are two lexemes ‘they’: 
one which identifies its (syntactic) AGR and (semantic) INDEX values; the other 
which keeps the two values distinct, supporting the choice of the more semantic 
INDEX feature in the formation of the tag (1999: 212). 
                                                 
8
 Concerning the derivation of ain’t, Jespersen (1940) suggests that it could have derived both 
from hasn’t – haven’t and aren’t – isn’t independently. Besides, also am not could represent 
another probable ancestor of ain’t. 
9 See an example in Shakespeare’s Much Ado About Nothing, Act 3, Scene 4:  
 Margaret: Nothing I; but God send every one their heart’s desire! 
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Actually, in nowadays spoken English reversed polarity tags are not the 
unique forms of tags, in fact there are other types that can be included among the 
‘anomalous’ types, which will be reviewed in the next part. 
 
 
1.3.2. The ‘Anomalous’ Types 
1.3.2.1. Constant Polarity Tags 
 
From the previous syntactic description of tags, a certain degree of complexity has 
emerged; in fact the formation of tags often undergoes various exceptions while 
speaking. One of the parameter that may not be regularly observed is the inversion 
of polarity between main sentence and tag, giving rise to the so called CONSTANT 
POLARITY TAGS, where an affirmative tag follows an affirmative statement, as in 
the examples below: 
 
POSITIVE / POSITIVE: 
14a. FIONA: So that’s it, is it? You’re just out of his life, like that. 
(About A Boy) 
b. PAT: [now angry] An' she comes before family, does she? Well, I'll 
let you tell Janine that, shall I? 
(Eastenders 4) 
c. DON: I’ll make the arrangements, shall I? 
(Home And Away 1) 
 
This type of tag completely contrasts with the early transformational theory 
which based the grammatical well-formedness of tags on the inversion polarity 
parameter (Klima, 1965; Akmajian and Heny, 1975), demonstrating that this 
requirement is out of place and that performance does not follow competence 
rules, in Chomskyan terms. Moreover, the existence of constant polarity tags – 
also called ‘matching’ or ‘matched tags’ (Cattell, 1972: 615; Eckert and Ginet, 
2003: 167), ‘repetitive tags’ (Harris, 1978: 22) or ‘copy tags’ (Sinclair, 1972: 79) 
– is recognised by many scholars, even if some of them claim that the use of this 
type of tags is a general English phenomenon (Aijmer, 1979; Algeo, 1988: 178; 
McGregor, 1995), while others state that they are less common (Harris, 1978: 22; 
Quirk et al., 1985: 812) and often odd (Lakoff, 1969). Tottie and Hoffmann 
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(2006) claim that they are more frequent in British than American English. From 
the data I have collected so far, the number of constant polarity tags is surely 
lower than reversed polarity tags, but they are nonetheless well-attested.  
The opposite construction, that is constant polarity tags where a negative 
statement is followed by a negative tag, is even less common, although it is a 
possible construction in Australian English, though quite rare (McGregor, 1995), 
and it has been reported for British English (Jespersen10, 1940: 496; Huddleston, 
1970: 221). However, Quirk et al. (1985) admit the logical possibility to use an 
utterance like the one that follows: 
 
NEGATIVE / NEGATIVE: 
15. So he doesn’t like his job, doesn’t he? 
 
Still, they also claim that ‘it has not been clearly attested in actual use’ (1985: 
813). Even Tottie and Hoffmann (2006) report they found only few cases of 
negative constant polarity tags, which are in fact very rare in both British and 
American English (2006: 289). 
Another interesting thing to say about negative constant polarity tags relates to 
Edinburgh Scots, where a construction involving a double negative tag is 
possible: 
 
16a. Your name’s no Willie, isn’t it no? 
 b. She didnae like him, didn’t she no? 
 c. He wouldnae do it, wouldn’t he no? 
 
This structure occurs only when the main sentence preceding the tag is negative 
(Millar and Brown, 1979: 30) and it is commonly used also in some northern 
dialects of England, such as the Tyneside dialect, where a similar sentence like 
“You can’t do it, can’t you not?” is considered perfectly grammatical by most 
Geordies (Burton-Roberts, 1986: 243; Beal, 1993: 202; Beal, 2004: 124). 
                                                 
10
 Jespersen (1940) reports an example of negative constant polarity tag with a strong ironic 
meaning.  
 (Ex) - You can’t catch me!   
         -  I can’t, can’t I? 
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However, I have not recorded any example of negative constant polarity tags 
in my data, so it would be interesting to investigate the corpus of spontaneous 
spoken Irish English – i.e. ICE-Irish Component (cf. Ch. 4) – in order to check the 
presence of this type of tags. 
Actually, tag questions in their inflected form are not the only type used in 
everyday English, since also the more frequently called INVARIANT TAGS 
characterise spontaneous conversations. These non-standard variants consist in 
structures that are independent of that of the main sentence and are expressed by 
single lexical items, since tags need not be necessarily clausal. However their 
presence in language is not recognised by generativists at all, but by most 
sociolinguists (Stenström, 1997; Stenström, Andersen and Hasund, 2002; Eckert 
and Ginet, 2003: 167). In fact, the treatment of invariant tags is generally carried 
out within sociolinguistics, taking into consideration regional varieties of English, 
since both the form and the pronunciation may vary.  
Invariant tags may be adverbial and interjectional particles, such as right?, 
okay?, yes/yeah?, eh? and no? (Algeo, 1988: 174). An important contribution on 
this type of tags is by Stenström (1997) and Stenström, Andersen and Hasund 
(2002), who make a very specific analysis on the use and function of invariant 
tags, investigating a corpus of spontaneous conversation where the participants 
are London teenagers, namely the COLT corpus.  
 
 
1.3.2.2. Invariant Tags: The case of innit? 
 
The most interesting research on the form innit? is by Andersen (2001), who 
states that it is a ‘highly noticeable feature of the London teenage vernacular and 
is one of the most outstanding elements of non-standard grammar to be found in 
the COLT corpus’ (2001: 105). Andersen claims that innit? has two possible 
origins: 1) it may derive from the standard English form ‘isn’t it?’, which has then 
undergone a phonological reduction; or 2) it may have developed by the non-
standard verb ‘ain’t’ (2001: 116). Moreover, it seems that the major users are the 
various ethnic minorities11 who live in London, who then have influenced the 
                                                 
11‘Innit’ is considered a characterising features of the West-Indian English spoken in London – 
according to Wright, P. (1981) Cockney dialect and Slang – and of Jamaican Creole, that has 
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standard variety. For instance, 'innit' is frequently used by an Indian character in 
the movie Bend it like Beckham (G. Chada, 2002), as in the following example:  
 
17. PINKY: (on the phone) Yeah? Mum! No, no, nothing. I’m just at 
work, innit? Yeah, I know Polly’s coming to do the suits. So 
Jess can get the tube, innit? Yeah, all right, all right. I’ll pick 
her up. 
(Bend it like Beckham) 
 
From a syntactic point of view, innit can be used both as an invariant tag, 
regardless of the grammatical features of the main sentence (see 18), and as a real 
tag question, being the subject of the main clause ‘it’ and the verb ‘be’ in the 
present tense (see 19). See the examples below: 
 
POSITIVE /INNIT AS INVARIANT TAG: 
18a. BINNIE: Oh, it's gone mad in here, i’n’it?  
(Eastenders 1) 
 b. KATH: W--it certainly looks like it, i’n’it? [sighs] Sorry. [breathes 
in]  
(Eastenders 2) 
 
POSITIVE /INNIT AS A REAL TAG: 
19a. PHIL: Well, it's his girlfriend's car, i’n’it? He told her it could be 
fixed.  
(Eastenders 1) 
 b. KATH: Lying. That's a way o' life for you, i’n’it?   
(Eastenders 2) 
 
Two things must be noticed in the examples above: first of all, the various ways of 
transcribing innit, which is also transcribed i’n’it (Algeo, 1988); and finally, the 
fact that it generally occurs when the polarity of the statement to which it is 
appended is positive, no matter if when it is used as invariant tag it undergoes 
‘invariabilisation’ (Andersen, 2001), from a restricted to a more generalised use, 
therefore losing the semantic features that characterises its original form ‘isn’t it’. 
                                                                                                                                     
more influenced the speech of white adolescents in London – according to Hewitt, R. (1986) 
White talk black talk. 
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Innit is considered typical of the London area, but other variants are possible 
as the form in’t it that occurs in northern dialects of England (Algeo, 2006: 21), as 
can be seen in example (19c) below, which is taken from a movie script where the 
English variety of Sheffield is reproduced: 
 
19c. DAVE: It’s her money, i'nt'it? 
(The Full Monty) 
 
In’t it? can be used both as a real and invariant tag, as it happens with isn’t it in 
Welsh English, which is commonly appended to sentences irrespectively of the 
main verb (Penhallurick, 1991: 204-205; Parry, 1999: 115; Penhallurick, 2004: 
103). 
 
 
1.3.2.3. eh? vs. e? 
 
Another invariant tag that has different phonological forms according to the 
varieties of English is ‘eh?’.  This particle is commonly used as a tag question in 
Australia, New Zealand and much of Canada. Relevant sociolinguistic studies are 
by Meyerhoff (1994) on the use of eh? in New Zealand English by Maori vs. 
Pakehas – i.e. New Zealanders of British or European descent; – and Gold (2005) 
on the use of Canadian eh?. Generally, hunh? is the counterpart in America and 
parts of Canada (Norrick, 1995: 689), and e? is commonly used in Scots (Millar 
and Brown, 1979: 31). The difference between English ‘eh’ and Scots ‘e’, first of 
all, is the phonetic realisation and intonation: the first always occurs with a high 
tone level intonation and is pronounced [eI], while the second is typically realised 
as [e] and is always stressed, constituting a tone group. Besides, syntactically 
Scots ‘e’ can occur only after affirmative sentences, having a negative connotation 
– in fact Millar and Brown refer to it as ‘reversed polarity tag particle’ (1979: 33) 
–  while English ‘eh’ can occur freely with any sentence type: 
 
20a. Your name’s Willie, e? 
    b. JAMES: Oh, oh. Ah, Beatles’ lyrics, e? 
(Sliding Doors) 
21a. IAN: Yeah, I would love to come with you once, eh?  
(Eastenders 2) 
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b. BIANCA: Perhaps we'll go an' see the film another night, eh? 
(Eastenders 3) 
 c. RHYS: Yeah, well, that’s all behind us now, eh. 
(Home And Away 4) 
 d. NELLIE: Oh, I won't; thank you. Jules is doing some chops and I've 
got a crumble in the oven, heh, heh! Now! What was it you 
wanted to see me about? Now, if it's anything to do with the 
money, I've already told you, it doesn't matter any more, eh? 
(Eastenders 4) 
 
As we can see from (21d), English ‘eh’ can occur also when the main sentence is 
negative; on the contrary, in Edinburgh Scots, when this happens, an isolated ‘no’ 
is added to ‘e’ forming the new tag ‘e no’, which can be considered an instance of 
double negative having a positive connotation and, as a consequence, respecting 
the inversion of polarity parameter (1979: 33): 
 
22. He didnae like cheese, e no? 
 
An interesting analysis on the invariant tag ‘no’ is the sociolinguistic study by 
Christian (1983) on the influence of Spanish on the use of ‘no’ appended to 
positive statements in certain varieties of American English, mainly due to 
language contact.  
 
 
1.3.2.4. Right? and OK? 
 
The invariant tag ‘right’/‘all right’ is very common in all varieties of English, 
especially American English: 
 
23a. RACHEL: So. I just thought the two of us should hang out for a bit. I 
mean, you know, we've never really talked. I guess you'd know 
that, being one of the two of us, though, right? 
(Friends 2/2) 
 b. ROSS: Hello, it's us, all right? It'll be fine. 
(Friends 2/5) 
c. SEB: It’s OK, it’s OK. I understand. Look, maybe this is a, you 
missed me and you want us to get back together. That’s what 
we’re here for, right? 
(Home And Away 6) 
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  d. MATT: Do I look like I'm havin' fun?! So, accordin' to you, this has 
all just been a bit of a giggle, right? 
(Eastenders 5) 
 
24a. IRENE: Look, I never said I was the world’s best mother back then, 
but I have done nothing wrong, all right? I am a good person 
and I’m a good mother. I would never, ever betray kids trust 
like that. 
(Home And Away 1) 
b. WILL: Look, mate, nothing you do can make your mum happy, all 
right? I mean, not in the long term. She has to do that for 
herself. 
(About a Boy) 
 
The examples above show that the tag particle ‘right’ can be used freely, 
independently of the polarity of the preceding statement, as happens with another 
invariant tag form, ‘okay’:  
 
25a. ROSS: Carol, we've been through this before, ok? We have a good 
time. We laugh, we play. It's like we're father and son. 
(Friends 2/2) 
    b. RACHEL: Terry is a jerk, ok? That's why we're always saying 
"Terry's a jerk!" That's where that came from. 
(Friends 2/6) 
c. DYLAN: Hey, Nick, listen. I didn’t mean to cause any trouble the 
other day. I was just trying to help, so if you want to drop it, 
that’s fine.  I don’t have a problem, ok? 
(Home And Away 2) 
 d. MONICA: (on the phone) Hi, who's this? (Listens) Hi, Joanne. Is 
Rachel working? It's Monica. (Listens) Yes, I know I did a 
horrible thing. (Listens) Joanne, it's not as simple as all that, 
ok? (Listens) No, I don't care what Steve thinks. (Listens) Hi, 
Steve. 
(Friends 2/2) 
 
 
1.3.2.5. Yeah? and Then? 
 
On the other hand, there is another invariant tag that is always found appended to 
positive statement, namely ‘yeah’:  
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26a. ALAN: An' I think you'd better go, yeah? See, we've only just got 
our dog, an' if he went for ya, I wouldn't be able to control 
'im. [pushes DL, letting go of the jacket.]  
(Eastenders 1) 
b. PHIL: [pause] For God's sake, Kathy. It's almost worse than tellin' 
her the truth – yeah? Tell her I slept with me brother's wife, 
me brother found out an' he half killed me.  
(Eastenders 2) 
c. FLYNN: Well, the person might not exactly remember the seizure, 
but they remember what happens before and after, yeah? 
(Home And Away 7) 
 
After this general overview of the various forms of invariant tags in English, I 
would like to focus on a particular lexical item that in my opinion may function as 
a tag. I refer to the case of ‘then’. Let’s have a look at the following instances I 
have collected so far in my data: 
 
27a. NICK: So, it’s true then? 
(Home And Away 7) 
 b. GAZ: You didn’t get it, then? 
(The Full Monty) 
    c. SHARON: [pause] It went okay, then? 
  (Eastenders 3) 
 
To my knowledge, this case has never been treated in the literature. However, it 
seems to me that ‘then’ may function as a tag question and, since it can occur 
both with positive and negative statements and since it has one single form, it can 
be recognised as an invariant tag. Probably, the analysis of its functions in my 
dissertation may help to compare it with the other invariant tag types.  
 
 
1.3.3. Some Particular Syntactic Structures and Tags 
 
This section is devoted to the treatment of some particular syntactic structures 
followed by tags. More specifically, I am going to investigate which type of tags 
can be used with Imperative and Exhortative structures and with elliptical 
sentences. The first case is quite problematic, since there are contrasting opinions 
among linguists on the type of tags that are allowed to follow imperatives, so I 
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will start with positive imperatives and then I will investigate the case of 
negative imperatives. 
 
 
1.3.3.1. Imperatives and Tags 
 
Imperative sentences have specific properties which contribute to distinguish 
them from declarative sentences. First of all, the subject is always ‘you’, as 
attested by Jespersen (1940), who claims categorically that ‘the proper sphere of 
the imperative is the second person (singular and plural)’ (1940: 468). However, 
the presence of the subject is often optional, so that a short form of the imperative 
is preferred, being the subject ‘you’ understood nevertheless, since it does not 
need ‘to be marked because it is the only possible subject’ (Thorne, 1966: 69). 
Moreover, the verb phrase is characterised by an absence of tense inflection 
(Davies, 1986: 6) as in ‘Be quiet!’.  
The first studies on the formation of tags with imperatives are within 
transformational grammar (Katz and Postal, 1964; Thorne, 1966; Arbini, 1969). 
The most important claim refers to the kind of auxiliary which is necessary to 
form the tag in this case. In fact, early transformationalists like Katz and Postal 
(1964) explicitly affirm that the only auxiliary that can be used in the tag with the 
imperative is ‘will’; they consider a sentence like ‘You will go home’ which can 
undergo two different types of optional deletion: 1) optional deletion of the first 
two elements, producing the short form of the imperative ‘Go home!’, or 2) 
optional deletion of the first element and permutation of the second and third 
elements, producing the tag question form ‘Go home will you?’. 
Actually, Arbini (1969) contrasts this view, stating that ‘you’ and ‘will’ do not 
occur in the deep structure of all imperatives, but they are instead introduced by 
local transformations (1969: 213). In this sense, Arbini traces a distinction 
between the tag-imperative transformation, which is a permutation, and the tag 
question transformation, which is an addition transformation, since imperatives 
are not formed by deleting ‘you’ and ‘will’ (1969: 213). However, Arbini’s 
analysis is considered unsatisfactory by Huddleston (1970), who underlines that 
Arbini’s ‘grammar fails to show any syntactic relation between the structure of 
tags and that of interrogatives’ (1970: 217). Besides, his analysis is limited to 
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cases where the tag that follows the imperative is formed by ‘will’ as auxiliary 
only, tacitly assuming that this is the unique possibility. On the contrary, this 
claim is untenable, since spoken English is characterised by the use of a wide 
range of auxiliaries in the tag, according to the various functions and illocutionary 
force of the utterance, as is shown by Bolinger (1957), Huddleston (1970), Quirk 
(1985: 813), Davies (1986) and McGregor (1995: 103): 
 
28a. Open the door, will you? 
    b. Open the door, can you? 
    c. Open the door, could you? 
    d. Open the door, would you? 
 
One last thing to point out for the positive imperative is that it can either be 
followed by a positive or a negative tag, as in the example below taken from 
Arbini (1969: 206): 
 
 
 
 
Actually, Arbini states that the occurrence of a negative tag of an imperative is 
completely ‘optional’, in the sense that there are not the same restrictions due to 
the polarity requirement valid for the formation of tag questions appended to 
declarative sentences (1969: 206). On the other hand, Arbini claims that negative 
imperatives cannot be followed by any kind of tag, either positive or negative, so 
that he considers the following cases as ungrammatical (1969: 207): 
 
 
 
 
 
Even if it is true that negative imperatives are less commonly followed by tag 
questions, the only type that seems possible is with the positive form ‘will you?’ 
(Quirk et al. 1985: 813) as in: 
        will you? 
 
29. Bring me a slab,   
        won’t you? 
      *will you? 
 
30. Do not bring me a slab,   
       *won’t you? 
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31. Don’t make a noise, will you? 
 
This view is confirmed by the fact that often the case of negative imperatives 
followed by tags is not even mentioned in grammar (Davies, 1986), or if it is, only 
the positive will-form is admitted (Hudson, 1975: 28). However, I have noticed 
that especially in those treatments where an English dialect or variety is taken into 
account also the case of same polarity negative imperatives is considered possible, 
as in McGregor (1995: 103-104) concerning Australian English. Still in this type 
of studies, we can find an extended treatment of imperative structures, which not 
only are followed by tags of the inflectional type – i.e. the tag question in the strict 
sense – but also by invariant forms (Millar and Brown, 1979; Holmes, 1982; 
Gold, 2005 are some examples). This is true both for positive and negative 
imperatives; in fact, especially in the latter case, I have found only occurrences 
with invariant tags in my data: 
 
NEGATIVE IMPERATIVE / INVARIANT TAG: 
31a. NOHA: Don’t talk about me like I’m not here, ok? 
(Home And Away 2) 
b. RHYS: Well don’t go overdoing it, ok? 
  (Home And Away 4) 
c. KIRSTY: Hey, Seb. Can we talk? Please don’t ignore me, all right? 
This is really awful. I just want to talk to you. 
  (Home And Away 6) 
d. KIRSTY: I have to talk to you. Don’t turn around, ok? 
  (Home And Away 6) 
e. DAVE: Don’t ever call me a fat bastard, all right? All right? (yelling 
furiously) 
  (The Full Monty) 
 
Invariant tags may also occur with positive imperatives (32), as well as tag 
questions do (33): 
 
POSITIVE IMPERATIVE / INVARIANT TAG: 
32a. DANIEL: No, no, I'm sorry... but at least I got a hell of a lot of work 
done. Just give me one more hour, ok? 
  (Bridget Jones’s Diary) 
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b. DANIEL: Well, listen, don't leave on my behalf. I think it's time you 
and I put this past behind us. At least stay for a birthday 
drink... with me and Bridge, huh? 
      (Bridget Jones’s Diary) 
c. MARCUS: Just shut up, right? 
      (About A Boy) 
d. PAULINE: Right--well, anyway, if there's anything I can do for ya, 
give us a shout, ya? [she's leaving] 
      (Eastenders 1) 
e. DAVID: Listen, darling. I tell you what we do, eh? This afternoon, 
after school, I come an' pick you up in that posh new motor 
of mine, yeah? An' we go an' buy you something really 
special. How about that? Well just tell me what you want, 
then?! 
      (Eastenders 4) 
f. IAN: Wha--he was droppin' off anyway! I mean, what does it matter? 
Now come an' sit down an' relax, eh? 
      (Eastenders 4) 
 
POSITIVE IMPERATIVE / TAG QUESTION: 
33a. DANIEL: Well, I just think you should know that, um... there are lots 
of prospects here for a talented person. Just give me a 
minute, will you, Simon? Thanks. 
      (Bridget Jones’s Diary) 
b. HELEN: Yes, it is, so just bear that in mind in the future, would 
you? I’m getting over a major break-up. 
      (Sliding Doors) 
c. WILL: Just bugger off, will you? 
      (About A Boy) 
d. ALF: Grab some milk for the morning, will you? We’re almost out 
up here. 
  (Home And Away 6) 
e. CINDY: Ian, just go, will you?! 
  (Eastenders 4) 
 
The data I have collected so far witness a lower use of negative imperatives than 
positive ones, and a total use of invariant tags with negative imperatives, which I 
find a very interesting question. I wish to deepen the study of ‘tag-imperatives’ in 
my research on ICE-Ireland corpus to find out the reason for this disparity. 
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1.3.3.2. Exhortatives and Tags 
 
There is another construction in English that belongs to the category of 
Imperatives, namely the let-construction. Actually, it would be better to make a 
distinction because this construction does not always function as an imperative. 
See the two examples below: 
 
34a. Let us go to the cinema. 
b. Let’s go to the cinema. 
 
Apparently, the only difference between the two instances is that (34b) is the 
contracted form of (34a). However, the first example is an ordinary imperative, 
while the second one is an exhortative. The difference is reflected in the 
possibilities for accompanying tag questions: 
 
34c. Let us go to the cinema, will you? 
d. Let’s go to the cinema, shall we? 
 
As is shown in the examples above, an imperative with ‘let’ – meaning ‘allow’ – 
may have a second person tag, while the exhortative ‘let’ can only have a first 
person plural tag (Thorne, 1966: 76; Quirk et al., 1985: 830; Davies, 1986: 231). 
Such a distinction is not so straightforward; in fact sometimes only the label 
imperative is taken into consideration (Huddleston, 19870: 219; Hudson, 1975: 
28). However, everybody agrees that the exhortative construction of let can only 
be followed by a tag containing positive ‘shall’: 
 
EXHORTATIVE/ TAG QUESTION: 
35a. BRIDGET: Let's see, shall we? Good night, Daniel. 
      (Bridget Jones’s Diary) 
b. GERRY: Helen, I’m not sure I like where this conversation is going. 
I, I told you, I couldn’t sleep, so I got up, in the night, to get a 
drink to knock myself out. It was still there in the afternoon, 
when you got home… We’d had just had a party. Maybe one 
of your mad friends, like Anna, threw it there. I mean, Jesus! 
Come on, let’s, let’s spoil the moment properly, shall we? 
What are you trying to say? 
      (Sliding Doors) 
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c. CINDY: Come on, let's look out the window, shall we? Look can we 
see any birdies. 
      (Eastenders 5) 
 
However, also invariant tags can occur with exhortative ‘let’: 
 
EXHORTATIVE / INVARIANT TAG: 
36a. SHARON: Well, look. Uh.. let's forget it for now, eh? I, I don't 
wanna waste my time on 'im. 
      (Eastenders 3) 
b. SANJAY: [taking things out of bag] If we're gonna spend Christmas 
together, let's do it properly, yeah?  
      (Eastenders 5) 
c. CHAN: [squirming] All right, let's get some perspective here, ok? 
These things, they happen for a reason. 
      (Friends 2/8) 
 
 
1.3.3.3. Ellipsis and Tags 
 
In order to complete the syntactic description of tags, attention needs to be paid to 
the use of tags after elliptical sentences. Before analysing the relation between 
such syntactic constructions and tags, it is necessary to define the linguistic 
phenomenon of ellipsis in the first place.  
 
Halliday-Hasan (1976) consider ellipsis as a cohesive device – placing it 
within the frame of textual linguistics (see also Beaugrande-Dressler, 1981) – 
contributing to render a text compact and efficient, at least on the level of surface 
expression. Moreover, Halliday-Hasan define ellipsis in relation to two other 
cohesive devices, namely substitution and reference. More specifically, they 
assert that ellipsis and substitution are very similar to each other, as they embody 
the same fundamental relation between parts of the text, i.e. the signata, or words 
and clauses that constitute the surface text; but they are two different kinds of 
structural mechanism, showing different patterns. Ellipsis occurs when something 
that is structurally necessary is ‘left unsaid but understood nevertheless’ (1976: 
142) when the addressee is able to supply what is omitted. An elliptical item is 
one which leaves specific structural slots to be filled from elsewhere. On the other 
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hand, in the case of substitution, an explicit counter is used as a place-marker for 
what is presupposed (ex. one, do, so). However, Halliday-Hasan consider ellipsis 
a special case of substitution, defining it ‘substitution by zero’ (1976: 142). The 
relationship between these two linguistic features is so tight that a relevant 
problem is trying to trace a border between the two, especially in the case of the 
verb do12. To sum up, ellipsis is the omission of some items of the surface text, 
which are recoverable through relations that are observable in the text itself. So, 
this syntactic reduction is a form of inexplicitness that ‘concerns the relation 
between saying and meaning’ and ‘can be measured along an accessibility scale 
regulated by quantitative and qualitative parameters’ (Bertuccelli Papi, 2000: 
119). However, I think that giving an account of all the different types of ellipsis 
through a classification would contribute to distinguish it from other similar 
syntactic constructions – what I call borderline phenomena, such as gapping 
(Ross, 1967; Ramat, 1982), pseudo-gapping (Napoli, 1985; Levin, 1986), 
stripping (Hankamer-Sag, 1976), sluicing (Lobeck, 1995; Merchant, 2001; May, 
2002), nonsentence fragments (Barton, 1990); linguistic constructions that derive 
from ellipsis, such as zeugma or syllepsis (Halliday-Hasan, 1976) and metonymy 
(Mortara Garavelli, 1995); and finally from what is not ellipsis, like lapses in 
performance, inferential gaps and nonrealization (Wilson, 2000; Allerton, 1974). 
As far as classification is concerned, the frame of reference that I have adopted  is 
Halliday-Hasan (1976), even if I draw on other scholars and I make my own 
                                                 
12
 The source of the problem in the right identification of elliptical do resides in the different 
functions it can have, as it can be (i) a lexical verb, (ii) an auxiliary and (iii) a pro-form. See the 
examples below: 
(i) John does his work well. 
(ii) Does John work well? No, he doesn’t. 
(iii) The words did not come as they used to do. (from Carrol, L.  Alice in the 
Wonderland) 
As a lexical verb (i), it always requires a complement; as an operator (ii), it can be elliptical, 
while as a substitute (iii) it cannot.  The problem arises when we have to distinguish do as 
operator from do as substitute to say whether it is elliptical or not. Linguists take different 
positions on this matter, therefore, when the same interpretation of the function of do is missing, 
some cases of ellipsis become very ambiguous. See the two examples below: 
(iv) Mark driver the car, and his sister does too. 
(v) Sam kicked the ball harder than Tom did. 
Quirk et al. (1985) state that (iv) is elliptical (1985: 874), while (v) is not (1985: 906), since the 
insertion of the omitted predication after did would result in an unacceptable sentence, i.e. in a 
context where the dummy operator can’t occur. 
I devoted a section of my MA Thesis on ellipsis (2003) to this subject (Ch. II.3, 28-34). 
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proposals by adding new categories to the ones already identified, on the basis of 
my previous study on the topic (cf. Bonsignori, 2003): 
 
A. NOMINAL Ellipsis (Halliday-Hasan, 1976) entails those cases of ellipsis 
within the nominal group and varies according to the logical function of 
the modifier that is the Head in the elliptical group: 1) Deictics (A: Whose 
dog is this? B: I think it’s Tom’s [Ø]); 2) Numeratives (A: Have another 
chocolate. B: No, thanks. I’ve had my usual three [Ø]); 3) Epithets (I like 
strong tea. I suppose weak [Ø] is better for you). I add another case under 
this label that Halliday does not treat, namely 4) Ellipsis of the object, 
entailing the omission of a noun with the function of object (Decorate the 
top of the cake. Refrigerate [Ø] and serve [Ø] right from the pan!). 
Generally this type of ellipsis characterises texts of the instructional or 
directive type, such as the recipe (Massam-Roberge, 1989; Merlini 
Barbaresi, 2003).  
B. VERBAL Ellipsis (Halliday-Hasan, 1976) entails cases of ellipsis within 
the verbal group and varies according to the grammatical function of the 
deleted verb: 1) Lexical Ellipsis, involving the omission of the lexical verb 
(A: Is John going to come? B: He might [Ø]); and 2) Operator Ellipsis, 
involving the omission of the operator, generally together with the subject  
(A: Has she been crying? B: No, [Ø] laughing.). 
C. CLAUSAL Ellipsis is the last type of ellipsis considered by Halliday-
Hasan (1976) and it entails deleting elements external to the verb itself, 
and even entire clauses (A: Did you find the lemons? B: Yes [Ø].). 
D. Ellipsis of SUBJECT and LEXICAL VERB, a category I thought it was 
necessary to introduce on the basis of the data I considered in my analysis 
of ellipsis (A: It’s not very cold, is it? B: [Ø] Not very cold.).  
E. Ellipsis of the SUBJECT (Beaugrande-Dressler, 1981; Marello, 1984; 
Haegeman, 1990) entails the omission of the noun or pronoun functioning 
as Subject within the nominal group (He’s always asleep. [Ø] Goes on 
errands fast sleep).  
F. Ellipsis of PREDICATE NOMINAL entailing the omission of the 
Subject Complement in a clause, so it always occurs when be is present 
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and functions as copula (A: I don’t know if she’s American. B: She is 
[Ø].).  
G. PRAGMATIC Ellipsis can be considered as a super ordinate category, 
since the ellipsis could be of any type present in this classification. 
Pragmatic ellipsis is common in oral communication and can find a 
justification in the recognition of intentions and in the inferential model of 
communication, in fact it entails the omission of a whole utterance or 
single syntactic items, which can be recovered with the help of gestures, 
facial expressions and the situational context, that is within interaction 
(Lucy: So you believe in [Ø] – [indicates upwards with her head and 
eyes]. From E.R.). This type of ellipsis can be analysed on the basis of the 
Communicative Principle of Relevance as outlined by Sperber and Wilson 
(1986, 2004). 
 
At this point, a brief hint to the strategies necessary to interpret ellipted 
utterances is in order. Following the definition given by Wilson (2000), ellipsis is 
described as ‘structural gaps that can be related to (a) omitted items recoverable 
from the linguistic context, (b) other potential syntactic forms, and (c) the 
situational context’ (2000: 18). Two points deserve attention: 1) the ‘recovery 
procedure’ (Chao, 1988: 39) and 2) the notion of context. The ‘recovery 
procedure’ is the necessary process that enables the receiver to understand fully a 
previous utterance or the meaning of a clause in a written text. Such a procedure is 
considered both as a fundamental means of interpretation and a condition that 
constraints rules for ellipsis, especially for generative grammarians, since 
‘recoverability is generally taken to imply identity of antecedent and elliptical 
material’, as ‘the missing material in the e-clause is recovered on the basis of 
information provided by the e-correspondents and by the antecedent clause’ 
(1988: 39). However, not all instances of ellipsis are so simple and easy to 
understand with a straightforward expansion of the ellipted items. In fact, some 
cases may be ambiguous in their meaning, some may involve cognitive processes 
and non-linguistic instruments to be understood since, as Blakemore claims, 
‘communication is verbal and non-verbal, so utterances have both linguistic and 
non-linguistic properties’ (Blakemore, 1992: 32). At this point, the concept of 
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context comes into play. In fact, on the basis of Wilson’s definition above, ellipsis 
is based on two general notions of context: linguistic context and situational 
context. The first refers to ‘the actual language surrounding an utterance or 
sentence’ (Wilson, 2000: 55), so that there is a strong dependency upon context, 
which constitutes a grammatical connection between the elliptical sentence and its 
context. This grammatical connection constitutes a cohesive tie between the 
ellipsis and the text, and allows for the recovery of elements from the linguistic 
context – which corresponds to the notion of co-text (see Marello, 1984; Mortara 
Garavelli, 1995; Sornicola, 1984) and is endophoric (Halliday-Hasan, 1976). The 
latter consists of  ‘the variety of extralinguistic factors that may contribute to our 
understanding of a language event, such as setting, participant roles, actions, that 
is the more explicit context of situation’ (Wilson, 2000: 55) – situational context 
is also called con-text (Marello, 1984) and is exophoric, the elements of reference 
being outside the text (Halliday-Hasan, 1976).  
 
Within the frame of systemic functional theory, Halliday (1985: 73) considers 
the tag question as the means to identify the subject of a declarative sentence (see 
also Kay, 2002; Mikkelsen, 2004). This claim is even more applicable to the case 
of ellipsis, which can actually be of various types, and consequently it can be 
extended to the recovery of the verbal element, too. Among the various categories 
of ellipsis described in the previous paragraph and on the basis of the data I have 
collected so far, I have identified four cases where the main sentence is elliptical13 
and followed by a tag question. Let’s see the following examples: 
 
37a. PAMELA: [E] A bit snowy, isn’t it? 
      (Bridget Jones’s Diary) 
b. IAN: HaHmm. [E] The only trouble with running a chippie, isn’t it? 
Every pore stinks.  
      (Eastenders 2) 
c. CINDY: Oh, I'd love to but I can't, [E] got the twins, don’t I? 
      (Eastenders 2) 
d. MARK: [to PAT] [E] Got your work cut out, haven’t you? Who you 
got comin' over? 
      (Eastenders 5) 
                                                 
13
 Ellipted items in the clause are indicated with [E]. 
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e. KATH: [E] No such thing as a secret around here, is there?  
(Eastenders 1) 
 
In (37) the main sentence is characterised by the ellipsis of the subject and the 
lexical verb – corresponding to type D in the classification outlined previously –  
which are both identifiable in the tag questions above, in this case meeting the 
reversed polarity requirement.  
The following example (38) shows cases where the main sentence is 
characterised by operator ellipsis – corresponding to type B – that involves the 
omission of both auxiliary and subject, which can be recovered from the 
following TQ: 
 
38a. IAN: Well, if not, [E] just have to14 struggle on, won’t we? 
(Eastenders 1) 
b. CINDY: Ah... [E] Been counting, have you? Anyway, I been busy. 
[E] Helpin' my husband open his business, haven’t I?  
(Eastenders 2) 
c. WILLIAM: [E] Buggered, is it? 
(Notting Hill) 
d. DAVE (enters): [E] Not lost your bottle, have you, Gaz?  
(The Full Monty) 
 
Examples in (38) show that both reversed (a, second clause in b and d) and 
constant (first clause in b and c) polarity tags are possible. Especially in (38b), 
note how important the tag question is in the recovery of the subject that changes 
– you and then I – in the second sentence. 
Another type of ellipsis is possible within the verbal group. That’s the case of  
the deletion of  the verb only, leaving the subject overt. The verb is be, 
functioning either as auxiliary or copula, respectively as in (39c) and (39a), or 
have as operator (39b): 
 
39a. PAULINE: Oh, yeah? Our Michelle [E] there again, was she?   
(Eastenders 1) 
b. PAULINE: Ohhhh. I [E] better go find one, haven’t I? 
(Eastenders 4) 
                                                 
14
  The script reports the original phonological realisation of to pronounced ta. 
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c. DON: Irene. Well, here I am at last, literally. So, you [E] coming to 
this little do of Sally’s, are you, later on? 
(Home and Away 3) 
 
Finally, the last case of ellipsis in the main sentence is the ellipsis of the 
subject – type E – which on the contrary entails the deletion of  the subject only, 
while all the elements pertaining to the verbal group are expressed. 
 
40a. ART: Ha... Do you think so? Councilor Fowler. Ha.. [E] Sounds 
good, doesn’t it? 
(Eastenders 1) 
b. BIANCA: [E] Lost a bit o' weight, did ya? 
(Eastenders 3) 
c. GAZ: We do. [E] Don’t get your clothes dirty, do you? 
(The Full Monty) 
 
All these examples show that tag questions play a fundamental role in the 
recovery procedure of omitted items in the preceding elliptical main sentence, 
giving important information about the subject and the verb, more specifically 
concerning the tense, as in (39a and b). On the other hand, it has to be noticed that 
also invariant tags can be appended to elliptical sentences, but of course they do 
not represent a useful tool for their interpretation, because of their syntactic 
independency from the main clause. See the examples below: 
 
41a. UNCLE GEOFFREY: Still [E] no fellow, then, eh?  
(Bridget Jones’s Diary) 
b. SPIKE: [E] Cool, huh? 
(Notting Hill) 
 
Before concluding, another point deserves attention. The relationship between 
ellipsis and tag question is very tight, in fact sometimes the tag question is defined 
as an ‘elliptical question’ (Culicover, 1992: 195). I think that this not completely 
true, in the sense that in the case of the tag question there is no need to complete 
the sentence or to recover the omitted items, as happens instead with ellipsis. 
Moreover, reinstating the ellipted material would break the ‘close tie between the 
clauses that is characteristic of the construction’ (Huddleston, 1984: 375). In fact, 
tag questions are a sort of ‘echo questions’ (Algeo, 1988: 174) and mean ‘is it 
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right?’ or ‘is it true?’. This difference may be seen first of all with reference to 
invariant forms, and secondly comparing what I consider a tag question with cases 
where there is a change of auxiliary/tense or subject in the portion of question in 
relation to the main sentence, respectively as in (42) and (43) below: 
 
CHANGE OF AUXILIARY/ TENSE: 
42a. SONIA: It'd be a bit squashed , won't it? 
      (Eastenders 4) 
b. BIANCA: Uh, I can't believe this. We can't win, couldn't we? 
      (Eastenders 4) 
c. PAULINE: Ohhhh. I [E] better go find one, then, haven’t I? 
(Eastenders 4) 
 
CHANGE OF SUBJECT: 
43a. TOM: I think that deserves a toast, don't you? To Bridget... who 
cannot cook, but who we love... just as she is. 
      (Bridget Jones’s Diary) 
b. ALAN: I reckon this is more important, don't you? 
      (Eastenders 1) 
c. WILL: Marcus wouldn’t kill a duck, would you, Marcus? 
      (About A Boy) 
 
As regards the first case (42), where a change of auxiliary/tense with respect to the 
main sentence is involved, I would like to verify if this is due to pragmatic reasons 
or if it implicates a syntactic change, so that it would be more correct to speak of 
elliptical questions rather than tag questions. On the other hand, the change of 
subject in (43) – especially in (a) and (b) – involves a change in the deictic 
orientation, which is instrumental to attain the pragmatic goal of communication. 
However, this case poses the same problem as the change of auxiliary/tense. For 
this reason, I wonder if it is possible to draw a continuum with gradient values in 
order to place the various cases along a scale that ranges from tag questions in the 
strict sense to elliptical questions.  
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CHAPTER 2 
Pragmatic Functions of Tag Questions: A general overview 
 
 
 
 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The description of all the possible pragmatic functions TQs may have is necessary 
to better account for this linguistic phenomenon. Actually, such an operation is 
not so straightforward, because of the complexity of TQs. Generally, according to 
Merlini Barbaresi (2003), the emergent cause of complexity is “the simultaneous, 
correlated behaviours of the various components of the system” (2003: 25), 
represented by the interaction of various linguistic levels, namely syntax, 
pragmatics and phonetics, in the case of tags. More specifically, the simultaneous 
occurrence of several factors which contribute to determine the meaning of a 
tagged utterance often produces difficulties in interpretation from the receiver’s 
point of view. Besides, as we shall see, the inner complexity of tags is also due to 
the fact that different and even opposite functions correspond to the same 
syntactic structure, and that various functions may coexist in the same tagged 
utterance (Holmes 1982: 47; Eckert and McConnell-Ginet 2003: 170). 
This chapter aims at presenting the major criteria to be considered in order to 
understand the multiple facets which determine the meaning and function of tags 
in the first place, followed by an overview of  the various functions tags can 
perform is outlined, mainly taking into consideration the descriptive accounts put 
forward by Holmes (1982, 1995) and Algeo (1988, 1990, 2006) as a reference 
model. In order to have a clear-cut scenario of the various communicative 
intentions and functions of tags, it is first necessary to focus on each linguistic 
level separately. 
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2.2. CRITERIA  FOR A COMPLETE EVALUATION OF THE MEANING OF TQS 
 
2.2.1. The syntactic level 
 
As regards the syntactic level, the relation between the main declarative sentence 
and the tag represents the first parameter to consider. In fact, according to the 
polarity of the two clauses, different functions can be performed. For instance, 
Aijmer (1979) states that generally a negative declarative sentence precedes a 
positive tag, when the speaker “does not know if the hearer will accept that the 
corresponding affirmative proposition is true” (1979: 13), entailing that the main 
sentence is a proposal and that the tag is used to seek the addressee’s acceptance. 
Such a claim clashes with other descriptions of the functions of TQs in relation to 
their syntactic structure. For example, Hintikka (1982) – as well as Sinclair (1972: 
75) – makes no distinction between a reversed polarity tag1 where the main clause 
is positive and the tag is negative and vice versa. He simply states that the 
difference between RPTs and CPTs – respectively named ‘checking tags’ and 
‘copy tags’ by Sinclair (1972) – lies in the conversational force, so that the first – 
making no distinction in the polarity – are used to ascertain the truth of the 
proposition, while the second are used to express scepticism about the main 
proposition. However, still following Aijmer’s theory, because of the speaker’s 
expectation of acceptance, the whole TQ is said to be more similar to a negative 
rather than a positive question, since in the latter case, the speaker does not really 
know what the hearer’s response will be (1979: 14). Such a claim is interesting for 
two reasons. First, it makes it necessary to define the syntactic structure of TQ in 
relation to statements and questions. Also Lakoff (1972; 1975) states that the TQ 
is intermediate between these two, being less assertive than a statement and more 
confident than a yes/no question. In this respect, Croft (1994) traces a continuum 
between declaratives, by which the speaker firmly asserts his belief, ‘biased 
questions’ (Sadock and Zwicky, 1985: 180), which include tagged declaratives by 
which the speaker invites explicit assent from the addressee, and finally, neutral 
questions, which do not assert the speaker’s belief, instead they ask for some kind 
of information from the addressee. Even McGregor (1995: 115) analyses tagged 
                                                 
1
 From now on RPT, as well as constant polarity tag will appear as CPT. 
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utterances considering the tag as an elliptical interrogative. In this sense, a 
positive TQ appended to a negative statement – as in Aijmer’s example – involves 
the ellipsis of the remainder of the negated clause, since the proposition is 
presupposed. As a consequence, to interrogate it means that there is some reason 
to suppose that in fact the proposition may be true. This is why, according to 
McGregor, the speaker uses the tag to ask for the hearer’s confirmation. But these 
appear to be generalised comments. In fact, secondly, Aijmer’s claim – like 
McGregor’s, who makes a too strict analysis, not considering intonation at all – 
sheds light on a major point, which is the total lack of consideration for all the 
other factors that contribute to determine the meaning/function of a tag and which 
are discussed in the following sections.  
 
 
2.2.2. The pragmatic level 
 
On a pragmatic level, several factors come into play, among which the context. In 
order to define all the factors that concur to define context, Dressler and Merlini 
(1994: 5) describe the pragmatics of communication as characterised by two 
dimensions: the speech situation and the speech event. The ‘speech situation’ is 
the static dimension and it consists of participant roles, the general setting of 
communication and the verbal and non-verbal means of communication available 
to participants. On the other hand, the ‘speech event’ is the more dynamic 
dimension and it relates to the verbal and non-verbal actions and interactions of 
participants as governed by social norms and defined by the social structure. 
Obviously, as regards participants – i.e. speaker and addressee – we have to take 
onto account both their ‘static properties’, such as presuppositions and cognitive 
properties, as well as some other objective factors, entailing experience and 
previous knowledge. 
The speakers’ role/status and the kind of relationship between speaker and 
addressee are inevitably linked to and determined by the notion of power. As 
regards TQs, they are a specific type of questioning that elicits some kind of 
response from the receiver. For this reason, discourse and conversation analysts 
consider them as a marker of power and control in the way they help to organise 
the turn-taking system, for instance (Sacks et al., 1974; Aijmer, 1979). In this 
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sense, they are said to be the most ‘conducive’ type of question by Hudson (1975: 
24), since the addition of a tag to a declarative sentence enriches the speaker’s 
epistemic bias towards either a negative or affirmative answer (Givón, 1993: 245), 
as respectively in: 
 
1. John didn’t eat the salami, did he?  
2. John did eat the salami, didn’t he? 
 
A clear example is provided by the case of ‘unequal encounters’, namely ‘speech 
situations where one participant is institutionally invested with rights and 
obligations to control talk’ (Cameron et al., 1990: 87). This is the case of 
discourse in courtrooms, classrooms and consulting rooms, where the powerful 
party is naturally inclined to use large numbers of questioning moves and 
consequently tags. For instance, in courtroom interaction, Biscetti (2006) points 
out that generally RPT is a coercive device used by the attorney to exert 
psychological pressure on the witness to push him to respond and, more 
specifically, it is considered ‘a device for exercising power over the witness’ 
(Biscetti, 2006). Indeed, the omission of the tag in this case is felt as a form of 
attenuating imposition. Conversely and interestingly, a study by Winefield et al. 
(1989) focuses on the use of tags by patients – who actually represent the 
powerless party in the interaction – in a course of psychotherapy, concluding that 
the raise of tags corresponds to the raise of the patient’s self-confidence and 
independence, which in fact can be considered aspects of power in the same way.  
Tags can be described as illocutionary forces modifying devices in that they 
often play a decisive role in upgrading/downgrading the force of an utterance. In 
fact, on one hand, when tags are used as a controlling, in some way manipulatory 
device in communication, mainly belonging to the ‘powerful’, to some extent they  
contribute to other phenomena, such as aggressiveness and hostility. In this way, – 
as we shall see in 2.3.4. –  tags can be used as a means for the modification of 
speech acts, namely aggravation entailing the ‘speaker’s more or less intentional 
use of modes of expression that may render his speech more risky for his own or 
the addressee’s face’ (Merlini Barbaresi, 1997). On the other hand, in other 
contexts tags can accomplish the opposite function of mitigating a potentially 
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face-threatening act and consequently they can represent an important 
interactional device complying with politeness principles (Brown and Levinson, 
1987). For instance, the use of tags to organise the turn-taking system can be seen 
as a way of controlling and planning a conversation on one hand, but  also as a 
way of facilitating it on the other, leaving space to the addressee to intervene and 
being in this way cooperative (Grice, 1975). A more detailed description is 
provided in paragraph 2.3., together with a survey of the various functions of TQs.  
Other important factors that contribute to determine the meaning of a tagged 
utterance are: the speaker’s intention, both speaker’s and hearer’s state of mind, 
sincerity conditions, truth conditions, – i.e. the conditions under which the 
proposition is true (Searle, 1969; Hudson, 1975: 5) – the identification of speech-
acts and of the illocutionary forces. Actually, Hudson (1975: 6) claims that the 
illocutionary force has nothing to do with the meaning of moods, so that there is 
no need to analyse it to identify the meaning of tags; on the contrary the only 
thing that matters is their sincerity conditions. McGregor (1995: 96) adds that 
other factors should be considered, such as presuppositions, expectations and 
evaluations. In my opinion, even the illocutionary force of a tagged utterance 
should be analysed in order to identify its core meaning and function fully (as will 
be discussed with examples in Ch. 3).  
 
 
2.2.3. The phonetic level 
 
When I refer to the phonetic level in relation to TQs, I mean prosody and 
intonation. Unfortunately, these aspects are generally left apart or simply 
considered in a broad sense in most analyses of the meaning and function of tags. 
This fact could be explained in various ways. For instance, within 
transformational studies, the only prominent aspect is syntax. Other scholars 
consider the role of intonation of tags as ancillary, but not determinant in the 
identification of their meaning, like McGregor (1995), who states that ‘the 
different tonic possibilities do not affect the core meanings of the various tag 
constructions, but modify the degree to which the speaker attests to the 
proposition uttered’ (1995: 94). I do not agree with this claim, although it is true 
that the status of a tag cannot simply be read off only from its intonation 
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(Cameron et al., 1990: 84). However, I reckon that the prosodic features of a 
tagged utterance are essential for its interpretation as well as its syntactic form. 
For instance, intonation plays an important role in the distinction of the meaning 
of reversed polarity tags showing opposite prosodic patterns, as in the following 
examples taken from Quirk et al. (1985: 811): 
 
3a. He likes his job, doesn’t he?  RISING TONE 
   b. He likes his job, doesn’t he?  FALLING TONE 
 
Both (3a) and (3b) are cases of reversed polarity tags, where the main sentence is 
positive, while the tag is negative. The only difference is in fact the direction of 
tone. This prosodic distinction is mirrored in the semantics of the tags. As Quirk 
claims, sentences in (3) are formed by an assumption – and positive one – 
contained in the statement, and a question, expressing an expectation. So, in (3a) 
this expectation is neutral, in fact the rising tone invites verification, expecting the 
hearer to validate the truth of the proposition; while in (3b) the expectation is 
positive, as the falling tone invites confirmation of the statement, having the force 
of an exclamation, rather than a question. This is the argumentation Quirk 
presents to explain the variety of meanings of tags and their complexity, mainly 
nested in their multifunctional nature, which indeed represents a problem for any 
classification (Cameron et al., 1989; Coates, 1996). The notion, in fact, is widely 
accepted that more functions may coexist in the same tagged utterance (Holmes, 
1982: 47; Eckert and McConnell-Ginet, 2003: 170).  
The prosodic features of tags are described in details in the following chapter 
(cf. 3.5.2), where they are considered as a fundamental parameter for the 
interpretation of tagged utterances. Before describing the various functions tags 
can perform referring to the relevant literature, the parameters that contribute to 
the complex meanings of tags are summed up in the scheme presented below. 
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Scheme 1 – Complexity of TQs.  
 
 
 
 
SYNTAX 
 
PRAGMATICS 
 
PHONETICS 
Polarity 
Situational Context 
Power 
Politeness 
Aggravation / 
Mitigation 
Prosody and 
Intonation 
 
MEANING / FUNCTION 
of TQs 
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2.3. FUNCTIONS AND PRAGMATICS OF TAG QUESTIONS 
 
This section deals with the description of the various functions of tag questions, 
starting from those identified by such scholars as Millar and Brown (1979), 
Holmes (1982), Algeo (1990; 2006) and Andersen (2001), who have studied this 
aspect according to various criteria. This general overview is presented together 
with examples taken from their works to support the hypotheses that these 
scholars have put forward. A preliminary remark is in order, namely that across 
the different studies, different labels may correspond to the same function, but 
there are also considerable differences, mainly due to the distinct purposes of each 
analysis. For instance, Holmes’s study analyses recorded conversations of New 
Zealand English and it mainly focuses on gender and politeness; while Algeo is 
mainly interested in the comparison between British and American English in the 
use of tags. The following categories are the result of an analysis based on the 
degree of certainty of the truth of the proposition on the part of the speaker – the 
so called subjective attitude (Andersen, 2001: 118) – and on the speaker’s 
evaluation of the hearer’s relation to the proposition. An important contribution is 
the study by Kimps (2007) where she analyses the functions of positive CP tags 
following Traugott and Dasher (2002), who identify the link between grammar 
and use in the speaker and addressee dyad, which they consider the ‘condition or 
ground for linguistic communication’ (2002: 20). Such a relationship is 
characterised by a continuum that ranges from intersubjectivity to subjectivity. 
The first entails that in a communicative situation each speaker interacts as a 
subject and is aware of the other speaker as a subject, while the latter involves 
only the expression of self. Kimps (2007) concludes that intersubjectivity is 
hearer-oriented, while subjectivity is speaker-oriented, on the basis of the degree 
of participation and influence of the speakers in the interaction. Given that 
positive CP tags serve a strong interpersonal function (2002: 274), all TQs should 
be analysed taking such values into account.  
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2.3.1. The Modal Epistemic or Informational Function 
 
The original purpose of tags is probably to ask for information (Algeo, 1990: 
445), being speaker-oriented; more specifically, tags are used as hedges, when the 
speaker entertains some doubts about the certainty or truth of the information. In 
this way, tags signal different degrees of certainty, which are expressed according 
to the polarity in relation to the main sentence and intonation. This primary use of 
tags is called modal epistemic (Holmes, 1982: 50) or informational (Algeo, 
1990: 445) and corresponds to categories B and D2 (Millar and Brown, 1979: 38). 
Let’s examine the following instances taken from Holmes (1982: 50): 
 
4a. Ray had bad luck,  did he?    + / +  → RISING  
  b. Ray had bad luck, didn’t he?   + / −  → FALLING  
   C. Ray had bad luck,  didn’t he?   + / −  → RISING  
 
Holmes claims that (4a) is a sort of deduction from what another person has just 
said or from the situational context, so that the constant positive polarity tag 
indicates a very high degree of certainty, second only to a direct declarative, such 
as ‘Ray had bad luck’. On the contrary, McGregor (1995: 115) states that, since 
he considers the tag as an elliptical interrogative, the proposition in the main 
sentence is to be taken as a presupposition. So, in the case of a positive CPT, the 
proposition is interrogated immediately after it is declared, which indicates that 
there is some room for doubt. In his analysis, McGregor distinguishes between the 
core meaning  and the contextual uses of TQs – i.e. the various pragmatic 
meanings TQs can have on the basis of the situation of occurrence of the tagged 
utterance and the speaker’s intentions. As regards the core meaning, he contrasts 
RP tags and CP tags, since in the first case the speaker asserts or denies a 
proposition, while in the latter case, he tentatively utters a recent interpretation of 
new contextual information, even if, in both cases, the speaker requests the 
hearer’s confirmation. As a consequence, the core meaning should be considered 
as a starting point for the interpretation of tags, since the various attitudinal 
meanings they can assume depend on the contextualisation of the core meaning 
                                                 
2
 Millar and Brown simply use alphabetical capital letters to label the various functions of tags. 
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itself (1995: 98-99). However, still following Holmes’s description, (4b) is 
characterised by opposite polarity with falling intonation on the tag, requesting 
confirmation from the hearer and meaning that the speaker is quite sure about 
what he is asserting and for this reason he does not expect disagreement. Finally, 
(4c) is still a case of opposite polarity but with rising intonation on the tag, which 
still expresses a request for confirmation but with greater strength, since the level 
of the speaker’s certainty is so low that he may expect disagreement from the 
addressee. According to Holmes, the next step in the scale of certainty would be a 
direct question of the type ‘Did Ray have bad luck?’ (1982: 50). However, Algeo 
(1988, 1990) considers only the case of opposite polarity with rising pitch on the 
tag as belonging to this category, which he calls ‘informational tag’, where 
speaker and addressee have an equal role in the conversation, allowing for 
maximum freedom of response. Moreover, Algeo takes also into account cases of 
opposite polarity where the tag follows a negative statement (1988: 180):  
 
5a. You haven’t any cigarettes, have you?      − / +  → RISING  
    b. Your name’s no Willy Brown, is it?  − / +  → RISING  
 
Algeo claims that generally when the tag follows a negative statement as in (5a), 
it expresses a diffident attitude on the part of the speaker; moreover, he notices 
that it is the tag that turns the whole utterance into a request, since the negative 
statement places the speaker in an ‘undemanding position’ (1988: 180). In this 
way, the tag functions also as a politeness device, because such a request is surely 
harder to deny than a straightforward question. However, according to Algeo, in 
the case of falling pitch, the request becomes less polite and more demanding, 
especially if compared to (5b), which is an example in Edinburgh Scots (Millar 
and Brown, 1979: 36), where the rising pitch of the tag produces a more tentative 
effect. A similar example to (5a) is the one proposed by Watts (2003: 196) in 
order to explain how the tag denotes politeness: 
 
5c. I couldn’t borrow your car for an hour this afternoon, could I? 
 
Here, Watts claims that neither the indirectness of this utterance nor the tag itself  
automatically realise politeness. However, the tag contains an instruction to the 
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addressee to ‘reassess the speaker’s statement with a view to correcting the 
negation expressed in it’ (2003: 196). Indeed, the only one who is able to do so is 
the addressee, that is the car’s owner. As a consequence, Watts concludes that the 
utterance in (5c), where the speaker makes a negative statement with could and 
invites the addressee to annul that negation using a TQ, accessing in this way the 
request, represents ‘a semi-formulaic EPM that abides by the constraints of the 
politic3 behaviour operative in the social interaction’ (2003: 196). More 
specifically, ‘semi-formulaic utterances’ are highly conventionalised utterances, 
where the use of indirect speech acts are frequently interpreted as instances of 
negative politeness (2003: 189), while EPM stands for ‘expressions of procedural 
meaning’, which have been undergone a process of pragmaticalisation (2003: 
180), losing their original propositional content, so that they no longer contribute 
to the truth value of the proposition, but instead they begin to function as markers 
indicating procedural meaning in interaction.   
One last thing to say refers to invariant tags. Analysing the COLT corpus, 
Andersen (2001) states that ‘innit’ is generally pronounced with a falling 
intonation, however he registers the case where it is unusually rendered with a 
rising intonation, typical of the epistemic reading, as in the example below (6a): 
 
6a. You told mum yesterday innit?  + / IT  → RISING  
  b. Antony and Lucy’s doing it innit.  + / IT  → FALLING  
 
(6b) represents the more frequent realisation of ‘innit’ with a falling pitch. In this 
case it expresses a lower degree of speaker uncertainty than in (6a), still 
responding to the epistemic function and unlike other invariant tags, like ‘right’, 
‘okay’ and ‘yeah’, which instead require a rising tone to perform the same 
function (2001: 121-122).  
 
 
 
                                                 
3
 Watts (2003) makes a distinction between ‘politic’ and ‘polite’ behaviour. Politic behaviour 
entails the use of those linguistic and non linguistic structures which are considered appropriate 
to the ongoing social interaction, while polite behaviour entails the choice of  behaviour that 
goes beyond what the social rules consider correct and non-hostile and beyond what is perceived 
to be appropriate by the participants in the interaction (2003: 21).  
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2.3.2. The Facilitative and Confirmatory Function 
 
Holmes (1982) identifies a second group of tags, namely affective tags, which 
have the general aim of expressing ‘affective meaning’ and are classifiable on the 
basis of solidarity, that is the level of intimacy or social distance of a relationship. 
In this sense, they are addressee-oriented (1982: 53). Besides, they can take on 
various forms, as in the case of facilitative tags, which are used to indicate a 
positive interest in the addressee, by offering him the chance of intervening in the 
discourse, having therefore an interactional and socializing function. In this sense, 
they also help the speaker to organise the turn and can function as you know or 
right (Stenström, 2005: 284), that is as some kind of ‘discourse markers’ 
(Schiffrin, 1987). This category corresponds to conversational tags (Algeo, 2006: 
298) and category A (Millar and Brown, 1979: 38). Algeo points out that this type 
of tags is relatively high on the scale of politeness, since it is aimed at facilitating 
the participation of others. As Cameron et al. (1990) notice, facilitative tags are 
favoured especially by television presenters, eliciting long reply from guests, as in 
the following example (1990: 90):  
 
7. Presenter: It’s compulsive, isn’t it.  
 
Kimps (2007) observes that also positive CPTs can assume a facilitative 
function. By asking the hearer’s opinion, the speaker expects him to elaborate on 
the proposition, as the example below taken from Kimps (2007: 280) shows: 
 
8. A: It was a good placement. 
 B: So you could get by with the Italian could you? 
 A: Yeah. I mean erm I actually had some help in terms of like my 
supervisor could speak English. 
  
Actually, in his previous works, Algeo (1988; 1990) names this type of tags 
‘confirmatory tags’4, asserting that they are also used with statements whose 
truth the addressee is thought to accept, so that the falling pitch on the tag proves 
that the speaker is quite certain of the truth of the proposition and simply asks for 
                                                 
4
 Actually, such type of tags is not a clear-cut category, since it appears to share features belonging 
to both Holmes’s epistemic and affective functions. Indeed, confirmatory tags are mentioned 
again in relation to the softening function (cf. 2.3.3.) and could also be considered as belonging 
to the epistemic function, together with informational tags.  
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confirmation (Algeo, 1988: 181), as in the following examples taken from Millar 
and Brown (1979: 40): 
 
9a. He likes cheese, doesn’t it.      + / −  → FALLING  
  b. He likes cheese, e.    + / IT→ FALLING  
 
A positive assumption is followed by a positive expectation and this leads also to 
the conduciveness of tags, which is considered their most characterising feature 
by Hudson (1975: 24). Such a claim is also confirmed by the large number of 
positive answers to positive CP tags, for instance (Kimps, 2007: 279). In this 
sense, referring to Hudson (1975), Millar and Brown make a distinction according 
to what the speaker wants the hearer to agree about, a fact or an opinion, since 
‘there is a difference between seeking confirmation and seeking corroboration, 
such as that the speaker applies a slightly different set of expectations to each 
case’ (Millar and Brown, 1979: 38). Following this thesis, Andersen classifies 
‘innit’, as in (10a) and (10b), respectively referring to a fact and an opinion: 
 
10a. Romax knows it as well innit.         + / IT  → FALLING 
   b. Those old games they’re so shit  innit.        + / IT  → FALLING  
 
One last remark to make relates to the Tyneside dialect, which results to be far 
more complex than Standard English, especially as regards the TQ system. Beal 
(1993; 2004) shows that in the case of RPT, where a positive proposition is 
followed by a negative tag, the contraction of the negative marker in the tag plays 
a fundamental role in determining the meaning of the tagged utterance. See the 
two examples below in (11): 
 
11a. She can come, can she not? 
 b. She can come, can’t she? 
 
The two utterances show different syntactic patterns, respectively: 
 
(a) Aux + Subj. + NOT   uncontracted negative 
(b) Aux + N’T + Subj.   contracted negative 
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The first pattern in (11a) is used when information is sought, so it corresponds to 
the informational tag; while the second in (11b) is used when confirmation of the 
negative proposition is sought, having a confirmatory function instead.  
 
 
2.3.3. The Softening Function 
 
A second type of ‘affective tags’ in Holmes’s classification is the softening type 
(1982: 58), which is generally drawn to reduce the strength of an utterance that 
may appear as threatening or disagreeable to the addressee, rendering it more 
acceptable and not offensive. Holmes describes this kind of tags as mainly aimed 
at protecting solidarity in the relationship between speaker and hearer. They can 
operate in two ways: 1) hedging negative comments and 2) softening directives. 
In the first case, tags are used to soften the negative impact of sarcastic remarks or 
ironic comments (Kreuz et al., 1999), as in (11): 
 
12a. There aren’t many, are there.              − / +  → FALLING  
    b. That was pretty silly, eh.             + / IT → FALLING  
    c. There’s only one Mothercare innit Grace.     + / IT → FALLING  
 
The falling intonation is preferred because it presupposes agreement, so it is ‘most 
effective in disarming position’ (Holmes, 1982: 60). Also invariant tags are 
frequently used for this purpose, as in (12b) and (12c). In the latter, Andersen 
(2001: 124) explains that there is not a shared belief between speaker and hearer, 
still ‘innit’ has the interactional effect of suggesting that in fact they both share 
parts of their contextual backgrounds, making the addressee accept the 
proposition more easily.  
Examples in (12) show the softening function as to be performed only by 
opposite polarity tags. Actually, in her study, Kimps (2007: 288) finds out that the 
tentative or face-saving attitude can be expressed also by using positive CP tags, 
even if they constitute the smallest group and are quite uncommon. She notices 
that the speaker wishes to express empathy towards the hearer, who is considered 
the real source of authority, and often tries to hedge the suggestion expressed in 
the proposition in the host clause, attributing it to the hearer, in order to persuade 
him of his suggestion. In this case, the use of positive CP tags aims at creating a 
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highly cooperative interaction. However, agreement is tentatively expected (2007: 
289).  
As regards the second ‘subfunction’, tags often follow imperatives, having a 
close bearing on the politeness of the utterance, so that they are also called 
‘politeness markers’ by House and Kasper (1981), as they are generally used to 
‘show deference to the addressee and to bid for cooperative behaviour’. More 
specifically, they represent a case of what Brown and Levinson (1978) call 
‘negative politeness’, in that they are aimed at the mitigation of a face-threatening 
act, minimizing the typical effect of imposition of directives. See the examples 
below:  
 
13a. Tell me something you want to write about, eh?       +/IT → RISING  
 b. Just wear the wig innit.         + / IT  → FALLING  
    c. Come in, won’t you?    + / − → RISING  
    d. Don’t make a noise, will you.           − / + → FALLING  
  
As we can notice from these examples, the tag that follows an imperative can take 
either a rising or falling pitch. However, in each case the function of the tag is that 
of a ‘persuasive softener’ (Quirk et al., 1985: 813), making the request less surly 
and abrupt. An interesting fact that emerges from Holmes’s analysis (1982) is that 
in her data she registers only 3 cases of directives, all rendered with imperative 
forms and followed by invariant tags, with a mitigating function. The fact is that 
this seems to contrast with the claim that generally invariant tags are only used in 
very informal contexts (1982: 43), which does not get along with the notion of 
politeness, of which they seem to be a clear and natural form. 
Softener tags correspond to confirmatory tags, in Algeo’s (1990) 
classification, since they both score high on the scale of politeness; and to 
category E in Millar and Brown’s description (1979). 
 
 
2.3.4. The Challenging Function 
 
In her latest functional description of tag questions – which is based on her 
previous work (1982) – Holmes (1995) considers another function tags can have, 
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namely the challenging function. The aim is to ‘aggressively boost the force of a 
negative speech act’ (1995: 80), as in the following example: 
 
14a. Remember I’m walking with Ritchie and Andrew innit. 
 
(14a) is taken from Andersen (2001: 125) and shows how in this case the invariant 
tag ‘innit’ does not have a polite, mitigating function; on the contrary, the 
utterance has hostile and challenging overtones, so that the addressee cannot 
disagree at all. Generally, challenging overtones are accompanied by louder voice 
and high-pitch in the tag. In fact, according to Millar and Brown (1979: 42), 
speaker and hearer both know that the proposition is true, because it involves 
shared knowledge and experience; but despite the fact that the proposition 
represents a mutual assumption, this is ‘less salient in the hearer’s contextual 
background, so that the utterance functions as a sort of reminder’ (Andersen, 
2001: 126).  
This type corresponds to category E in Millar and Brown (1979) and to the so-
called peremptory tags in Algeo (1988; 2006), who also considers cases where 
the tag is used to ‘close off debate, freeze the addressee out of the communication’ 
(1988: 182), as in (14b): 
 
14b. – Who do you think will win the game?  
  – We’ll know at the end, won’t we.  
 
As regards intonation, Algeo claims that this kind of tag is very frequent in British 
English and it has falling tone, while in American, it is also possible, but it is 
more likely to be spoken with a high, exclamatory pitch. Another type of 
peremptory tag is the one that involves universal truths, in that the tag becomes a 
‘way of informing the hearer about what everyone is expected already to know’ in 
the form of an insult, as in (14c): 
 
14c. – Will it take long, the tea?  
  – It has to boil, doesn’t it. 
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Actually, Holmes’s challenging tag also corresponds to another category in 
Algeo (2006) and Millar and Brown’s classification, respectively the 
antagonistic5 tag and category F. The antagonistic tag is said to be characteristic 
of British English and rare or even absent in American English (Algeo, 2006: 
298), a claim that is confirmed by the latest analysis by Tottie and Hoffmann 
(2006: 301). This type of tag  is very similar to the peremptory tag, except that in 
the first case it ‘follows a statement whose truth or falseness the addressee could 
not possibly know’ (Algeo, 1988: 185) and it always has a falling pitch. Since the 
content of the proposition represents new information for the hearer, the utterance 
appears very rude and impolite. Let’s see the following examples taken from 
Millar and Brown (1979) in Edinburgh Scots:  
 
15a. – How’s Mike getting down to London?  
  – He’s going by car, isn’t it. 
     b. I’ve got headache, haven’t I. 
 
As regards (15b), the addressee cannot know the speaker’s inner state, but he is 
expected to do so by the use of the tag. More specifically, he ‘is made to feel that 
he really should have known either by intuition, perception or deduction, that the 
proposition was true’ (1979: 43), motivating the hostile and aggressive overtones 
of the utterance. Interestingly, such a use of tags is also registered in Cockney, 
especially in recounting incidents (Wright, 1981: 121). 
Tags can also exhibit more specific challenging attitudes, namely irony, 
sarcasm and mockery, which generally occur with aggressive, hostile overtones in 
non-cooperative interaction. Besides, they all presuppose a large amount of shared 
knowledge and the sharing of common ground between speakers. Kreuz et al. 
(1999) notice that TQs appear to be frequently appended to ironic statements, so 
that they could function as a cue for the addressee to understand that the actual 
meaning of the utterance is different than its literal meaning and sometimes the 
tag can make the statement even more ironic. When the tagged ironic utterance is 
directed towards a victim, who could be the addressee or a third party, it is more 
                                                 
5
 In his previous works (1988, 1990) Algeo names this type of tag as aggressive tag, changing this 
label into antagonistic tag in his latest work (2006). 
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correct to talk about sarcasm, which generally involves ‘the use of wounding or 
bitter remarks’ (Kimps, 2007: 285). In this case, referring to positive CP tags, 
Kimps claims that the speaker is negative towards the truth of the proposition, but 
he assumes that the addressee believes it, with rather humiliating effects, since the 
tag forces the interlocutor to confirm something that he actually rejects.  However, 
in contrast with those scholars (Huddleston, 1970; Hudson, 1975; Quirk et al., 
1985) who claim that CP tags are generally used to express irony, sarcasm and 
mockery, Kimps’s work (2007) shows that the majority of her 715 examples – 
collected from the COBUILD, the COLT and the London Lund Corpus – convey 
‘mirativity’ (57%) and seek verification (40%). Mirativity entails “the marking of 
a proposition as representing information which is new to the speaker” 
(DeLancey, 2001). Such new and unexpected information is often in contrast with 
the speaker’s assumptions, but it is believed to be true for the addressee 
(McGregor, 1995: 99). Consequently, Kimps describes mirativity as challenging, 
and she identifies three basic attitudes that follow from it and which are expressed 
by CP tags, namely disbelief (56%), surprise (23%) and disagreement (21%). On 
the other hand, Kimps points out that irony, sarcasm, mockery and contempt are 
additional attitudes that ‘never occur alone, but always accompany one of the 
basic challenging attitudes’ (2007: 285). 
 
 
2.3.5. Rhetorical uses 
 
Sometimes, tags can also be used as rhetorical questions in conversation. In this 
sense, the sincerity condition that characterises questions – i.e. the speaker wants 
the hearer to provide the information required – is broken, because actually the 
speaker has no intention of receiving any answer from the addressee. An example 
of such use of tags is the so called ‘punctuational tag’ (Algeo, 2006: 299), 
typically characterised by a falling and assertive pitch. Punctuational tags are 
generally used in soliloquy, where there is no interaction with an addressee, or 
they can appear in medial position within the speaker’s utterance in face-to-face 
conversation, so that this inhibits the addressee from taking the tagged utterance 
as an invitation to respond, as in (16a): 
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16a. We’re terribly keen, aren’t we, on ethnic cultures. 
 
Algeo also notices that the use of punctuational tags is merely a ‘matter of 
emphasis, without either encouragement or discouragement of a reply by the 
addressee’ (2006: 299), so that the tag acts as a reinforcing formula with an 
expressing-phatic function, as in (16b): 
 
16b. Because you say no to everything, don’t you.  
 
Moreover, tags can be employed as a marker of ‘positive politeness’, that is as 
a ‘redress directed to the addressee’s positive face’ (Brown and Levinson, 1987). 
In this sense, tags can be used to claim common ground, to intensify the hearer’s 
interest in the narrative, as in the case of the ‘personal-centre switch from speaker 
to hearer’ (1987: 119), a strategy that accomplishes this goal without requiring 
any answer: 
 
17. I had a really hard time learning to drive,  didn’t I. 
 
Again, we shall notice that the tagged utterance in (17) is characterised by falling 
intonation on the tag.  
The prospect below shows a resumé of the functions of tags so far discussed: 
 
FUNCTIONS EXAMPLES STUDIED BY 
1A. MODAL EPISTEMIC 
 
  B. INFORMATIONAL 
 
  C. CATEGORIES B & D 
18. Ray had bad luck,  didn’t 
he? 
 
19. You haven’t any 
cigarettes, have you? 
 
20. Your name’s no Willy 
Brown, is it? 
a) Holmes 
 
b) Algeo 
 
c) Millar & Brown 
2A. FACILITATIVE 
 
  B. CONVERSATIONAL 
 
  C. CATEGORY A 
 It’s compulsive,  isn’t 
it. 
 
 He likes cheese,  doesn’t 
he. 
 
 He likes cheese, e. 
a) Holmes 
 
b) Algeo 
 
c) Millar & Brown 
3A. SOFTENING 
 
  B. CONFIRMATORY 
  C. CATEGORY E 
 Don’t make a noise,  will 
you. 
 Come in,  won’t you? 
 
a) Holmes 
 
b) Algeo 
c) Millar & Brown 
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4A. CHALLENGING 
  B. PEREMPTORY 
  C. CATEGORY E 
 Will it take long, the tea? – 
It has to boil, doesn’t it. 
 
a) Holmes 
b) Algeo 
c) Millar & Brown 
5A. CHALLENGING 
  B. ANTAGONISTIC 
  C. CATEGORY F 
 I’ve got headache,  
haven’t I. 
a) Holmes 
b) Algeo 
c) Millar & Brown 
6. PUNCTUATIONAL   Because you say no to 
everything, don’t you. 
b) Algeo 
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CHAPTER 3 
A Syntactic, Pragmatic and Prosodic Analysis of Tag Questions in 
Films 
 
 
 
 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The present chapter aims at analysing all the cases of TQs stricto sensu that I have 
collected from four English films, on the basis of their syntactic form, situational 
context, prosodic patterns and functions. First of all, in the next paragraphs, I 
introduce my corpus of data, explaining why I have chosen films as the object of 
my study on tags, together with the description of the methods of my analysis. 
Finally, paragraphs 3.4. and 3.5. are respectively devoted to the syntactic and 
pragmatic-prosodic analysis. 
 
 
3.2. WHY FILM LANGUAGE? 
 
For the purposes of the present chapter, I have chosen to analyse the use of tag 
questions in some films. Such a choice is motivated by the general difficulty of 
studying linguistic phenomena strictly pertaining to spoken and oral language. 
More specifically, due to the extreme complexity of tags on different linguistic 
levels (cf. 2.1.), in order to study them satisfactorily, it is necessary to take into 
account all the aspects that contribute to determine their meaning, that is the 
situational context, the relationship between speaker and addressee, their social 
roles in the speech event, the communicative intentions, paralanguage and 
prosody. Apparently, the film exhibits all these elements – being an audio-visual 
text – while, for instance, a corpus of real spontaneous conversation, even if 
tagged for certain phonetic and prosodic patterns, lacks the auditive counterpart 
and all the paralinguistic devices that are so important for a correct and complete 
interpretation of a speech event. Besides, as regards the language used in films, it 
has been observed that recent movies are characterised by quite a faithful 
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reproduction of spontaneous face-to-face conversation (Taylor, 1999), since 
linguistic realism is necessary to attract the audience’s attention (Pavesi, 2005: 
30), and as a consequence, many features of orality appear in films – i.e. 
hesitations, overlapping, fillers, ellipsis and also tag questions. In this respect, a 
definition of film language as a specific genre and a description of the its 
characterising features in relation to spontaneous conversation are in order. As 
film scripts share some features with both speech and writing, an introductory 
description of the characterising features – tracing both the differences and the 
similarities – of these two modes is helpful in the definition of the genre of film 
scripts. 
 
 
3.2.1. Speech vs. Writing 
 
The first step consists in tracing the features typical of writing as opposed to 
speech, for which I refer to the studies by O'Donnell and Todd (1982), Chafe 
(1982), Tannen (1982), Lakoff (1982), Halliday (1985a), Horowitz and Samuels 
(1987), Nystrand (1987), Biber (1988), Biber and Quaglio (2006) and Miller 
(2006) in the vast literature on the topic. With the general notions of ‘speech’ and 
‘writing’ I refer to typical speech and typical writing, that is, the two unmarked 
genres in each mode, corresponding respectively to face-to-face conversation and 
informational exposition. 
 
Speech and writing differ from each other in various ways, the most relevant of 
which relate to three points: 1) channel, 2) speed, and 3) interaction. 
As regards the first, it is necessary to explain the meaning of channel and its 
distinction from the concept of ‘language’. In fact, both speech and writing are 
channels, that is, vehicles for the language, which is an abstract system, 
impossible to observe directly, that is “outside” these two media that have 
concrete and practical value. The substance of speech is the sound, ‘a disturbance 
of the air’ (O'Donnell and Todd, 1980: 5) made of phonemes; on the other hand, 
writing consists in an alphabetical system based on an inventory of symbols called 
letters, which correspond to by and large to sounds. Besides, the fact that speech 
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is produced in time, while writing in space and on a page – of whatever type – 
renders the latter permanent in opposition to the former. 
The second point of difference, speed, is fundamental because it has 
consequences also on other aspects of the production of speech and writing. The 
process required to choose among possible ways of expressing an idea that we 
have in our mind is different in speech and writing, and also require a distinct 
expenditure of cognitive effort. In fact, writing allows for more time and more 
resources for this effort: it is slower than speech (Chafe, 1982; O'Donnell and 
Todd, 1980; Horowitz and Samuels, 1987; Halliday, 1985a). A writer has no time 
constraints, a written text is planned, organised, based on ‘conformity and 
uniformity’ (Halliday, 1985a: 29-30) so that it can be revised and changed without 
necessarily having to commit to the first choices made; on the contrary, ‘speaking 
is done in the flow’ (Chafe and Danielewicz, 1987: 88; Miller, 2006), it is an 
immediate spontaneous process, so lexical choices must be made quickly, that is 
why speakers tend to operate with a narrower range of lexical items than writers. 
This is the first important consequence of speed in the two media. The vocabulary 
used is also different: the rapidity of spoken language produces a less varied 
vocabulary, while in writing a wider repertoire can be used, characterised by 
specific and refined terms, which sometimes conveys the idea of artificiality as 
opposed to the spontaneousness and naturalness of speech. So, writing is 
characterised by integration, while speech by fragmentation (Biber, 1988: 43; 
Chafe, 1982: 38-39; O'Donnell and Todd, 1980: 7). Integration refers to the way 
in which a large amount of information is organised into relatively few words 
through nominalization, prepositional phrases, relative clauses, conjoined phrases, 
that is, with the use of more complex syntactical structures. Fragmentation is the 
result of the pressure of time in speech, and is conveyed by silent pauses and other 
types of hesitations, such as false starts, repetitions, corrections (Halliday, 1985a: 
76), and the use of coordinating conjunctions, the most common of which is and, 
and other conjunctions like but, so and because (Chafe, 1982: 38). As a result, 
spoken language is mainly characterised by syntactic incompleteness, which is 
related to the other features of dysfluency listed above. 
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As regards the kind of language used in speech and writing, it is also necessary 
to deal with the varieties of English in relation to the concept of 
formality/informality. In  writing the language is always quite formal, whereas this 
is not always the case in speech, where the language can be both formal and 
informal, and in the latter case it is useful to make some distinctions. For example, 
the use of ‘dialect’ relates to a concept of ‘social variation’, depending on the 
region, social class, age and sex group the speaker belongs to (Halliday, 1985a: 
44); ‘idiolect’ is the personal variety of each individual; finally, according to the 
type of situation, different ‘registers’ (1985: 44) or ‘styles’ (O'Donnell and Todd, 
1980: 65) can be identified. Register is a ‘functional variation’, in the sense that 
language also varies according to the functions it is being made to serve, that is, 
according to the context of situation, on the basis of a concept of appropriateness. 
Halliday states that even written language can be considered a register, because of 
the function it serves (1985: 45). To sum up, when speech is informal, it is 
characterised by the use of colloquial expressions for example, which never 
happens in writing.  
Another important difference refers to the explicitness of writing and the 
implicitness of speech, which is strictly intertwined with the function of the two 
modes and with the notion of context. In the first place, the aim of writing is 
typically ‘ideational’, that is, ‘to convey propositional information’ (Biber, 1988: 
42), in fact it is characterised by extreme clarity of expression, also because 
readers – writer's receivers – are displaced in time and space. Besides in written 
communication, the context of use, that is the occasion on which the text is 
actually processed by the receiver, is eventual and not concurrent with the 
production of discourse, that is, the context of production (Nystrand, 1987). On 
the other hand, in speech this distinction has no practical meaning, since both 
types of context are identical (1987: 206). This inevitably leads to the third  
difference based on interaction, that is the relation that speakers and writers have 
with their audiences. Chafe and Danielewicz (1987) speak about detachment as a 
typical feature of writing, as opposed to involvement of speech. In fact, the writer 
totally lacks any kind of interaction with the addressee, that consists in an 
unidentified and passive group of readers, who cannot provide direct feedback, 
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ask for clarifications or express interest and understanding (Biber, 1988: 40). On 
the writer's side, this detachment is often expressed through the use of the passive 
voice, nominalization, objectivity and impersonality. On the contrary, in most 
spoken language, the audience is physically present and also has the ability to 
respond with language of its own: the addressee is an active participant. Speaking 
is basically ‘interactional’, meaning that its principal aim is ‘to express personal 
feelings, to establish, reaffirm or maintain interpersonal relationships’ (Biber, 
1988: 42); so involvement is expressed with the occurrence of interactional 
responses, such as yeah, which show understanding and interest in the 
conversation, and tag questions; explicit concern, with the use of first person 
pronouns like I, me, my, we, us, our; direct reference to the listener, by use of 
second person pronouns, imperatives and questions; the occurrence of colloquial 
expressions and fillers, such as you know, I mean, well; the use of emphatic 
particles, for example, really and just; direct quotes; vagueness and hedges, like 
and so on, sort of, kind of, etc (Biber, 1988; Chafe, 1982; Chafe and Danielewicz, 
1987; Biber and Quaglio, 2006: 707). Moreover, with speech there is also a 
sharing of context and of knowledge between participants, which is completely 
absent in writing. As a consequence, face-to-face communication can be brief, 
linear, with constructions that are based on a single predication. This means that a 
speaker is allowed to ‘reduce the informational content of an utterance on the 
basis of shared personal knowledge and still expect to be understood’ (Biber, 
1988: 41). Ways to achieve this kind of implicitness and incompleteness, still 
contributing to cohesion, are: deixis, prosodic features, paralinguistic devices, and 
ellipsis, which are largely under represented in writing. Still, speech can be 
transcribed or reproduced in fictional dialogue, for instance, even if with the loss 
of certain effects typical of oral communication. But written language has its own 
special resources to reproduce paralinguistic and prosodic features (1985: 32; 
Nystrand, 1987: 208) – i.e. for instance,  punctuation,  typographic devices, 
elision, eye dialect1, etc. 
So, there is no doubt that people speak differently from the way they write, and 
vice versa, and that both written and oral communication involve very different 
                                                 
1
 In orthography, eye dialect is the use of non-standard spellings to create the effect of a dialectal, 
foreign, or uneducated speaker (Bowdre, 1971). 
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kinds of strategies; but the fact that it is possible to use typically spoken devices in 
written language allows us to trace a continuum between speech and writing.  
 
 
3.2.2. Speech and Writing: A continuum 
 
The dichotomy between spoken and written language is not so strict, in fact 
neither constitutes a unified phenomenon. Each of the two modes allows for a 
multiplicity of styles and there is also a great deal of overlap between speaking 
and writing (Horowitz and Samuels, 1987: 8; Chafe and Danielewicz, 1987: 84; 
Tannen, 1982; Lakoff, 1982; Halliday, 1985a; Miller, 2006: 671). Halliday 
affirms that we use the term ‘written language not to mean that there is one 
invariant type of English that is associated with all forms of written discourse. 
There is a whole cluster of different varieties that share the written medium… In 
the same way we refer to spoken language’ (1985: 46). So, typical speech and 
typical writing, respectively corresponding to face-to-face conversation and 
explanatory prose such as academic writing, simply represent the extreme poles 
along a scale of varieties characterised by the mingling of written and spoken 
devices: ‘some kinds of spoken language may be very writtenlike, and some kinds 
of written language may be very spokenlike’ (Chafe and Danielewicz, 1987: 84). 
That is why I now refer to the concept of continuum – an expression chosen by 
Tannen (1982: 3) – to describe the relation between the two modes. There is, 
however, an alternative way of considering this relation, that is on the basis of the 
semantic theory of prototypes. As Langacker (1987) defines it, ‘a prototype is a 
typical instance of a category, and other elements are assimilated to the category 
on the basis of their perceived resemblance to the prototype; there are degrees of 
membership based on degrees of similarity’ (1987: 371). Membership is therefore 
a matter of degree, since ‘prototypical instances are full, central members, 
whereas other instances form a gradation from central to peripheral’ depending on 
how far they deviate from the prototype itself (1987: 17). Moreover, the prototype 
model ‘does not require that every member of a category possess a given feature’ 
(1987: 371), in fact the absence of an essential property merely renders an 
instance non-prototypical. This model can be applied to the speech/writing 
relation as regards the categorisation of the various text-types, where academic 
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prose is considered prototypical of writing and face-to-face conversation 
prototypical of speech.  
 Biber (1988) and Chafe and Danielewicz (1987) study four kinds of language, 
on the basis of the presence of features belonging to spoken and written modes, 
namely: 1) face-to-face conversation, 2) academic lectures, 3) personal letters, and 
4) academic papers. The comparison between these four genres shows that face-
to-face conversation is a spoken genre with highly oral situational characteristics, 
– in fact, it is considered the typical speaking situation; – academic prose is a 
written genre with highly literate situational characteristics, – and it is presented 
as the typical writing situation; – academic lectures represent a spoken genre with 
relatively literate situational characteristics; and personal letters represent a 
written genre with relatively oral situational characteristics. This result 
demonstrates that ‘there is no simple correspondence between speaking/writing 
and oral/literate characteristics’ (Biber, 1988: 45), and that the mingling of 
features of spoken and written modes is inevitable, making the relationship 
between the two media very tight.  
 
 
3.2.3. Defining Film Language as a Genre 
 
Spoken and written language can be considered as two macro-genres that have 
various subgenres, among which ‘spoken to be written and written to be spoken’ 
(Taylor, 1999: 262). As regards the latter, examples are political speeches, lecture 
notes and indeed film scripts, as Taylor points out. However, Taylor (1999) makes 
an important distinction between political speeches and film scripts, which 
actually belong to a further subgenre. Even if it is true that both types are planned, 
in the case of political speech there is no attempt to ‘create a false spoken reality 
on paper, as the speech is real in itself and will be delivered in real time’, while in 
film scripts ‘the original dialogue is not real, merely purporting to be real’ (1999: 
262). This is why Taylor defines film scripts as pertaining to the genre labelled as 
‘to be spoken as if not written’ (1999: 263). So, the film script is ‘a complex 
semiotic event’ (Taylor, 1999: 265), which is written and planned by a script 
writer in order to be enacted orally by actors. 
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Film language shares many features with spontaneous conversation, even if 
obviously much of this resemblance lies in the script writer’s and actors’ abilities. 
Taylor (1999) observes that, generally, recent films achieve this goal and as a 
consequence, they mirror – in Halliday’s terms (1985b) – the so-called ideational, 
interpersonal and textual metafunctions of real life, referring respectively to the 
information exchanged by speakers, the relationships between them and, finally, 
the way they build up a dialogue. Some examples are the use of hesitations, false 
starts, overlapping, jargon, colloquial expressions and the like. On the other hand, 
we must not forget that the language in films is actually artificial, a fictional 
representation of real spontaneous discourse and a result of the decision of a script 
writer. This does not exclude the opportunity of studying some linguistic 
phenomena such as tags in this specific mode of speech, by taking into 
consideration those films that are characterised by convincing dialogues that 
successfully and convincingly portray spontaneous conversation.  
The faithful reproduction of everyday conversation in films is not the only 
reason why I have chosen this specific text-type as the object of my investigation 
on tag questions. Actually, films offer other tools which are fundamental to 
achieve a clear interpretation of an ongoing conversation. More specifically, I 
refer to prosody, paralinguistic devices and deixis. Prosody is in fact part of the 
linguistic system and carries semantic contrasts in meaning (Halliday, 1985a: 30). 
It consists of intonation, rhythm, pausing and stress, which are discussed in detail 
in paragraph 3.5.1., when introducing the pragmatic-prosodic analysis of my data. 
Secondly, there are the so-called paralinguistic devices, which are not 
systematic, but rather additional variations by which the speaker signals the 
import of what he is saying (1985: 30). The paralinguistic element is ‘an essential 
element of human speech’, ‘an organic part of it’ (O'Donnell and Todd, 1980: 66); 
in fact, it is a kind of communicative behaviour which a speaker engages while 
talking, and which ‘contributes to meaning’ (1980: 66), as when interpreting an 
utterance, one has to account not only for what is said, but also for how it is said. 
In this sense, ‘the paralinguistic message obviously affects the interpretation of 
the utterance as a whole’ (Ladd, 1996: 34). O'Donnell and Todd (1980) 
distinguish between vocal and non-vocal paralinguistic devices. The first group 
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involves pitch phenomena, volume, precision, continuity and tempo. The second 
group includes facial expression, eye-contact, posture, gesture and physical 
contact. Finally, deixis entails ‘references to items outside of a discourse or text’ 
(Horowitz and Samuels, 1987: 7). This low degree of referential explicitness – by 
the use of third person neuter pronouns, usually it, this, or that – conveys an effect 
of vagueness of expression, also because sometimes there is no clear antecedent 
of the pronoun previously uttered. However, the use of such a device is motivated 
by the fact that speakers not only have less time to choose the vocabulary, but 
they are also allowed to be less precise about what they are referring to because 
they share the same situational context, in space and time (Biber, 1988: 42; Chafe 
and Danielewicz, 1987: 90). The fact that the film is an audio-visual text allows us 
to take into consideration a major number of factors involved in the talk-
exchange, in order not to miss any nuance of it thus having a clear-cut scenario to 
rely on. On the contrary, a corpus of transcribed real spontaneous conversation 
completely lacks all these aspects so that, together with the frequent problem of 
‘sparsity of data’ (Nilsenová, 2006: 23) – due to the excessively large size as 
opposed to the presence of certain linguistic phenomena, such as tag questions – it 
makes it difficult to carry out the task of analysing them satisfactorily. As a 
consequence, the results of studies which rely on corpora with no indications of 
the intonation patterns and based only on linguistic context must be regarded as 
preliminary, as Tottie and Hoffmann (2006) admit. 
In chapter 1, I have described tag questions from a syntactic point of view, 
referring to examples of each type taken from films, sit-coms and soap-operas. 
However, I reckon that for the purposes of this chapter it is more relevant to take 
into account only full length films, leaving out sit-coms and soap-operas. In fact, 
both these sub-genres are characterised by the use of inauthentic conversation and 
hardly reflect reality: in sit-coms, dialogues are deliberately created for humorous 
purposes, while in soap-operas, conversation is based on the attempt of 
reconstructing reality on a daily basis, even if they are actually constrained in half 
hour episodes, thus achieving the opposite effect. 
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3.3. THE CORPUS AND METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
 
3.3.1. The Corpus 
 
The corpus of data examined for the purposes of the present chapter consists of 
four films, namely Secrets and Lies (1996, M. Leigh), The Full Monty (1997, P. 
Cattaneo), Sliding Doors (1998, P. Howitt) and About A Boy (2002, C. and P. 
Weitz). They are quite recent films and of English production. As a consequence, 
the predominant spoken variety is British English, even if other varieties of 
English are present, such as American, Scottish and Northern English of 
Sheffield. Moreover, language also varies according to the social class to which 
the characters belong, ranging from the upper to the working class, and the ethnic 
group of provenance – i.e. see the presence of Indian and black characters. All 
these diastratic and diatopic varieties enrich the analysis of tags, because they 
provide a wider scenario for their possible uses, allowing us to make a comparison 
of the different meanings and functions on the basis of such factors. 
The main feature that all films share is that the plot mainly focuses on 
personal relations, so that much space is devoted to everyday conversation. A 
brief summary of the plots is in order.  
 
Secrets and Lies (1996, M. Leigh) 
Set in London, Secrets and Lies is the story of a family. Hortense, a successful 
young black woman, adopted at birth, starts looking for her mother and traces her 
unexpectedly to a lower-class white woman, Cynthia, who is a sad single mother, 
living with her sullen street-sweeper daughter, Roxanne. Cynthia’s brother, 
Maurice, is a  successful photographer and lives nearby in a new and expensive 
house with his snobbish wife, Monica. Maurice and Monica throw a party for 
Roxanne’s birthday, in order to re-unite the family. But as Cynthia brings along 
her new friend Hortense, chaos ensues and everyone's secrets are exposed. 
 
The Full Monty (1997, P. Cattaneo) 
The setting is Sheffield, once the "City of Steel", but today city of widespread 
unemployment and despair. Six unemployed men, inspired by a group of 
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professional strippers who run a very popular show in town, decide to try to make 
a fortune by organising a new show and becoming strippers themselves. Since 
they are neither physically gifted nor proper dancers, they try to arouse women’s 
interest by saying they will go for “the full monty” – i.e. total nudity. 
 
Sliding Doors (1998, P. Howitt)  
Helen is unjustifiably fired from her job at a PR company. On her way back 
home, when she is about to take the tube, we start to see what would have 
happened if she had caught the train, and if she hadn't. The film shows us two 
parallel stories. In one reality, Helen takes the train, meets James and goes back 
home just to catch her fiancé Gerry cheating on her with his ex-girlfriend Lydia. 
In the other reality, Helen misses the tube train, gets mugged, goes to hospital and 
eventually arrives home to find Gerry alone in the shower. But at the end, the two 
stories rejoin. 
 
About A Boy (2002, C. and P. Weitz) 
Based on Nick Hornby's best-selling novel, About A Boy is the story of Will, a 
rich, cynical, immature Londoner in his thirties, who is taught how to act like a 
grown-up by a 12-year old Marcus. In search of available women, Will invents an 
imaginary son and starts attending single parent meetings. As a result of one of his 
liaisons, he meets Marcus, an odd boy who has no friends. Gradually, Will and 
Marcus become friends, and as Will teaches Marcus how to be a cool kid, Marcus 
helps Will to finally grow up. 
 
 
3.3.2. Methods of Analysis 
 
Before starting the analysis proper, a brief description of the methods used for the 
collection of data is necessary. 
The first step was to read the film scripts, in order to check if the presence of 
tags was relevant enough to take each film into consideration for this study. 
However, to my surprise, surfing the internet I could not find the scripts but the 
transcripts of the chosen films. The difference between a script and a transcript is 
that in the first case, we find complete information about the names of characters 
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and the ongoing action, thanks to the presence of ‘stage directions’, which 
describe the setting, paralanguage and non-verbal communication (Wilson: 2000: 
164); on the contrary, transcripts are much more synthetic, in the sense that only 
dialogues appear. However, only three transcripts were available on an internet 
website,2 except for Secrets and Lies. This is because I found out3 that actually, 
most of the script was improvised by the actors, since the writer/director M. Leigh 
informed each actor what his/her part in the story was on the spot and they each 
developed their own characters and the lines they utter quite freely. To add a 
spontaneous effect to the performances, M. Leigh met each actor individually and 
only told them what their character would know at the beginning of the film. As 
filming progressed, the actors were hearing the secrets for the very first time. For 
instance, actress Brenda Blethyn/Cynthia didn't know that Marianne Jean-
Baptiste/Hortense was black and they never met before the scene in which they 
actually meet in the film. This aspect turns out to be very interesting and 
important for the purposes of the analysis, since the language is expectedly even 
closer to genuine conversation. 
At this point, another consideration is in order. For Secrets and Lies, it was 
obviously necessary to watch the whole film on a DVD and collect all the cases of 
tags ‘manually’ every time I encountered them. However, the same operation was 
carried out for the other three films, too, because generally,  transcriptions happen 
to leave out some pieces of dialogues or typical conversational elements, such as 
fillers, discourse markers and indeed tag questions.   
After collecting all the occurrences of tags, I classified them on the basis of 
their syntactic form, building up different categories for each syntactic type, as is 
shown in chapter 1. Then, as I recognised the importance of intonation for the 
identification of  the meaning/function of tags, I had to carry out an acoustic 
analysis with the help of an instrument called PRAAT, which is a computer 
software that extracts acoustic files and allows for an intonational description, 
with the help of spectrograms that shows the prosodic contour of a segment, 
tracing a waveform. However, a complete description of PRAAT is given in the 
introduction to the pragmatic-prosodic analysis (cf. 3.5.3). 
                                                 
2
 The website is www.script-o-rama.com.  
3
 See the website www.imdb.com, in the trivia section of the film. 
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In the next part of this chapter, I focus on tag questions stricto sensu and I 
carry out both 1) a quantitative and syntactic analysis of the different types of tags 
in each film and 2) a pragmatic-prosodic analysis, identifying the various 
functions of tags according to their form and, above all, prosodic patterns.  
 
 
3.4. SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS OF TAGS  
 
On the basis of the various syntactic patterns of tag questions, a preliminary 
analysis is outlined, taking into consideration each film separately. Then the 
results are summed up in order to draw more general conclusions on their use.  
 
 
3.4.1. Syntactic Types in Secrets and Lies 
 
The length of this films certainly has repercussions on the number of tags that 
occur. Indeed, if the other three films last about 100 minutes, Secrets and Lies is a 
bit longer – i.e. 136 minutes. This aspect, together with the fact that the language 
is more spontaneous, both because improvised by actors (cf. 3.3.2.) and due to the 
plot of the film and to its working-class characters, probably are the reasons why 
the presence of tag questions is higher than in the other films, as shall be seen. 
Moreover, apart from the ‘regular types’, there are also cases in which the 
auxiliary of the tag takes the irregular forms of ain’t and innit, which are both 
instances of an informal register, typically due to the social class the characters 
belong to and to the relationship they entertain. Ain’t is typically British and 
denotes informality and familiarity; it is used only by Cynthia and her daughter 
Roxanne, who both belong to the same social class – i.e. working class – and 
share the same cultural background. See examples (1a) and (1b) below, where 
ain’t refers back to the form of have and be respectively:  
 
1a. Cynthia: Still, I suppose there are worse jobs. [E] Gotta laugh, ain’t you, 
sweetheart? Else you'd cry.  
 
b. Roxanne: He’s busy, ain’t he?   
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On the other hand, innit, a typical tag used in London (cf. 1.3.2.2., p.14), is more 
widespread among characters and it becomes also indexical of social and ethnic 
identity, especially when used by an Indian character, as in (2) below:  
 
2. Indian man: Mm. [E] Time I got married, innit     
 
Finally, it is important to pinpoint that Monica, who is actually Scottish, does not 
use either ain’t or innit, since these two forms do not exist in this variety of 
English (cf. 1.3.1.2., p. 11). In this way, the language appears to reflect real use 
and closely resembles genuine conversation. Table 1 sums up in quite general 
terms which types of tag are used and by whom: 
 
TQs Inv. Tags Characters Features 
TQs 
 
ain’t 
(have) 
ain’t 
(be) 
innit Others innit 
MAURICE BrEng 22 0 0 2 6 1 
MONICA Scottish accent 9 0 0 0 2 0 
CYNTHIA BrEng – 
working class 
39 9 11 4 3 0 
HORTENSE English black 
woman 
5 0 0 2 1 0 
ROXANNE BrEng – 
working class 
(21 years old) 
8 0 3 0 2 0 
JAYNE Br Eng 2 0 0 1 1 0 
STUART Br Eng 2 0 0 0 2 0 
JENNY Br Eng 5 0 0 0 0 0 
Other MEN Black 2 0 0 0 2 0 
Indian man Indian 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Table 1 – Use of tags in relation to characters in Secrets and Lies. 
 
The total number of tags, including invariant forms, is 147, of which 127 are 
tag questions and the rest 20 are invariant tags, such as yeah, all right, eh and 
then, with only one case where innit is used as an invariant tag (3): 
 
3. Maurice: Where are you going?  
 Roxanne: I don't know.  
 MAURICE: It's all been a bit of a shock, innit? Eh?   
 Roxanne: Look, I don't get it. Did you know about her?  
 Maurice: Well, I always thought she'd had a boy.   
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Figure 1 below shows the frequency distribution of TQs in opposition to invariant 
forms:  
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Figure 1 - Distribution of TQs and Invariant Tags in Secrets and Lies 
 
 
As for tag types, some distinctions need to be drawn. The total number of TQs 
– i.e. 127 – actually includes all types of tag questions, concerning polarity 
variations and the mood of the anchor clause as well as cases in which the main 
sentence presents some type of ellipsis, and cases where both innit is used as a 
real tag question – i.e. standing for isn’t it? – and ain’t is used either as have or 
be. Let’s examine these data in detail with the help of Table 2 above. 
 
TAG TYPES TQS INV. TAGS 
1.A Reversed Polarity  + / - 43 / 
1.B Reversed Polarity  - / + 25 / 
2.A Constant Polarity  + / + 7 / 
2.B Constant Polarity  - / - 0 / 
3.A Imperative + / +  or Inv 1  4  
3.B Imperative - / +  or Inv 0 0 
4.A  + / Invariant Tag / 10 
4.B  - / Invariant Tag / 1 
5.A Change of Subj. 3 0 
5.B Change of Aux. / Tense 1 0 
6.A Ellipsis of Subj&Verb  + / - 1 (+ 8*) / 
6.B Ellipsis of Subj&Verb  - / + or Inv 0 0 
6.C Ellipsis of Subj&Verb  + / + or Inv 2  2 
6.D Ellipsis of Subj.  + / - 1 / 
6.E Ellipsis of Subj.  + / + or Inv 1  0 
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6.F Ellipsis of Subj.  - / + or Inv 3 0 
6.G Ellipsis of Aux or copula  - / + or Inv 0 1 
6.H Ellipsis of Aux or copula  + / + or Inv 
 2  1 
6.I Ellipsis of Aux or copula  + / - or Inv 1 0 
6.L Operator Ellipsis   - / + or Inv 0 0 
6.M Operator Ellipsis   + / - or Inv 1 0 
6.N Operator Ellipsis   + / + or Inv 2 0 
7.A Innit as Tag    + / - 10 / 
7.B Innit as Inv Tag    + / - / 1 
8.A Ain’t as Have    + / - 9 0 
8.B Ain’t as Be    + / - 14 0 
TOT. 127 20 
Table 2 – Syntactic description of tags in Secrets and Lies. (+ 8*) means that these tags have 
specific syntactic features and have been already counted, while / means that it is impossible to 
have a TQ or Inv. Tag in that case. 
 
If we leave out innit and constructions with ain’t, initially focusing only on the 
‘regular’ types of TQs, we shall notice that the number of RP tags is much higher 
than CP tags, that is 79 vs. 15, and that among RP tags, the cases in which a 
positive clause is followed by a negative tag are more frequent than the inverted 
case – i.e. 50 vs. 29. Then, if we add the instances of tags with innit (10 cases) and 
ain’t (23 cases, of which 14 as be and 9 as have) obviously to RP tags with a 
positive stem and a negative tag, the gap between RP tags and CP tags turns to be 
even wider: 83 vs. 29. 
Below, we can find some bar charts that represent the frequency distribution 
of the various syntactic types of tags in relation one to the other, in order to 
immediately visualise which type is more used in this film. 
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Figure 2 - Distribution of TQs and Invariant Tags on the basis of polarity in Secrets and Lies. 
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Figure 3 - Distribution of the different types of TQs in Secrets and Lies. 
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Figure 4 - Distribution of the different types of TQs, including innit and ain’t in RP +/-, in Secrets 
and Lies. 
 
One last remark is to account for refers to the absence of negative CP tags and 
for the scarcity of cases of Imperative structures followed by tags. More 
specifically, there are only 5 instances of Imperatives, all positive, of which 4 
followed by invariant tags, as in (4), and only 1 instance of exhortative with let- 
construction followed by a proper TQ, as in (5): 
 
4. 1st BROTHER: Listen, right? We’ve got to sort this out while we’re here! 
5. JENNY: Right, Hortense. Let's talk a little bit about you, shall we? Now, 
obviously, you've been giving a great deal of thought to things, and 
you've come to a decision, which is good. But, for me, the question 
is: why now? 
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3.4.2. Syntactic Types in The Full Monty 
 
This film lasts 95 minutes and, despite the fact that it is the shortest among those 
that have been analysed, it displays quite a high number of tags of various types. 
The Full Monty is considered a very good example of the accent of Northern 
England4 – i.e. Sheffield accent – since the majority of the cast comes from 
Yorkshire, except for Robert Carlyle/Gaz who is actually from Glasgow, but who 
is well known for his skill at faithfully reproducing different accents. This aspect 
contributes to render dialogues more vivid and realistic, together with the use of 
an informal register which is related to the social class of characters, namely the 
working class. In this respect, the auxiliary be in the negative form often  
undergoes a phonological modification in tags, so that instead of having isn’t it?, 
we find i’n’t it? or i’n’ it?. The latter is very similar to Londoner innit, which is 
quite interesting. However, in both cases they behave like tag questions in the 
strict sense, as respectively in (6a) and (6b) below: 
 
6a. GAZ: This is normal, i’n’t it, Dave?   
  b. DAVE: It’s her money, i’n’it?    
 
Table 3 shows the distribution of the various tag types among the characters of the 
film and quite expectedly they are more frequently used by the two leading 
characters: 
 
TQs Characters Features 
TQs i’n’it 
Inv. Tags 
GAZ BrE - Sheffield 22  2 3 
DAVE BrE - Sheffield 12  2 10 
GERALD BrEng - Sheffield 8 0 3 
HORSE  BrEng – Sheffield. 
Black 
4 0 1 
NATHE BrEng - Sheffield 3 0 0 
MEN BrEng - Sheffield 6 0 0 
WOMEN BrEng - Sheffield 5 0 0 
Table 3 – Use of tags in relation to characters in The Full Monty. 
 
                                                 
4
 See the website http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yorkshire_dialect_and_accent.   
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The total number of tags is 81, but invariant tags are less than TQs in the strict 
sense – i.e. 17 vs. 64. An interesting thing to notice is the use of Imperative 
constructions and invariant tags. In fact, of 10 Imperative clauses, 6 are followed 
by invariant tags, while only 4 by TQs in the form of will you? (see example 7a). 
In addition,  there is only 1 case of negative Imperative, to which an invariant tag 
is appended, confirming that such construction is quite rare and indeed that 
negative imperatives occur less commonly with TQs (cf. 1.3.3.1., p.21). See the 
example below (7b): 
 
7a. DAVE: Just listen, will you?      
  b. DAVE: Don’t ever call me a fat bastard, all right? All right?   
 
In Figure 5 the bar chart displays the distribution of TQs and Invariant tags: 
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Figure 5 – Distribution of TQs and Invariant Tags in The Full Monty.  
 
Again, the total number of TQs – i.e. 64 – actually refers to all types of tag 
questions, according to the polarity requisite and the mood of the anchor clause, 
including in this way Imperative constructions and cases of ellipted main clauses, 
and finally, cases where i’n’it is used as a real tag. Table 4 displays all the 
possible syntactic combinations encountered in this film: 
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TAG TYPES TQS INV. TAGS 
1.A Reversed Polarity  + / - 21 / 
1.B Reversed Polarity  - / + 22 / 
2.A Constant Polarity  + / + 6 / 
2.B Constant Polarity  - / - 0 / 
3.A Imperative + / +  or Inv 4 5 
3.B Imperative - / +  or Inv 0 1 
4.A  + / Invariant Tag / 6 
4.B  - / Invariant Tag / 2 
5.A Change of Subj. + / - 1 0 
5.B Change of Aux. / Tense 0 0 
6.A Ellipsis of Subj&Verb  + / - 2 (+2* i’n’it) / 
6.B Ellipsis of Subj&Verb  - / + or Inv 0 0 
6.C Ellipsis of Subj&Verb  + / Inv 0 2 
6.D Ellipsis of Subj.  + / - 0 / 
6.E Ellipsis of Subj.  + / + or Inv 1 0 
6.F Ellipsis of Subj.  - / + or Inv 2 0 
6.G Ellipsis of Aux or copula  - / + or Inv 0 0 
6.H Ellipsis of Aux or copula  + / + or Inv 0 1 
6.I Ellipsis of Aux or copula  + / - or Inv 0 0 
6.L Operator Ellipsis   - / + or Inv 1 0 
6.M Operator Ellipsis   + / - or Inv 0 0 
6.N Operator Ellipsis   + / + or Inv 0 0 
7.A Innit as Tag    + / - 4 (2* in Ell.) / 
7.B Innit as Inv Tag    + / - / 0 
8.A Ain’t as Have    + / - 0 / 
8.B Ain’t as Be    + / - 0 / 
TOT. 64 17 
Table 4 – Syntactic description of tags in The Full Monty. (+ 2*) means that these tags have 
specific syntactic features and have been already counted, while / means that it is impossible to 
have a TQ or Inv. Tag in that case. 
 
If we now focus only on TQs in the strict sense, we shall notice a striking fact, 
namely that RP tags are much more frequent than CP tags, scoring 53 cases vs. 11, 
but most of all, the number of RP tags with a positive stem followed by a negative 
tag and vice versa is nearly the same – 21 vs. 22, if we do not consider the 4 cases 
of i’n’it, but in any case the difference is not significant. This is quite unusual, 
since the first type is generally said to be the most common (Biber, 1999; Tottie 
and Hoffmann, 2006), as happens in Secrets and Lies, for instance. On the other 
hand, any case of negative CP tags has been encountered. 
Figure 6 below shows the distribution of the different types of tags on the 
basis of polarity properties and in relation to invariant forms. 
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Figure 6 – Distribution of TQs and Invariant Tags according to polarity in The Full Monty.  
 
 
3.4.3. Syntactic Types in Sliding Doors 
 
Despite the fact that Sliding Doors is the second film in length – it lasts in fact 
105 minutes – it shows the lowest number of tags. On the other hand, it offers 
quite a wide range of varieties of English accents: British/London (Gwyneth 
Paltrow/Helen and John Lynch/Gerry), American (Jeanne Tripplehorn/Lydia), 
Northern Irish (Zara Turner/Anna) and Scottish (John Hannah/James). Let’s have 
a look at how tags are distributed in Table 5 below: 
 
Characters Features TQs Inv. Tags 
HELEN BrEng 9 0 
GERRY BrEng 8 4 
JAMES Scottish accent 5      2 (e) 
LYDIA AmEng 3 0 
ANNA IrEng (NI) 1 0 
Table 5 – Use of tags in relation to characters in Sliding Doors. 
 
As we shall notice, TQs are definitely more frequent than invariant forms. The 
total number is 32, with 26 TQs vs. 6 invariant tags, as shown in Figure 7. An 
interesting thing to say about invariant forms, mostly realised by okay and yeah, 
refers to James. Since he is Scottish, the only two invariant tags he uses are both 
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realised with the typical Edinburgh tag e?, which has a negative value and in fact 
it is appended to positive stems, behaving like an RP tag, as in (8a) and (8b): 
 
8a. JAMES: Oh, oh. Ah [E] Beatles’ lyrics, e?   
  b. JAMES: Oh, [E] hands up if you drank too much, e?  
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Figure 7 – Distribution of TQs and Invariant Tags in Sliding Doors. 
 
If we consider TQs, the total number is 26, of which 20 are RP tags and only 6 
tags have the same polarity as the main clause, as can be seen in detail in the 
following Table 6: 
 
TAG TYPES TQS INV. TAGS 
1.A Reversed Polarity  + / - 13 / 
1.B Reversed Polarity  - / + 7 / 
2.A Constant Polarity  + / + 1 / 
2.B Constant Polarity  - / - 0 / 
3.A Imperative + / + or Inv 5 1 
3.B Imperative - / + or Inv 0 0 
4.A  + / Invariant Tag / 3 
4.B  - / Invariant Tag / 0 
5.A Change of Subj. 0 0 
5.B Change of Aux. / Tense 0 0 
6.A Ellipsis of Subj&Verb  + / - 0 / 
6.B Ellipsis of Subj&Verb  - / + or Inv 0 0 
6.C Ellipsis of Subj&Verb  + / Inv 0 2 
6.D Ellipsis of Subj.  + / - 0 / 
6.E Ellipsis of Subj.  + / + or Inv 0 0 
6.F Ellipsis of Subj.  - / + or Inv 0 0 
6.G Ellipsis of Aux or copula  - / + or Inv 0 0 
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6.H Ellipsis of Aux or copula  + / + or Inv 0 0 
6.I Ellipsis of Aux or copula  + / - or Inv 0 0 
6.L Operator Ellipsis   - / + or Inv 0 0 
6.M Operator Ellipsis   + / - or Inv 0 0 
6.N Operator Ellipsis   + / + or Inv 0 0 
7.A Innit as Tag    + / - 0 / 
7.B Innit as Inv Tag    + / - / 0 
8.A Ain’t as Have    + / - 0 0 
8.B Ain’t as Be    + / - 0 0 
TOT. 26 6 
Table 6 – Syntactic description of tags in Sliding Doors. / means that it is impossible to have a TQ 
or Inv. Tag in that case. 
 
 
RP tags are clearly more frequent than positive CP tags, even more if we think 
that there is actually only one case of proper CP tag – see example (9) below –  
while the other 5 are instances of positive Imperatives followed by positive tags. 
More specifically, there is one instance of exhortative with let- construction (10a), 
while the remaining 4 cases of Imperatives are mostly followed by will you? tag 
(10b) and only in one instance by would you? (10c) tag:  
 
9. HELEN: So I’m out…am I?   
 
10a. GERRY: Come on, let’s, let’s spoil the moment properly, shall we?  
 
    b. GERRY: Lydia, get in the car, will you?    
 
    c. HELEN: Yes, it is, so just bear that in mind in the future, would you? I’m 
getting over a major break-up.  
 
If we observe RP tags, we shall notice that again positive main clauses followed 
by negative tags are more common than the opposite polarity construction – i.e. 
13 vs. 7. However, referring to the use of RP tags by the American character 
Lydia/ Jeanne Tripplehorn, even if there are only 3 examples as she is a secondary 
character, we can notice that she uses more negative stems followed by positive 
tags than the other way round. This fact confirms the claim by Tottie and 
Hoffmann (2006: 289) who state that ‘Americans use a greater proportion of 
negative-positive constructions’ than British speakers. 
Finally, in the bar chart in Figure 8 displays the distribution of TQs and 
invariant forms in Sliding Doors is displayed: 
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Figure 8 – Distribution of TQs and Invariant Tags according to polarity in Sliding Doors.  
 
 
3.4.4. Syntactic Types in About A Boy 
 
About A Boy lasts 101 minutes and it is characterised by the occurrence of 40 tags 
of all types, including TQs and invariant tags. Since it is set in London, the accent 
is typically British and it is typical of the middle and upper-class; for instance the 
character of Will/ Hugh Grant is a very rich Londoner with a noticeably posh 
accent. Table 7 shows the distribution of tags among characters: 
 
Characters Features TQs Inv. Tags 
WILL BrEng 12 8 
MARCUS BrEng – boy  8 1 
FIONA BrEng 4 1 
MEN BrEng 1 0 
WOMEN BrEng 4 1 
Table 7 – Use of tags in relation to characters in About A Boy. 
 
 
From Table 7 we can observe that TQs are more frequent  than invariant forms – 
i.e. 29 vs. 11. Mostly, invariant tags occur in the form of right and okay, and they 
often follow Imperative constructions, as in (11a) and (11b), with the only 
exception of a proper TQ will you? in (11c): 
 
11a. MARCUS: Just shut up, right?   
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    b. WILL: We’re really going around in circles here. Just accept the facts, ok? 
You’re my son.   
 
    c. WILL: Just bugger off, will you?   
 
All cases of Imperative clauses followed by tags are positive. Table 8  shows in 
detail all the syntactic types of tags that occur in this film. 
 
TAG TYPES TQS INV. TAGS 
1.A Reversed Polarity  + / - 14 / 
1.B Reversed Polarity  - / + 10 / 
2.A Constant Polarity  + / + 1 / 
2.B Constant Polarity  - / - 0 / 
3.A Imperative + / +  or Inv 1 3 
3.B Imperative - / +  or Inv 0 0 
4.A  + / Invariant Tag / 6 
4.B  - / Invariant Tag / 1 
5.A Change of Subj. 2 0 
5.B Change of Aux. / Tense 0 0 
6.A Ellipsis of Subj&Verb  + / - 1 / 
6.B Ellipsis of Subj&Verb  - / + or Inv 0 0 
6.C Ellipsis of Subj&Verb  + / Inv 0 0 
6.D Ellipsis of Subj.  + / - 0 / 
6.E Ellipsis of Subj.  + / + or Inv 0 1 
6.F Ellipsis of Subj.  - / + or Inv 0 0 
6.G Ellipsis of Aux or copula  - / + or Inv 0 0 
6.H Ellipsis of Aux or copula  + / + or Inv 0 0 
6.I Ellipsis of Aux or copula  + / - or Inv 0 0 
6.L Operator Ellipsis   - / + or Inv 0 0 
6.M Operator Ellipsis   + / - or Inv 0 0 
6.N Operator Ellipsis   + / + or Inv 0 0 
7.A Innit as Tag    + / - 0 0 
7.B Innit as Inv Tag    + / - 0 0 
8.A Ain’t as Have    + / - 0 0 
8.B Ain’t as Be    + / - 0 0 
TOT. 29 11 
Table 8 – Syntactic description of tags in About A Boy. / means that it is impossible to have a TQ 
or Inv. Tag in that case. 
 
 
Again, RP tags are more common than positive CP tags – i.e. 27 vs. 2 – which in 
fact are only 2 instances and more specifically, one refers back to example (11c), 
so that we only have one single case of real positive CP tags, which is shown in 
(12) below:  
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12. FIONA: So that’s it, is it? You’re just out of his life, like that.  
 
Moreover, RP tags with a positive stem and a negative tag are more frequent than 
negative-positive constructions. Figure 9 and 10 respectively show the distribution 
of TQs in opposition to invariant tags, and the distribution of frequency of all 
types of tags, on the basis of syntactic properties and polarity: 
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 Figure 9 – Distribution of TQs and Invariant Tags in About A Boy.  
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Figure 10 – Distribution of TQs and Invariant Tags according to polarity in About A Boy.  
 
 
3.4.5. Some preliminary conclusions on the syntactic analysis 
 
The syntactic analysis of the various types of tags encountered in the four films 
chosen for the purposes of this study shows the following results. In the first 
place, all films are characterised by a higher number of TQs than invariant tags, as 
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Figure 11 sums up in detail with reference to each film, while Figure 12 displays 
the overall proportional distribution in all films.  
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Figure  11 – Distribution of frequency of TQs and Invariant tags in Secrets and Lies (SL), The 
Full Monty, (FM), Sliding Doors (SD) and About A Boy (AB). 
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Figure  12 – Proportional distribution of frequency of TQs and Invariant tags in all films. 
 
 
As regards TQs stricto sensu, some distinctions on the basis of polarity are in 
order. First of all, we have to consider the relation of occurrence between both 
types of RP tags – i.e. positive-negative constructions and negative-positive 
constructions – and CP tags. Obviously, only positive CP tags have to be taken 
into consideration in this case, since negative CP tags are completely absent in 
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these films, in some way confirming the fact that such a construction is extremely 
rare. However, RP tags occur massively in opposition to CP tags in all films, as 
Figures 13 and 14 show, first in each film and then proportionally in all films.  
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Figure  13 – Distribution of frequency of RP tags and CP tags in Secrets and Lies (SL), The Full 
Monty, (FM), Sliding Doors (SD) and About A Boy (AB). 
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Figure  14 – Proportional distribution of frequency of RP tags and CP tags in all films. 
 
 
Secondly, considering only RP tags, generally constructions with a positive 
anchor clause followed by a negative tag are far more frequent than the opposite 
construction, confirming the assumption that ‘tags are most added to a positive 
statement’ (Biber, 1999: 211) – see Figure 15 in detail. However, in the case of 
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The Full Monty, such a gap is not so big, especially if we do not count the 4 cases 
in which i’n’it is used as a tag. Figure 16 below shows the overall proportional 
frequency of RP tags in all films. 
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Figure  15 – Distribution of frequency of + / - RP tags and - / + RP tags in Secrets and Lies (SL), 
The Full Monty, (FM), Sliding Doors (SD) and About A Boy (AB). 
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Figure 16 – Proportional distribution of frequency of + / - RP tags and - / + RP tags in all films. 
 
 
One last consideration concerns Imperative constructions and tags. Generally 
speaking, Imperative clauses are not particularly frequent in any of the four films 
that have been considered for this analysis and they can appear with both TQs and 
Invariant forms. In Figure 17, first of all, we can notice that positive Imperatives 
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are more common than negative Imperatives, of which there is only one case in 
The Full Monty, which is followed by the invariant tag all right?. Secondly, 
among positive Imperatives, there are 2 cases of Exhortatives with let-
construction, both followed by shall we?, while in the remaining cases the most 
frequent TQ to be appended is will you?, while the most common Invariant tags 
are right?, okay and eh?.   
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Figure  17 – Distribution of frequency of Imperative constructions and tags in Secrets and Lies 
(SL), The Full Monty, (FM), Sliding Doors (SD) and About A Boy (AB). 
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3.5. PRAGMATIC AND PROSODIC ANALYSIS OF TAGS  
 
The next step of this study consists in analysing TQs in the strict sense, leaving 
out invariant forms except innit, on the basis of the various prosodic patterns they 
have, but still taking into account their formal properties, in order to draw a more 
complete evaluation of the different pragmatic functions they can perform. The 
role of the intonation contour in determining the meaning/function of TQs is 
fundamental, since ‘prosody, rather than syntax or the lexicon, has the function of 
instructing the addressee to filter out the extraneous linguistic material’ (Watts, 
2003: 190) and focus on the real message of an utterance. Again, a preliminary 
analysis is outlined, taking into consideration each film separately. Then the 
results are summed up in order to draw some conclusions on the use and functions 
of TQs. However, in the following paragraphs, a general overview of the basic 
prosodic terminology is given, together with a description of the instrumental 
means needed for a prosodic analysis. 
 
 
3.5.1. Some basic prosodic notions 
 
Prosody roughly refers to intonation or suprasegmentals (Ladd, 1996; Nilsenová, 
2006; Wells, 2006). Actually, it is a general term which comprises various 
properties of the speech signal, namely fundamental frequency – i.e. F0 – 
intensity, duration, pauses and voice quality (Nilsenová, 2006: 6), to which 
specific phonological features are associated, that is intonation, stress and rhythm 
(Wells, 2006: 3). More specifically, fundamental frequency F0 corresponds to 
pitch, even if Ladd (1996) pinpoints that actually they are two distinct properties, 
being F0 a ‘physical property and pitch its psychophysical correlate’ (1996: 7). In 
this respect, Cruttenden (1986) states that F0 is a technical term employed when 
acoustic measurement is involved, while pitch is used more as a perceptual term, 
‘relating to listener’s judgments as to whether a sound is high or low’ (1986: 4). 
However, such a distinction can often be avoided, hence the two notions are 
always used interchangeably and no ambiguity arises (Ladd, 1996). Moreover, 
intensity refers to the ‘perceived loudness of the signal’ (Nilsenová, 2006: 6), 
duration entails the length in time of single speech segments and finally, voice 
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quality relates to timbre (Nilsenová, 2006). However, the most linguistically 
relevant prosodic feature is F0 or pitch, which is often identified as proper 
intonation (Cruttenden, 1986; Nilsenová, 2006). Indeed, the identification of F0 
plays a fundamental role in my analysis of  TQs.  
On the basis of Halliday’s theory (1967), which many scholars have often 
adopted (see Wells, 2006), the intonation of an utterance involves three main 
features, namely tonality, tonicity and tone. Tonality entails the division of an 
utterance into intonational phrases or IPs to which a certain intonation pattern is 
associated. Tonicity – corresponding to ‘relative prominence’ in Ladd (1996: 8) – 
refers to the use of intonation to highlight some important words, in order to 
attract the hearer’s attention on them. Such an emphasis is achieved by accenting 
their stressed syllable (Wells, 2006: 7). In this respect, the last accent within the 
IP is called the nucleus, which is the most important accent. In terms of pitch, ‘it 
is marked out by being the place where the pitch movement for the nuclear tone 
begins’ (Wells, 2006: 7). Finally, tone – Ladd’s ‘tune’ (1996: 8) – consists in the 
pitch movement itself, and it can be low (L) or high (H). The sequences of these 
tones determine the shape of the F0 contour.  
One of the most important work in the research on intonation in discourse is 
the one by Pierrehumbert (1980), who belongs to the ‘school of thought which 
sees intonation as a part of grammar’ (Couper-Kuhlen, 2001: 15). In her work, she 
builds up an inventory of seven pitch accents for the English language, which are 
actually reduced to six in the revised version (Pierrehumbert and Beckman, 1986), 
including two simple tones – i.e. high and low – and four complex ones, namely 
L* + H, L + H*, H* + L and H + L*, where the asterisk stands for the tone aligned 
with the stressed syllable (1986: 256). On the basis of the combination of tones, 
we can have a rising or a falling pitch.  
The notions of IP, nuclear tone and pitch or F0 are at the basis of my prosodic 
analysis of TQs in films, as shall be seen in 3.5.3. 
 
 
3.5.2. The Literature on the Prosodic patterns of TQs  
 
The prosodic patterns of TQs have not been a frequent object of study. 
Unfortunately, there are only a few works specifically focused on the subject, 
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such as O’Connor (1955), Bald (1979), Ladd (1981) and Siertsema (1981); 
however, more or less specific hints to the prosody of tags can be found in general 
studies on intonation in discourse, as in Pope (1976), Rando (1981), Cruttenden 
(1986), Pierrehumbert and Beckman (1986), Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg 
(1990), Nilsenová (2006) and Wells (2006).  
Generally, it is claimed that TQs can have two different tones, namely a rising 
or a falling tone, which are associated to different functions (cf. 2.3). In what 
follows RP tags and CP tags will be analysed in this respect. RP tags can have 
either a rising or falling tone. In the first case, the tagged utterance is more similar 
to a true question, so that the speaker is actually seeking some information and is 
open to the addressee’s possible disagreement (Wells, 2006: 48). The low rising 
tone of the tag is associated to specific attitudinal meanings, namely uncertainty 
and doubt (Cruttenden, 1986: 97). On the other hand, in the latter case, the falling 
contour on the tag expresses the speaker’s self-confidence on the truth of the 
proposition, so that he simply appeals for the addressee’s agreement. As a 
consequence, the tagged utterance may have the force of an exclamation and it is 
highly conducive, hence the falling tone on the tag is also called ‘insistent fall’ 
(Wells, 2006: 49). In this sense, the high falling tone turns the tagged utterance 
into a ‘hedged assertion’ (Ladd, 1981: 167). It is interesting to note that 
Pierrehumbert and Beckman (1986: 296) and Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg 
(1990) claim that actually, both true questions and hedged assertions should be 
rising, being the only difference in the pitch accent level, so that in the first case, 
H* H H % is more often used, while in the latter case, L* H H % is preferred, thus 
conveying the idea that the speaker is actually in doubt about the addressee’s 
response. On the contrary, the speaker uses H* ‘to try to add information to the 
hearer’s mutual belief space’ (1990: 291). 
 However, the claim that the meaning of a tag is determined by the kind of 
tone it takes is shared by most scholars (Sadock, 1974; Rando, 1981; Quirk et al., 
1985, Wells, 2006). Actually, Ladd (1981) points out that there is another 
important factor to be taken into account for the identification of the meaning of 
TQs, namely the nuclear pitch accent. More specifically, Ladd distinguishes 
between those tags that have a separate nucleus, thus constituting a separate IP 
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from the declarative sentence to which they are appended, calling them ‘nuclear 
tags’, and tags that do not have their own nucleus, as the pitch contour of the tag 
merely continues ‘the nuclear contour begun at the preceding nucleus in the main 
sentence’ (Ladd, 1981: 167) and which he calls ‘postnuclear tags’. See example 
(1a) and (1b) below, taken from Ladd (1981: 167): 
 
1a. This is our book / isn’t it. 
  b. This is our book = isn’t it? 
 
(1a) is an example of nuclear tag and it is characterised by a falling tone on the 
tag, which has its own nucleus and constitutes a distinct IP from the main 
sentence. This type of TQ is associated to statements, ‘with the tag signalling 
something like an edge’ (Ladd, 1981: 167). On the other hand, (1b) is a 
postnuclear tag, which takes a rising tone and does not have a separate nucleus, 
hence the tagged utterance constitutes one single IP with a nuclear accent. As a 
consequence, ‘main sentence and tag are integrated grammatically and 
intonationally, and it is hard to identify their separate contributions to the force of 
the whole sentence’ (Ladd, 1981: 169). This type of tags is much closer to true 
questions and expresses the speaker’s uncertainty. To sum up, Ladd (1981) claims 
that ‘intonational differences in TQs are not superficial, but reflect a difference 
between two basic types’, however ‘ this intonational difference is not primarily 
one of pitch contour, but of phrasing and accent – it is a matter of whether the tag 
has a separate nucleus’ (1981: 170). However, a most recent prosodic analysis on 
TQs in American English carried out by Nilsenová (2006) shows that RP tags, 
either rising or falling, have separate nuclei, hence ‘the claim of Ladd (1981) that 
rising tag questions with no separate nucleus are unbiased (“true questions”) could 
not be tested’ (2006: 95).   
As regards positive CP tags, they can be either made into a separate IP, thus 
having their own nuclear accent, or not (Wells, 2006: 49). Difference in meaning 
is relevant, but the correct analysis is not always easy to determine. See the 
following examples taken from Wells (2006): 
 
2a. So you’ve qualified as a \/lawyer, have you? 
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  b. So you’ve qualified as a \lawyer, ׀ /have you? 
 
(2a) consists in one single IP and it is a declarative question with a high fall-rise, 
while (2b) is divided into two IPs, each with its nuclear accent, and it is a 
statement followed by a question. As a consequence, in (2a), the speaker 
entertains some doubts about the truth of the proposition and seeks verification 
from the addressee, while (2b) corresponds to an exclamation. 
From the examples above, it can be noticed that positive CP tags always have 
a rising tone, especially when they have their own IP (Rando, 1981; Cruttenden, 
1986: 106; Wells, 2006: 49). The reason is that actually a falling tone would be 
pragmatically inappropriate, since positive CP tags are generally used when the 
speaker is certain about the truth of the proposition contained in the anchor clause, 
because it has already been overtly presented or at least implied by a previous 
speaker, now addressee. A falling tone on the tag would ask for confirmation, 
which is pointless in this case (Cruttenden, 1986). Indeed, when the tag occurs in 
postnuclear position, it is non-prominent, being a tail ‘to nuclear tones begun on 
the main clause’ (1986: 107), as it happens in (2a) above. Conversely, Kimps’s 
analysis on positive CP tags shows that it is also possible to have either ‘a unitary 
rise (31%) or fall (12%)’ (Kimps, 2007: 282), even though the latter case is quite 
exceptional. However, the most common prosodic pattern consists in a single tone 
unit with a fall beginning in the host clause and rising on the auxiliary of the tag 
(76%), while the rest of her examples presents fall-rise contours with two separate 
tone units.  
Following Wells (2006), the various prosodic patterns of tags that are 
appended to clause types other than statements will be examined. When TQs 
follow exclamatives, they always have an insistent fall, as in (3) below. As 
regards imperative structures, the question is more complicated. Tags often come 
into postnuclear position, being in the same IP as the main clause, with a falling 
tone (4a). However, if they have a separate IP, they can have either a falling or 
rising contour. In the first case, the tag appears very insistent, while in the latter 
case, it has a softening and encouraging function (4b and 4c respectively). Finally, 
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when the tag occurs in medial position, it can have either a falling or rising tone. 
The examples below are taken from Wells (2006: 50): 
 
3. What a sur\prise, ׀ \wasn’t it.   
4a. Come over \here a minute, will you?   
  b. Answer the \phone, ׀ \will you?   
  c. Come over \here a minute, ׀ /will you?   
 
Finally, one last remark is in order on the position of the nuclear tone, when 
the tag has its own IP. Among the set of rules that govern the formation of TQs 
described by Quirk et al. (1985: 810), there is one according to which the nuclear 
tone of the tag always occurs on the operator (cf. 1.3.1, p.7). The reason why this 
happens is explained by Wells (2006), who claims that, since a yes/no question is 
a query about polarity, TQs involve a narrow focus on the lexical item that 
indicates it, namely the auxiliary or operator (2006: 141) – as can be seen in 
examples (4b) and (4c) above, where, despite the rising or falling tone of the tag, 
the nucleus is always on will. Actually, I do not completely agree with such a 
claim and I hope I will be able to verify my hypotheses on the subject with the 
analysis of the prosodic patterns of TQs that constitute my corpus of data in the 
next section. 
 
 
3.5.3. Methods of analysis 
 
In order to produce reliable results with reference to the main prosodic patterns 
shown by TQs, an instrumental analysis rather than a purely auditory description 
has been preferred. In fact, while the latter is mainly perceptual, the former 
provides more precise and detailed information, since acoustic properties of 
speech are measured with computer software, which allows analysts to visualise 
the pitch contour or F0 of tags. Actually, ‘ideally, an instrumental study of 
intonation should thus be accompanied with perceptual observation’ to be 
complete (Nilsenová, 2006: 13). However, the instrumental analysis of the 
acoustic files, with utterances containing TQs in the four films object of my study, 
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was done with the help of the PRAAT5 software (version 4.3.01). In this way, I 
was able to extract the files and visualise the F0 curve in the spectrum, in order to 
see what type of intonational contour TQs showed and in order to locate the 
nuclear tone on the tag. The pitch settings were adjusted according to male and 
female voices. In fact, men and women have a different pitch range – i.e. ‘the 
distance between the highest point of F0 contour and the baseline’, that is ‘the 
lowest point the speaker realizes over all utterances’ (Pierrehumbert and 
Hirschberg, 1990: 278) – which produces tonal variants that are universally 
interpreted by speakers in all languages (Marotta, 2003: 245). More specifically, 
women and children tend to produce higher pitch – i.e. between 180 and 400 Hz – 
since they generally ‘have smaller and thinner vocal folds and shorter vocal tracts’ 
(Nilsenová, 2006: 9; Barbera, forthcoming) than men, whose pitch range is 
between 60 and 240 Hz6. However, it is necessary to point out that PRAAT also 
detects some irregularities in the voice quality, as in the case of a creaky voice, 
that is ‘speech with very low frequency which often appears at the end of 
utterances’ (Nilsenová, 2006: 13), and ‘contour for air’, which always occurs at 
the end of the utterance, and which is interpreted by PRAAT as a weak voicing 
still part of the speech segment, turning a final rise into a level or even falling 
contour in the spectrum. Conversely, the ‘contour for air is irrelevant for the 
perceptual qualities of the segment, which means that cutting it off does not 
change the impression of the final pitch movement’ (2006: 13). 
All these aspects are taken into consideration in the prosodic analysis of TQs, 
which is the object of the following paragraph. 
 
 
3.6. PRAGMATIC AND PROSODIC ANALYSIS OF TQS IN FILMS 
 
This last section deals with the analysis of the various pragmatic functions of TQs, 
determined by their syntactic and prosodic patterns, situational context and the 
relationship between speaker and addressee. On the basis of the relation between 
form and prosody of TQs, a preliminary analysis is carried out, in order to 
                                                 
5
 The PRAAT software is freely available and can be downloaded and upgraded from the site 
http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/ 
6
 Pitch is often expressed with Hz, that is the ‘number of vocal cord opening and closing events per 
second’ (Nilsenová, 2006: 9). 
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ascertain the most frequent type in each film separately. Then, on the basis of the 
syntactic and prosodic patterns of the tag, we should be able to identify the 
pragmatic function associated with it. Lastly, in the final paragraph I will draw my 
conclusions, which will sum up the results of the four analyses.  
On the basis of the pragmatic functions identified in the previous literature (cf. 
Chapter 2), these are the labels I use to describe the functions performed by TQs 
in my corpus of data: 
 
 Informational function – i.e. seeking verification, S entertains some 
doubts about the truth of the proposition (P) 
 Confirmatory function – i.e. seeking confirmation, S is certain of the truth 
of P and simply asks for confirmation 
↨ 
 Facilitative function – i.e. it aims at favouring the participation of the 
addressee in the talk exchange, allowing for turn 
allocation 
 Softening function – i.e. it aims at reducing the strength of an utterance 
that may appear as threatening or disagreeable to the 
addressee, rendering it more acceptable and not 
offensive, especially with Imperatives → mitigation 
 Aggressive function – including the following subfunctions: 
• Challenging function7 – i.e. generally aggressive 
and involving:  
 some basic attitudes, i.e. surprise, disbelief and 
disagreement 
 additional contextual attitudes, i.e. mockery, irony 
and sarcasm 
• Peremptory function – i.e. used to close off debate, 
on the basis of universal truths or evidence, in the 
form of an insult, aggressive 
• Antagonistic function – i.e. it follows a statement 
whose truth the addressee could not possibly know, 
it is very rude and impolite, aggressive 
• Aggravating function – i.e. increasing 
aggressiveness, especially when tags are appended 
to Imperative constructions 
 Hedge – i.e. establishing common ground, still not expecting any answer 
(including punctuational tags and rhetorical uses) 
 
As can be noticed in the scheme above, the confirmatory and the facilitative 
function may overlap, since the speaker may ask for confirmation in order to 
                                                 
7
 The subcategories of the challenging function are taken from Kimps (2007). 
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invite the addressee to intervene in the conversation, thus allowing for turn 
allocation. Moreover, due to the multifunctional nature of TQs (cf. 2.2.3.), more 
functions may coexist in the same tagged utterance.  
 
 
3.6.1. Pragmatic and Prosodic analysis of TQs in The Full Monty 
 
In The Full Monty, the total number of TQs stricto sensu is 64 and it includes RP 
tags – i.e. positive-negative constructions and vice versa – positive CP tags and 
Imperative constructions followed by positive tags (4 cases). A preliminary 
analysis has shown that the falling intonational contour is the most frequent one, 
scoring 66% vs. 33% of rising tags – and only 1% of low intonation. Table 9 
displays in detail the frequency distribution for each syntactic type on the basis of 
the various intonational contours, while Figure 18 allows us to visualise the 
prominence of falling tags. 
 
Type of TQ Fall Rise Low 
RP   + / - 20 8 0 
RP    - / + 19 5 1 
CP   + / + 2 +1 (Imp.) 5 +3 (Imp.) 0 
Table 9 – Syntactic and Prosodic description of tags in The Full Monty. ‘+ num (Imp.)’ means that 
these tags are appended to Imperative constructions. 
 
 
0
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15
20
Fall Rise Low
 +/-
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Figure 18 – Distribution of TQs according to syntactic and prosodic patterns in The Full Monty.  
 
On the basis of the labels that we find in the introduction to this section, Table 
10 sums up the various functions of TQs in relation to their syntactic form and 
prosodic patterns identified in this film. We must not forget that the same tagged 
utterance may have more than one function, due to the multifunctional nature of 
66%
33%
1%
Fall
Rise
Low
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tags, and that 4 cases of positive CP are actually Imperatives followed by tags, 
which is indicated in Table 10 below. The exact intonational contour of each 
example was determined with the help of PRAAT, which also offers the chance of 
visualising some of the most interesting cases of TQs with spectrograms. 
 
Functions 
Form 
+ / - 
Fall 
+ / - 
Rise 
- / +  
Fall 
- / +  
Rise 
+ / +  
Rise 
+ / + 
Fall 
- / + 
Low 
Tot. 
Informational 0 2 0 5 1 0 1 9 
Confirmatory 11 0 5 0 0 1 0 16 
Facilitative 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
Softening 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Challenging 
Irony 
Sarcasm 
1 (+1) 
1 
2 2 
(+1) 
1 
1 (+1) 3 
 
 
 
 
1 
0 12+
3 
Peremptory 6 1 4 0 1 0 0 12 
Antagonistic 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 
Aggravating 0 0 0 0 3(I) 1(I) 0 4 
Hedge 
Punctuational 
Rhetorical 
2 1 4 
1 
0 0 0 0 8 
Table 10 – Distribution of the pragmatic functions of TQs on the basis of their syntactic and 
prosodic patters in The Full Monty. (+ num) indicates a secondary function, due to the 
multifunctionality of TQs, while the capital letter (I) means that this is a case of Imperative 
followed by a tag. 
 
As we can observe from Table 10 above, the most frequent functions TQs can 
perform are: confirmatory (24%), challenging (22%), peremptory (18%) and 
informational (14%). In what follows each function is examined through the 
correlated examples. 
The confirmatory function is mainly performed by RP tags, with only one case 
of positive CP tag, which all have a falling contour. Examples (13)-(15) show the 
three different syntactic forms, namely positive-negative RP tags, which are the 
most common, negative-positive RP tags and the only case of positive CP tag: 
 
13. Nathe: (walking on wooden stick on water) Can’t we do normal things 
sometimes? 
GAZ: This is normal,  i’n’t it , Dave?   
Dave: Oh, aye. Everyday stuff, this. I think this bugger’s sinking. 
 
14. Gerald: Dave, mate. Can I have a word? In private, like. 
Dave: Yeah, I suppose so. 
GERALD: Dave, you won’t tell anyone,  will you.     
Dave: No, er … Your secret’s safe with me. 
15. GAZ: But when you’re 18, you can walk in and get it yourself, can you!    
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Nathe: You said you’d get it back. 
Gaz: I know! But you don’t wanna listen to what I say! 
Nathe: You said so. I believe you. 
 
Generally, in each case, the speaker is certain of the truth of the proposition 
contained in the main sentence and simply asks for confirmation. In (14), for 
instance, the speaker is perfectly aware that the addressee is a reliable person, 
otherwise he would not have told him his secret. However, there are some 
differences in the illocutionary force of the tagged utterances. In (13), the tag is 
used also for turn allocation, since the speaker/Gaz asks a third party/Dave – who 
becomes the addressee nonetheless – to confirm what he has just said, in order to 
convince his son Nathe that he actually believes the proposition contained in the 
anchor clause to be true. In a similar way, in (15), the tag is used to ask for 
confirmation but in order to persuade the interlocutor of a suggestion, which 
explains the use of the high fall intonational pattern, which makes the whole 
utterance sound as an exclamation. In all three examples, the tag is highly 
conducive, as is shown in the addressee’s answer. In Figure A, we can see the 
spectrogram related to (13): the falling tag constitutes a separate IP and has its 
nuclear tone on the operator, which has the highest pitch: 
Figure A – RP tag (13) with high fall pattern associated to the confirmatory function (The Full 
Monty)  
 
 
      Thi    s      i     s      n  o  r  m  a  l,    i’n’t          it,   Dave. 
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The informational function is mainly performed by RP tags, especially by the 
negative-positive construction, even though the opposite form is also possible, as 
well as positive CP tag – only one case. All examples show a low rise intonational 
pattern, which turns the tagged utterance into a real question. In fact, generally the 
speaker uses the tag in order to seek verification from the addressee, since he is 
not certain at all about the truth of the proposition. See the example below: 
 
16. [Having dinner in a garage] 
Nathe: I don’t like Chinese. 
GAZ: ‘Course you do, …  don’t ya ? 
 
In (16), the speaker seems to be sure about the information contained in the 
statement, but immediately uses the tag to check its truth. Moreover, the rising tag 
has its own IP, thus its nuclear tone. If we look at Figure B, which shows the wave 
form of the tagged utterance in (16), we shall notice that the highest pitch of the 
tag is not on the auxiliary – as happens when the tag has a falling tone – but it is 
on the personal pronoun, which thus I reckon takes the nucleus.  
 
 Figure B – RP tag (16) with low rising pattern associated to the informational function (The Full 
Monty)  
 
 
 
       ‘Course you do,    - -                 don’t     ya? 
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Example (17) below shows a case of a positive CP tag with informational 
function: 
 
17. [At the Police Station] 
SOCIAL WORKER: So your daddy dances in front of you,  does he ?   
Nathe: When he’s rehearsing.   
 
The positive CP tag in (17) is used by the speaker to seek verification about the 
truth of the proposition, which is actually based on the speaker’s background 
information and it is an inference from a previous fact (Kimps, 2007).  
There are 33 cases of tags that perform what goes under the general label of 
aggressive function. The most frequent form is the RP tag with falling tone 
(58%), but also rising RP tags and positive CP tags are possible – both scoring 
15%. The remaining 12% is represented by instances of Imperative forms 
followed by positive TQs. More specifically, these tags mainly have a challenging 
and peremptory function, as shall be seen in the following examples: 
 
19. [At Gaz’s ex wife’s] 
Gaz: What’s all this about sole custody? 
Mandy: You know what it is, Gary! If you want to join custody, then you 
have to pay your share. 700 quid. 
Gaz: I’m on t’ dole, in case you hadn’t noticed! 
Mandy: Then get a job! I’ll give you a job! 
Gaz: At £ 2,50 an hour in Black Hole fucking Calcutta! 
Mandy: Fine, whatever! If you want to go off and play your games, Gary, 
you can do that, but from now on, Nathan’s gonna have two 
parents. 
GAZ: Ah! And your bloody live-in lover’s gonna do that,  is he ! (he 
arrives) Abracadabra, here he is! Evening, Barry.   
 
20. [GAZ and NATHE on the way to school] 
Nathe: I don’t feel well. 
Gaz: Of course you don’t! You’ve got a hangover. Take a day off. Hang 
about our home. 
Nathe: Your house is messy. It’s always cold and all. 
Gaz: Come down job club. That will be a right laugh. 
Nathe: Mum’s house is always warm. 
GAZ: I can’t always have the red carpet out for you,  can I ! Anyway, 
it’s not your mum’s house. It’s… what’s his name?... Barry’s.     
  
(19) is a case of positive CP tag with falling tone, by which the speaker expresses 
mirativity together with the undertone of surprise. This is confirmed by the fact 
that the proposition in the anchor clause echoes a previous statement – i.e. uttered 
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by the addressee – and that it is preceded by the particle ah (Kimps, 2007: 282). In 
this sense, the use of the tag implies that the proposition in the host clause is 
unexpected and in complete disagreement with the speaker’s beliefs, so that it 
appears both challenging and aggressive. On the other hand, (20) is an example of 
a peremptory tag, since the speaker uses it to close off debate, on the basis of 
shared knowledge with the addressee, who is perfectly aware of the speaker’s 
shaky finances. The falling intonational contour on the tag provides the whole 
utterance with the force of an exclamation – see Figure C below. 
 
Figure C – RP tag (20) with high falling pattern associated to the peremptory function (The Full 
Monty)  
 
 
 
 
 
Conversely, when the tag is appended to Imperative constructions, it more often 
has a rising intonational contour, in fact there is only one case with a falling tone,  
which can actually be explained by the fact that the tag occurs in a medial 
position. However, in each case, the rising tag functions as an aggravator and 
strengthens the illocutionary force of the order in the main clause, together with 
the use of hostile and rude overtones, as in the examples below:  
 
        I  c a n’t   always    have  the red  car pet  out                for      you,         can  I. 
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21. [Watching the security tape. All Policemen laughing.] 
Gerald: (to GAZ) You’re always ahead there. 
Gaz: You’re always bloody behind, more like. 
GERALD: (taking the remote to the Policeman) Look … Excuse me, can I 
borrow this for a second? Look, (to Policemen laughing out loud) 
shut up,  will ya ?! Watch.   
 
22. JEAN: (crying) You’re bloody right it don’t. All those nights you were late 
back and stupid cow here thought you were out looking for a job! Well, 
no wonder. No bloody wonder. It’s so obvious. 
DAVE: No, I were with Gaz, honest. 
JEAN: Oh, right! She’s one of Gaz’s little tarts,  is she ? Well, that makes 
sense. She’d have to be to put up with this kind of shit! (slaps him)  
DAVE: Just listen,  will you ? It’s nowt to do with any fucking women, 
all right? I’m … I were a stripper, right? Me and Gaz and … some 
fellas thought we’d make a bob or two taking us clothes off.  
 
As can be noticed, the rising tone on the tag is definitely associated with 
aggressiveness, which clashes with Wells’s claim according to which generally 
this type of intonational contour on the tag after an Imperative has the function of 
softening the command.  
 
Figure D –Imperative and TQ (22) with rising pattern functioning as aggravator (The Full Monty)  
 
 
3.6.3. Pragmatic and Prosodic analysis of TQs in Sliding Doors 
 
 
         Just       like    listen,                  will     ya? 
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3.6.2. Pragmatic and Prosodic analysis of TQs in Sliding Doors 
 
In Sliding Doors, the total number of TQs stricto sensu is 26 and it includes RP 
and CP tags and tagged Imperatives. A preliminary analysis on the relation 
between syntactic form and prosodic patterns shows a higher occurrence of RP 
tags with a falling tone. Indeed, the high fall contour is more frequent than the low 
rise, as can be seen in Figure 19 – 58% vs. 42% – especially when the total 
number of rising tags comprises 5 cases of tagged Imperatives. Table 11 below 
shows the frequency distribution in detail:  
 
Type of TQ Fall Rise Low 
RP   + / - 8 5 0 
RP    - / + 7 0 0 
CP   + / + 0 1 + 5 (Imp.) 0 
Table 11 – Syntactic and Prosodic description of tags in Sliding Doors. ‘+ num (Imp.)’ means that 
these tags are appended to Imperative constructions. 
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Figure 19 – Distribution of TQs according to syntactic and prosodic patterns in Sliding Doors.  
 
On the basis of syntactic and prosodic patterns, the most frequent functions 
performed by TQs are the confirmatory and aggressive functions, but also cases of 
informational function can be encountered, as shown in Table 12 in detail. 
 
Functions 
Form 
+ / - 
Fall 
+ / - 
Rise 
- / +  
Fall 
- / +  
Rise 
+ / +  
Rise 
+ / + 
Fall 
- / + 
Low 
Tot. 
Informational 0 4 0 0 1 0 0 5 
Confirmatory 4 0 6 0 0 0 0 10 
Facilitative (+1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Softening 0 0 0 0 1(I) 0 0 1 
Challenging 
Irony 
1  1 2 
 
0 0 
 
0 0 4 
58%
42%
0%
Fall
Rise
Low
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Sarcasm 
Peremptory 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Antagonistic 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Aggravating 0 0 0 0 4(I) 0 0 4 
Hedge 
Punctuational 
Rhetorical 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Table 12 – Distribution of the pragmatic functions of TQs on the basis of their syntactic and 
prosodic patters in Sliding Doors. (+ num) indicates a secondary function, due to the 
multifunctionality of TQs, while the capital letter (I) means that this is a case of Imperative 
followed by a tag. 
 
TQs with a confirmatory function are all RP tags with high fall intonational 
contour, as in (23) below, where the speaker’s certainty of the truth of the 
proposition in the main clause is even confirmed by her reply to the addressee: 
 
23. HELEN: Last week, when I got the sack and I came back, am I going mad? 
But there was a bottle of brandy and two glasses on the dressing table, 
 wasn’t there .   
Gerry: I don’t know, I mean, I couldn’t really say. 
Helen: There were, I’m sure. 
 
Generally, tagged utterances can be multifunctional, thus two functions can 
co-occur in the same tag. This is the case of the confirmatory and facilitative 
functions, which frequently overlap, as in (24), where the speaker uses the tag to 
ask for confirmation but also to invite the addressee to intervene in the interaction, 
thus allowing for turn-allocation.  
 
24. James: Oh, oh. Ah [E] Beatles’ lyrics, e?   
Boy: What? 
JAMES: ‘Elastic Thrombosis’. They are guilty of lyric poaching. 
 [to Helen] They’re Beatles’ lyrics,  aren’t they ?     
Helen: I don’t know, sorry. 
James: Of course you do. Come on, everyone is born knowing all the 
Beatles’ lyrics instinctively. 
 
Conversely, if the confirmatory function is characterised by a falling tone on 
the tag, the informational function is performed by rising tags. See the example 
below:  
  
25. Helen: I know, I know, you’d almost forgotten I work here, but I swear I was 
up all night toying with ideas for the fashion show and I’ve really hit 
on something, you see!... (her colleagues look at her in silence) what?... 
(one colleague shows her an empty box) (she sighs) eh... I took four 
bottles of vodka on Friday, it was my birthday, you know that! I was 
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having a party and I was running late, so I borrowed some. I bought 
some more to replace it! 
Chief Clerk: Not a lot of use to me, when I had nothing to offer the 
executives who dropped by late Friday-- 
HELEN: Off the top of my head, you could have told them you’d run out. 
It’s, it’s popular stuff. Bullshit, bullshit, bullshit… We are in PR. 
That’s what we do,  isn’t it ? [Pause] But you didn’t do that,  
did you , Paul? [Pause] No. [Pause] So I’m out…  am I ?  
 
In (25) the speaker/Helen uses the first TQ to seek verification from the 
addressee; the low rising intonational contour on the tag makes the whole 
utterance sound like a real question, as she wants to validate the truth of the 
proposition in the main clause. Conversely, the following TQ takes a high fall, 
thus expressing the speaker’s certainty. In fact she has become aware of her 
addressee’s disagreement and disapproval, expressed by silent assent to the 
previous question, so that she simply asks for confirmation about an evident state 
of affair.  Figures E and F show the two different prosodic patterns associated to 
the informational and confirmatory functions respectively. 
 
Figure E – Low Rise TQ (25) associated to the informational function (Sliding Doors)  
 
 
 
 
         That’s    what         w e              d  o,                        i s       n’t              i t? 
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Figure F – High fall TQ (25) associated to the confirmatory function (Sliding Doors)  
 
 
 
 
Another frequent function performed by TQs in Sliding Doors is the general 
aggressive function, which scores 30% of cases of which actually 50% are 
instances of tags with a challenging function, while the rest 50% includes tagged 
Imperatives, where the tag functions as an aggravator. First of all, we shall focus 
on challenging tags, which are all RP tags mainly with falling intonation, except 
in one case, in which the RP tag takes a rising tone.  
 
26. Lydia: You’re sorry? You’re sorry that four of the staff here have been cut 
down with food poisoning after eating your sandwiches? And before 
you speak, yes, they all had the same sandwiches and the same 
symptoms at the same time. Are you trained in the catering trade, may I 
ask? 
Helen: No, actually I worked in PR but I… 
LYDIA: Well, you’re not doing a particularly good PR job this morning, 
are you. Luckily for you I’ve convinced my colleagues not to take 
the matter any further. This time.  
 
In the example above, the speaker’s certainty about the truth of the proposition in 
the host clause is confirmed by the evidence of facts. Thus the falling intonational 
contour taken by the tag makes the whole tagged utterance sound sarcastic, 
           But      you     didn’t         do    that,        did         you,          Paul. 
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offensive and challenging, in the sense that the addressee is asked a rhetorical 
question to which she cannot respond, but remain silent. Figure G provides the 
spectrum of (26).  
 
Figure G  – High fall TQ (26) associated to the challenging function (Sliding Doors)  
 
 
 
 
 
The example in (27) shows the only case of a tagged utterance with a low rise 
tone on the tag performing the challenging function. In this case as well the 
addressee is not expected to give an answer and the rising intonational contour 
gives the whole utterance the force of an exclamation. Another interesting thing to 
notice is that the challenging tag is preceded by another tag in medial position, 
which is a punctuational and functions like a discourse marker or filler. 
 
27. GERRY: No! Women never ask. No, they don’t ask, they insinuate! And you 
are insinuating not very subtly, may I add, that I am-- Thanks! No, no, 
no! No, no! Thank you! Thanks! I mean-- I mean-- what the-- I mean, 
thank you! Thank you! I mean, this-- you know-- this-this-- the-- this is 
the right time, isn’t it, to-to ad-address our-our relationship, isn’t 
it? I mean, it’s-it’s-it’s-it’s perfect. Perfect moment! 
Helen: Gerry! For God’s sake, I asked a simple question! There’s no need to 
become Woody Allen! 
    Well,  you’re not    doing  a particularly  good PR      job    this  morning,  are you. 
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One last remark about tagged Imperatives is in order. All five cases of 
Imperatives are followed by a low rising TQ, but if in four cases the tag has the 
function of an aggravator, thus increasing the level of aggressiveness of the 
utterance itself – as in (29) – in one case the tag performs the opposite function, 
namely  a softener (28).   
 
28. Helen: I had a really nice time, James. 
James: Did you? Oh, shit! Sorry, that’s against the rules, isn’t it.  
HELEN: Yes, it is, so just bear that in mind in the future, would you? I’m 
getting over a major break-up.      
James: Yeah, sorry. Won’t happen again. 
 
29. [Outside Gerry and Helen’s house. Lydia sounds the horn insistently] 
GERRY: (arriving) You did remember to take a full page ad in “Adulterer’s 
Weekly”? Jesus! Lydia, get in the car, will you?   
Lydia: How many years have you been going to paint that stain off? 
 
However, such a difference in meaning is mainly due to the different type of 
operator used in the tag, since the intonational pattern is the same. In fact, the use 
of would in (28) makes the tagged utterance sound more tentative (Watts, 2003: 
192). In this case, the speaker answers to the other participant’s ironic claim, 
trying to be ironic at the same time. Therefore, by the use of would she pretends to 
be serious and detached, but conversely she is simply playing along with the 
addressee. Finally, if it is true that this example meets Wells’s claim about 
associating the rising pattern to the softening function of tags after Imperative 
constructions, on the other hand the other four cases clash with it. 
 
 
3.6.3. Pragmatic and Prosodic analysis of TQs in About A Boy 
 
In About A Boy, the total number of TQs stricto sensu is 29 and it includes RP and 
positive CP tags and only one case of tagged Imperative. As can be seen from 
Table 13 and Figure 20, RP tags with falling intonational contour are doubtlessly 
more frequent than the remaining rising CP tags, scoring  80% vs. 20%. 
 
Type of TQ Fall Rise Low 
RP   + / - 12 4 0 
RP    - / + 11 0 0 
CP   + / + 0 1 + 1 (Imp.) 0 
Table 13 – Syntactic and Prosodic description of tags in About A Boy. ‘+ num (Imp.)’ means that 
these tags are appended to Imperative constructions. 
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Figure 20 – Distribution of TQs according to syntactic and prosodic patterns in About A Boy.  
 
The analysis on the various functions of TQs on the basis of their syntactic 
and prosodic patterns shows that the most frequent functions are the aggressive 
(56%) and confirmatory (22%) functions, but also the facilitative (16%) and 
hedging (6%) functions are present, even though in minor proportion. We must 
not forget that proportional values include cases of overlapping functions. Table 
14 below shows the functional distribution in detail. 
 
Functions 
Form 
+ / - 
Fall 
+ / - 
Rise 
- / +  
Fall 
- / +  
Rise 
+ / +  
Rise 
+ / + 
Fall 
- / + 
Low 
Tot. 
Informational 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Confirmatory 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 7 
Facilitative 3 (+1) 1 0 0 0 0 0 4+1 
Softening 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Challenging 
Irony 
Sarcasm 
4  1 3 (+2) 
 
0 1 
 
0 0 9+2 
Peremptory 1 0 4 0 0 0 0 5 
Antagonistic 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
Aggravating 0 0 0 0 1(I) 0 0 1 
Hedge 
Punctuational 
Rhetorical 
0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Table 14 – Distribution of the pragmatic functions of TQs on the basis of their syntactic and 
prosodic patters in About A Boy. (+ num) indicates a secondary function, due to the 
multifunctionality of TQs, while the capital letter (I) means that this is a case of Imperative 
followed by a tag. 
 
TQs with a challenging function are mainly RP tags with falling intonational 
contour, as in (30) where the tag also emphasizes the ironic effect of the utterance 
as a whole. In addition, there is also only one case of positive CP tags with a 
rising tone performing the same function (31): 
80%
20% 0%
Fall
Rise
Low
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30. [At Will’s friends’] 
Christine: Well, this is Imogene. You can hold her if you like. 
WILL: Yeah, got her. Yeah, she’s delightful, isn’t she.  
Christine: I know, isn’t she? 
Will: To tell the truth, Christine, I’m a bit of a crap with her. You better take 
her back. 
 
31. Will: Listen, don’t worry about it! I will not open the door to Marcus again, 
okay? I’ll be glad to be rid of the pair of you, frankly. Go on, bugger 
off! 
 FIONA: So that’s it, is it? [Pause] You’re just out of his like, like that?  
 Will: Excuse me? 
 
Among aggressive tags, a few cases of peremptory and antagonistic tags can 
be identified. These functions are expressed by RP tags with falling tone, as in 
(32) and (33) below respectively: 
 
32. Marcus: I got the letter, thanks. 
Fiona: Oh, my God. I’d forgotten. 
Marcus: You forgot? You forgot a suicide letter? 
FIONA: I didn’t think I’d have to remember it, did I . (Silence) Did you 
read the part where I said I’ll always love you?  
MARCUS: It’s a bit hard for you to love me when you’re dead, isn’t it.  
Fiona: I’m sorry. 
 
33. Marcus: Sometimes. I sing out loud without noticing. 
Will: That’s not a brilliant idea, is it.     
MARCUS: I said I did it without noticing,  didn’t I? It just happens! I’m 
not going to do that on purpose, am I. I’m not stupid, you 
know.     
 
Both instances in (32) are peremptory tags, since the proposition in the host clause 
is based on evidential and universal truth. Moreover, the use of the tag makes the 
utterance sound sarcastic and aggressive, accomplishing the goal of closing off 
debate, since no answer from the addressee is expected. The same effect is 
rendered by the antagonistic tag in (33), the only difference being in the kind of 
truth involved in the main proposition, which the addressee cannot possibly know. 
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Figure H  – High fall TQ (33) associated to the antagonistic function (About A Boy)  
 
 
 
 
Whenever TQs have a confirmatory function, their syntactic pattern shows 
inversion of polarity together with falling intonational contour, thus expressing 
the speaker’s certainty of the truth of the proposition in the main sentence, as in 
(34): 
 
34. SUZIE: You miss him, don’t you. 
Will: Who? Oh, Ned! 
Suzie: Yeah. 
 
However, there are two interesting examples in which the tag is multifunctional, 
so that the confirmatory function overlaps with the challenging function. See the 
example below:  
 
35. MARCUS: You don’t have a kid, do you .    (A) 
Will: What? 
MARCUS: You don’t have a kid, do you .    (B) 
Will: Of course, I’ve got a kid! What are you on about? 
Marcus: No, you don’t. I’ve been watching you, and you don’t have a kid. 
 
It’s the same utterance repeated twice, using the same RP tag with high falling 
intonational contour. But if we examine the two corresponding spectra – Figures I 
     I’m     not    gonna    do it       on               p u r           p o  se,       am    I. 
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and J (next page) – we shall notice some difference in the F0 curve of the TQ. 
Such a difference is related to the different intensity of the illocutionary force of 
the two tagged utterances. More specifically, in (A) the speaker uses the tag to ask 
for confirmation of the truth of the proposition he firmly believes to be true – as 
can be seen in the following lines – at the same time challenging the addressee to 
admit the truth. But the addressee pretends not to understand what the speaker 
insinuates, taking time and responding surprisingly with a question – i.e. what?. 
The speaker, however, does not give up his search for the truth, and repeats the 
tagged utterance (B), whose propositional content remains the same, but another 
aspect undergoes modification, namely the intonational contour. Indeed, if we 
compare the two spectra, we shall notice that, even though the F0 curve is always 
falling on the two tags, there is a difference in scaling, that is in (B) the tonal 
excursion increases visibly. As a consequence, the second tagged utterance is not 
a mere flat repetition of the previous one, but it undergoes the process of re-
elaboration, which is ‘a strategic discourse action having a regulative function in 
regard to speech acts’ (Merlini Barbaresi, 1992: 481). In this sense, the speaker 
adds some contribution, which produces some kind of modification, so that the 
second token represents a ‘renewal’ (1992: 481). More specifically, the TQ in (B) 
shows an extra-prosodical shift that signals an upgrading in the illocutionary force 
of the speech act. Such intensification entails also a ‘pragmatic re-loading’ (1992: 
482), thus the request for confirmation expressed by the tagged utterance appears 
more insistent and even more challenging.  
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Figure I  – High fall TQ (33a) associated to the confirmatory/challenging function (About A Boy)  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure J  – High fall TQ (33b) associated to the confirmatory/challenging function (About A Boy)  
 
 
 
 
       You  don’t    have    a     kid  - -                    do      you. 
   You don’t   have       a  kid,  - -                        do     you 
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Finally, there is only one case of tagged Imperative (34), which has a low 
rising intonational contour on the tag. The use of bad language – i.e. see the 
expression bugger off – in the Imperative construction, then followed by the rising 
tag, expresses rudeness and aggressiveness. Therefore the rising pattern is 
associated with aggravation. 
 
34. Teacher: Get over here right now! 
WILL: Just bugger off, will you ?  
 
 
Figure K  – Rising Tagged Imperative (34) functioning as aggravator (About A Boy)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.6.4. Pragmatic and Prosodic analysis of TQs in Secrets and Lies 
 
Secrets and Lies displays the highest number of TQs. The total number is 127, 
including 11 cases with innit and 23 with ain’t in the tag portion. As shall be 
observed in Table 15 and Figure 21 below, the most recurring intonational 
contour on the tag is the falling tone, scoring 62% fall vs. 36% rise. The falling 
tone mainly characterises RP tags, since there is only one case of falling positive 
CP tag. On the other hand, all other cases of CP tags have a low rising tone on the 
         J u s t      b u g g e r          o f f ,          w i l l       you? 
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tag and are more frequent than RP tags with negative-positive construction. Still, 
positive-negative RP tags with a rising tone are the most recurring type.  
 
Type of TQ Fall Rise Low 
RP   + / - 52 27 3 
RP    - / + 25 5 0 
CP   + / + 1 + 1 (Imp.) 13 0 
Table 15 – Syntactic and Prosodic description of tags in Secrets and Lies. ‘+ num (Imp.)’ means 
that these tags are appended to Imperative constructions. 
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Figure 21 – Distribution of TQs according to syntactic and prosodic patterns in Secrets and Lies.  
 
However, some considerations are in order. The first has to do with the character 
of Monica/Phyllis Logan, who has a Scottish accent. In fact, she comes from 
Paisley, a town in Glasgow area8, which is characterised by an ‘extensive use of  
rising tones’ (Cruttenden, 1986: 139), a phenomenon that is reported also for 
many other northern cities in the UK – i.e. Birmingham, Liverpool, Belfast and 
Tyneside area – where there is a strong Celtic influence. Of the 9 tags she uses, 6 
have a rising tone, which is not necessarily associated with the pragmatic function 
that normally is assigned to rising tags, as is thoroughly shown in the following 
part of this section. Secondly, on the other hand, 11 cases of innit as a tag are 
present in this film, and the majority – 8 vs. 3 – have a falling tone, which is in 
fact the typical intonation pattern with which this tag is generally realised 
(Andersen, 2001, cf. 2.3.1, p. 43).  The following Table 16 displays in detail the 
frequency of the different functions expressed by TQs on the basis of their 
syntactic and prosodic properties. 
 
                                                 
8
 From www.imdb.com, in the cast details section of the film. 
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Functions 
Form 
+ / - 
Fall 
+ / - 
Rise 
- / +  
Fall 
- / +  
Rise 
+ / +  
Rise 
+ / + 
Fall 
+ / - 
Low 
Tot. 
Informational 1 11 0 4 6 0 0 22 
Confirmatory 24(+3) 3(+1) 9 0 7 0 2 45+
4 
Facilitative 3 1 0 0 (+2) 0 0 4+2 
Softening 0 0 0 0 0 1(I) 0 1 
Challenging 
Irony 
Sarcasm 
7  7 
(+3) 
 
2 
 
1 0 
 
1 1 19+
3 
Peremptory 2 1 5 0 0 0 0 8 
Antagonistic 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
Aggravating 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hedge 
Punctuational 
Rhetorical 
15 4 8 0 0 0 0 27 
Table 16 – Distribution of the pragmatic functions of TQs on the basis of their syntactic and 
prosodic patters in Secrets and Lies. (+ num) indicates a secondary function, due to the 
multifunctionality of TQs, while the capital letter (I) means that this is a case of Imperative 
followed by a tag. 
 
The most frequent function performed by tags in Secrets and Lies is the 
confirmatory function (36%), followed by the aggressive (23%), hedge (20%), 
informational (16%), facilitative (4%) and softening (1%) function. In the 
following paragraph, each function is examined thoroughly.  
The confirmatory function is mainly performed by tags with a falling 
intonational contour, even though the rising tone is also possible, still in a minor 
percentage – 78% vs. 22%. See the examples below:  
 
35. [At Maurice’s studio, taking photos of a Graduate.] 
MAURICE: You're not going to smile, are you.        
Graduate: No! 
Maurice: Ok. It’s a free world.  
 
36. Jenny: (…) Where do you live?   
Hortense: Kilburn. 
Jenny: Right, right. In a flat? 
Hortense: Yes. 
Jenny: Do you share? 
Hortense: No, I live on my own. 
JENNY: Oh, right. I lived on my own, for about six years, before I was 
married. ((smiling)) That’s all right, isn't it.    
Hortense: Yeah. 
 
37. Cynthia: (…) You only just found out?   
Hortense: No. I’ve known since I was 7.  
CYNTHIA: What, your mum and dad told you, did they?           
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Hortense: Yeah, they did.  
 
(35) and (36) are instances of RP tags with a falling intonational contour, while in 
(37) the tag has a rising tone because it is a positive CP tag, which more often 
takes a rising intonational pattern. Still, the pragmatic function performed by the 
tag is to ask for the confirmation of the proposition in the host clause that the 
speaker actually believes to be true, on the basis of some inferences on a previous 
fact. In addition, this is also proved by the positive answer provided by the 
addressee, which turns to be the one actually expected by the speaker. Moreover, 
the following example (38) shows a case in which the tag innit has a confirmatory 
function and therefore is characterised by a falling tone, as shall be seen in the 
related spectrogram in Figure L. 
 
38. Dionne: Do you despair of me? 
Hortense: No. 
Dionne: Yes, you do. 
Hortense: I don't. Did you have a good time? 
Dionne: Yeah. 
HORTENSE: That's all that matters, then, innit.    
Dionne: Yeah. 
 
Figure L  – Falling innit (38) with a confirmatory function (Secrets and Lies)  
 
 
 
 
           That’s       all t h a t     m a  (tt)  e r s   t h  e   n,             i  n n  i t. 
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On the other hand, the final example (39) shows a RP tag with a rising tone (cf. 
Figure M), still performing the confirmatory function, but uttered by the Scottish 
character Monica/Phyllis Logan.  
 
39. [At Maurice’s. Some girls are playing in front of the house, making some 
noise] 
MONICA: They make a noise, don’t they?        
Maurice: At least they can play out around here. 
Monica: Suppose so. 
 
Figure M  – Rising RP tag (39) with a confirmatory function (Secrets and Lies)  
 
 
 
 
 
From Figure M, we shall notice that the tag has a rising tone. In fact, the tone is so 
high that the speaker produces the so called ‘contour of air’ (cf. 3.5.3., p. 89), 
visible in the final part of the curve, which is still registered by PRAAT as part of 
the speech segment, thus turning the final rise into a fall. However, since the 
contour of air is not significant for the analysis of pitch movement, the TQ in (39) 
has to be considered a rising tag, which anyway has a confirmatory function. This 
fact may be due to the Scottish accent, as suggested previously (cf. 3.6.4., p. 110).  
The second most frequent function performed by tags is the aggressive 
function. More specifically, among all TQs that belong to this general category, 
          They  m a k e        a            n  o  i       s e,    don’t  they? 
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71% are challenging, 26% are peremptory and finally only 3% are antagonistic 
tags. As regards challenging tags, they are all RP tags, except one case of positive 
CP tag. The intonational contour of the RP tags is either falling or rising, in equal 
percentage, while the only case of CP tag is characterised by a falling tone on the 
tag. See two examples of RP tags with the related spectrograms first: 
 
40. Cynthia: I hope he uses a what's-name... condoms?  
Roxanne: Mind your own business!  
Cynthia: They can leak. You wanna be careful!  
ROXANNE: You're jealous, isn't ya!     
Cynthia: Where is he tonight, anyway?  
Roxanne: I dunno.  
 
41. [Outside the Adoption Office.] 
Hortense: Look, it says she's white. 
Jenny: Sorry? 
Hortense: “Mother - white”. 
JENNY: Well, it's perfectly feasible that your mother was white, isn't it?  
Look, I-I'm sorry, Hortense, really I've got to go, I'm on an emergency 
case.   
Hortense: Yes, but could this be a mistake? 
Jenny: I very much doubt it. Look, give me a ring in the morning, and we'll 
have a talk then, ok? I'm sorry. ((leaves)) 
 
Figure N  – Falling RP tag (40) with a challenging function (Secrets and Lies)  
 
 
 
 
          You’re            j   e   a   l   o   u    s,           i(s)n’t   ya! 
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Figure O  – Rising RP tag (41) with a challenging function (Secrets and Lies)  
 
 
 
 
 
In (40) the speaker insinuates a truth on the basis of the addressee’s evident 
behaviour. In fact, Cynthia keeps on asking Roxanne embarrassing questions, 
and she therefore reacts aggressively in an accusatory tone. In this case the 
falling tag compels the addressee to change the subject. On the other hand, in 
(41) the low rise on the tag has the force of an exclamation and the addressee is 
not expected to respond. An interesting thing to be noticed refers to the position 
of the nucleus in the tag portion. In both cases, the tag seems to constitute a 
separate IP, but in the case of the falling tag, the nucleus is constituted by the 
operator, while in the rising tag, the nuclear tone is on the subject – as the two 
spectrograms above clearly show. However, in example (42) below, which is the 
only case of positive CP tag with a falling tone performing the challenging 
function – with an additional sarcastic meaning – we shall observe that the tag 
has its own IP, with the nuclear tone on the operator, and then it is followed by a 
vocative, which constitutes a separate IP itself, ending with a rising tone. 
 
42. [Cynthia takes the biggest steak on the tray] 
MONICA: Oh? You [E] having a steak, are you , Cynthia?   
Cynthia: Yes, thank you, Monica! 
               Well,           it’s perfectly  feasible that  your mother was white, isn’t it? 
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The peremptory function is expressed by RP tags with falling tone – there is 
only one case in which the tag takes a low rise and it is uttered by the Scottish 
character Monica. See the two instances in (43) below: 
 
43. Cynthia: Yeah. I ain't never been in here before. They shouldn't go raising 
your hopes like that, it ain't fair!  
Hortense: Is this your signature?  
CYNTHIA: This is stupid, I don't understand it! I mean, I can't be your 
mother, can I!    
Hortense: Why not? 
Cynthia: Well, look at me!  
Hortense: What?  
CYNTHIA: Listen, I don't mean nothing by it, darling, but I ain't never 
been with a black man in my life. No disrespect, nor nothing. I’d 
have remembered, wouldn't I!  (Pause) Oh, bloody hell! Oh, 
Jesus Christ Almighty! (crying) I’m sorry, sweetheart. I’m so 
ashamed.  
 
Figure P  – Falling RP tag (43) with a peremptory function (Secrets and Lies)  
 
 
 
 
In both cases, the speaker firmly believes in the truth of the proposition contained 
in the anchor clause and tries to contradict the addressee’s assumptions. The 
falling tag is used to close off debate and has the force of an exclamation. 
           I’d      have    r   e   m   e   m   b   e  r  e d,       wouldn’(t)        I! 
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Another widespread function performed by tags in this film is the hedge 
function, which represents the 20%. All TQs are RP tags mainly with a falling 
tone. As shall be observed in the examples below, the general aim is to establish 
common ground with the addressee, whose response is never expected.    
 
44. CYNTHIA: When's your birthday? Oh! That’s the twenty-third of July, 
ain't it.  You'd think I’d know that, wouldn't you.  That was the 
other day, wasn't it.    
Hortense: Yeah, Sunday.  
 
45. CYNTHIA: [E] Nice to have somebody to talk to, innit!  Give us your 
hand here. God, you've got beautiful skin! Right, let's have a look 
at you.  
 
46. JENNY: Oh, really? Oh, God! It's one of those things you keep putting off 
and putting off, isn't it.  And I’ve got to the stage with the 
Guardian crossword where I’m going like this. ((mimicking)) So I 
think the time has come, I’ll have to pop in, you can give me a test. 
Where do you live?    
Hortense: Kilburn. 
 
47. Monica: And this is the... oops! 
Cynthia: Oh, that's a big lavatory! 
Monica: This is the downstairs toilet. 
JANE: Oh, that's handy, isn't it, 'cos if you're in the garden...  
 
Figure Q – Falling RP tag (46) functioning as hedge (Secrets and Lies)  
 
 
 
        It’s  one of those things you keep pu(tt)ing  off and   putting   off,         isn’t  i t. 
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Conversely, rising RP and CP tags are very often employed to express the 
informational function – i.e. 16%. Examine examples (48)-(51) below: 
 
48. Maurice: Would Madame care to test the temperature? 
Monica: I'm sure it'll be fine, thanks.  
MAURICE: [E] Been bad, has it?      
Monica: It eased off at lunchtime. Managed a couple of crackers.  
 
49. [At Cynthia’s. On the phone with Hortense] 
Cynthia: Yes, what is it you want, darling? Hello? Did you want Roxanne? 
She's gone out. 
Hortense: No. 
CYNTHIA: She ain't in any trouble, is she?    
Hortense: No, it's about Elizabeth.  
Cynthia: Elizabeth? Elizabeth who?  
 
50. Cynthia: What's your name, anyway? Eh?  
Hortense: Hortense.  
Cynthia: Hortense?  
Hortense: Yeah.  
Cynthia: Hortense what?  
Hortense: Cumberbatch.  
CYNTHIA: Clumberbunch? That's a funny name, innit?    
Hortense: Yeah, I suppose it is.  
 
51. Cynthia: No, no. Ehm, I ain't... I ain't married, sweetheart. Are you?  
Hortense: No.  
CYNTHIA: I bet you got a boyfriend, though, ain't you?    
Hortense: No, not at the moment.  
Cynthia: A nice-looking girl like you?  
Hortense: Have you got a boyfriend?  
CYNTHIA: Oh, I give them all a wide berth. They got me into enough 
trouble in the past, ain't they?  (laugh hysterically) You got a 
job, have you?     
Hortense: Yeah.  
 
In all these examples, the speaker is not certain about the truth of the proposition 
in the main clause and asks for information, expecting any kind of answer from 
the addressee. The rising tone on the tag turns the whole tagged utterance into a 
real question. Figure R below represents the tagged utterance in (49) and clearly 
displays the typical rising curve of the informational TQ.  
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Figure R – Rising RP tag (49) with an informational function  (Secrets and Lies)  
 
 
 
 
If we have a look at the second example of TQ underlined in (51), we shall 
notice that this positive CP tag is used to elicit some kind of information from the 
addressee, but at the same time it performs an additional function, namely the 
facilitative function. More specifically, the speaker uses it to invite the addressee 
to speak, changing the subject of the conversation, in order to avoid the present 
embarrassing situation. This function also allows for turn allocation, as in the 
examples below, in which the falling tag is followed by a vocative:  
 
52. Cynthia: And here's another lavatory! 
Monica: Oh, that bathroom's mine, the en suite. 
Cynthia: Oh, you've got one each, have you?     
CYNTHIA to Jane: That's nice, ain't it, Jane?    
Jane: It's like a hotel. 
 
53. Maurice: Whereabouts are you? 
Hortense: Kilburn. 
Maurice: That's a bit of a schlep, innit?  The Old Kent Road and back, 
every day?  
Hortense: I just get on the tube.  
Cynthia: She drives. 
Hortense: I drive to the station. 
CYNTHIA to Paul: You've got a bed-sit, ain't you , Paul?      
        She           ain’t       in      any                t  r  o  u  b  l  e,   is     she? 
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Paul: Yeah, that's right. 
Monica: Ah, that's a shame! 
   
The facilitative function often overlaps with other functions, namely the 
informational and confirmatory function, therefore the intonational patterns of the 
tag may vary on the basis of these additional functions.  
 
 
3.7. CONCLUSIONS  
 
The analysis of the functions of TQs according to syntactic and prosodic patterns 
carried out in each film separately leads to the following results. First of all, we 
can observe a general higher occurrence of tags with a high fall intonational 
contour – 66% vs. 34% – as is shown in Table 17 and Figure 22 below. 
 
 
Type of TQ Fall Rise 
RP   + / - 95 44 
RP    - / + 63 10 
CP   + / + 3 + 2 (Imp.) 20 + 9 (Imp.) 
Table 17  – Syntactic and Prosodic description of tags in all films. ‘+ num (Imp.)’ means that these 
tags are appended to Imperative constructions. 
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Figure 22 – Distribution of TQs according to syntactic and prosodic patterns in all films. 
 
If  we associate the form and prosody of TQs to functions, we can observe that 
the most frequent function tags perform is the aggressive function (34%), 
followed by the confirmatory function (32%), informational and hedge function  –  
both scoring 14% – facilitative (5%) and finally softening function (1%). Table 18 
below shows the frequency distribution of each type in detail.  
66%
34%
Fall
Rise
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Functions 
Form 
+ / - 
Fall 
+ / - 
Rise 
- / +  
Fall 
- / +  
Rise 
+ / +  
Rise 
+ / + 
Fall 
Tot. 
Informational 1 17 1 9 8 0 36 
Confirmatory 45 
(+3) 
3 
(+1) 
23 0 7 1 79 
+4 
Facilitative 6 (+2) 2 1 0 (+2) 0 9+4 
Softening 0 0 0 0 1(I) 1(I) 2(I) 
Challenging 
Irony 
Sarcasm 
15 
(+1)  
11 
(+3) 
10 
(+3) 
 
2 (+1) 4 
 
2 44+8 
Peremptory 9 2 13 0 1 0 25 
Antagonistic 0 0 4 0 0 0 4 
Aggravating 0 0 0 0 8(I) 1(I) 9(I) 
Hedge 
Punctuational 
Rhetorical 
19 7 13 0 0 0 39 
Table 18 – Distribution of the pragmatic functions of TQs on the basis of their syntactic and 
prosodic patters in all films. (+ num) indicates a secondary function, due to the multifunctionality 
of TQs, while the capital letter (I) means that this is a case of Imperative followed by a tags. 
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Figure 23 – Distribution of TQs according to syntactic and prosodic patterns in all films. 
 
Among the cases of tags performing the aggressive function (34%), the most 
frequent are tags with a challenging function (58%), followed by the peremptory 
(28%), the aggravating (10%) and finally, the antagonistic (4%) function. If we 
look at Figure 24 below, we can notice that the main intonational contour for 
these types of TQs is the high fall, except for TQs appended to Imperative 
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constructions, which conversely take a low rising tone, thus confirming that it is 
actually the rising tag that sounds more aggressive and insistent after an order – 
versus Wells’s claim (2006).  
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Figure 24 – Distribution of TQs according to syntactic and prosodic patterns in all films. 
 
Tagged Imperatives are not often used. However, there are only two cases of TQ 
with a softening function (1%), the majority being aggravating (3%).  
The confirmatory function is the second more frequent function (32%) is 
generally expressed by RP tags with a high fall intonational contour. Still, there 
are also some cases of positive CP tags, which take a low rise tone. 
Conversely, TQs that perform the informational function are lower in number, 
scoring only 14%, and all take a low rising intonational contour, with a few 
exceptions. The same percentage is represented by TQs functioning as a hedge. In 
this latter case, the tag mainly takes a high fall tone, with only some instances 
showing a rising prosodic pattern. 
Another interesting result that has emerged from the instrumental analysis of 
the acoustic files of utterances containing TQs, and carried out with the help of 
the PRAAT software, relates to the position of the nucleus in the tag portion. The 
spectrograms give us the chance of visualising the curve of a tag, whether it is 
rising or falling. In the first case, the highest peak of pitch goes on the subject, 
while in the other case, it is located on the operator. Therefore, the rule according 
to which the nuclear tone of the tag is always placed on the operator may be 
revised. 
To sum up, the analysis of TQs carried out in this chapter shows that the 
prosodic patterns that characterise tags play a fundamental role in the 
58%28%
10% 4%
Chall.
Peremp.
Aggrav.
Antag.
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determination of the pragmatic function of the tagged utterance as a whole. The 
syntactic form – mainly relating to the polarity requisite – simply shows the 
speaker’s general attitude towards the truth of the proposition in the anchor clause 
and his expectations on the receiver’s response – i.e. whether positive or negative 
– thus reflecting the conducive nature of tags. However, it is prosody that 
provides the right clues for interpretation and, more specifically, for identifying 
whether the speaker’s attitude is one of certainty or doubt and which his actual 
intentions are, namely if he is seeking confirmation or verification, for instance.  
As a result, investigating TQs simply relying on their formal properties is not 
sufficient to achieve a conclusive analysis of their meaning/function.   
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CHAPTER 4 
Tag Questions in Irish English 
 
 
 
 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The present chapter deals with the analysis of tag questions in a specific variety of 
English, namely Irish English. The notion of Irish English refers to modern 
English spoken in Ireland, also called Hiberno-English. Actually, the 
terminological issue represents a problem when dealing with studies on the Irish 
variety. In this sense, other terms are used, such as Anglo-Irish and Irish, with 
different and even contrasting meaning (Kallen, 1999b: 73). However, in this 
context, I use the more neutral term Irish English to refer to the English spoken in 
Ireland – i.e. what Harris (1984) more specifically calls Hiberno-English – and 
Irish, which stands for Irish Gaelic.  
The reasons why this variety has been chosen for the analysis of the linguistic 
phenomenon of tag questions are multiple. Among them, the fact that the study on 
Irish English1 is quite recent, in fact it ‘has received more scholarly attention in 
the last 15 years than it has in the previous 150’ (Kallen, 1999b: 70). Besides, a 
corpus of spontaneous conversation in Irish English has been recently built within 
the project of ICE, which represents a good chance for the investigation of tags in 
everyday language, even if in a variety other than British English. The following 
paragraph introduces Irish English in the first place, then attention is focused on 
the use of TQs in a corpus of spoken Irish English (cf. 4.3.). 
   
 
4.2. A GENERAL PREMISE ON IRISH ENGLISH 
 
The language spoken in Ireland is very complex, since it is the result of the 
mingling of different languages and dialects. Many factors have affected the 
development of Irish English throughout history (for a detailed survey, see Kallen, 
                                                 
1
 For a detailed survey, see Kallen (1985). 
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1994). As a Celtic-speaking country, Ireland underwent the influence of English 
settlers especially with the Plantations of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 
More specifically, Elizabethan and Cromwellian plantations brought immigrants 
from the west Midlands to many parts of Ireland. But it was during the Plantation 
of Ulster (1610-25) that the language underwent a major influence and change. 
Immigrants from the Scottish Lowlands and the English northwest Midlands 
settled in the north of Ireland, bringing the distinctive Scottish features that 
mainly characterise today Ulster Scots – i.e. one of the main northern Irish 
dialects – while, the English dialect developed into Ulster English (Kallen, 1999a: 
14). In this respect Barry (1996) reckons the fundamental role of the Plantation of 
Ulster in determining modern Ulster English. English began to be used as a first 
language from the eighteenth century, but it rose with the Great Famine in the 
middle of the nineteenth century, which caused the decline of Irish Gaelic, since it 
mainly affected the rural, Gaelic-speaking regions (Anderwald, 2002: 45), let 
alone the following introduction of ‘national schools’, which promoted schooling 
in English, and the political union which gave birth to the United Kingdom. As a 
result, today English is the language that is used by the majority of speakers in 
Ireland. Even though it is the official language together with Irish Gaelic in the 
Republic of Ireland, it definitely prevails. Even in Gaeltacht – i.e. the Irish name 
for the regions in Ireland where Irish is officially spoken as the mother tongue, 
namely the counties of Donegal, Mayo, Galway, Kerry and Cork (see Figure A 
below) – ‘the use of Gaelic is decreasing, due to socio-economic reasons’ 
(Anderwald, 2002: 45). However, ‘Celticity’2 is an inner feature of Irish English , 
as is demonstrated by ‘bilingual situations which give rise to interlingual 
phenomena’ of various type (Kallen and Kirk, 2005: 91).  
 
 
 
 
             
 
 
                                                 
2
 The term ‘Celticity’ is used by Kallen and Kirk to refer to ‘those features of lexis, grammar and 
discourse which appear in ICE-Corpora and for which there exists a plausible cause of transfer 
or reinforcing influence from Irish’ (Kallen and Kirk, 2005: 88). 
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Figure A – Gaeltacht regions in Ireland. 
 
 
Moreover, ‘Celticity’ plays a fundamental role in the definition of Irish English as 
a Standard variety, since it exhibits linguistic features that are historically 
associated with traditional dialect of Irish (Kallen and Kirk, 2005), so that the 
Celtic substratum becomes a distinctive feature of the modern language. 
Moreover, Harris (1984) distinguishes Standard English from Hiberno-English or 
Irish English on a syntactic basis, contributing to identify the latter as some kind 
of standard variety. However, the concept of ‘standard’ poses some problems for 
the Irish variety. The ‘standard ideology’ exposed by Milroy and Milroy (1999) 
entails that ‘the process of standardisation is based on the idea of aiming, by any 
means possible, at uniformity’ (1999: 23). In this sense, as Filppula (1999) points 
out, the most distinctive features of Irish English ‘are not codified in grammars or 
dictionaries and hence do not constitute institutionalised norms’ (1999: 21). On 
the other hand, some other scholars, such as Kallen and Kirk (2001), support 
Trudgill’s point, according to which Standard English is better seen as a social 
dialect (Trudgill, 1999). As a consequence, Kallen and Kirk (2001) sustain an 
essentially ‘variationist’ approach to the language spoken in Ireland, allowing for 
a ‘multiplicity of standards on a multiplicity of social bases’ and assuming that 
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‘whatever standard emerges by the observation of standard usage will, like all 
varieties of language, exhibit patterned variation’ (2001: 62). 
To sum up, the linguistic situation in Ireland is quite variegated, since 
language contact has led to strong ‘regional variation’ (Harris, 1993: 140), so that 
for instance, the language spoken in Dublin (see Hickey, 2005) clearly differs 
from the one spoken in Belfast (see Henry, 1999). Yet, even the dialects of Ireland 
share certain linguistic features which contribute to endow them with a distinctive 
character (Harris, 1993). 
 
 
4.3. THE CORPORA:  ICE-IRELAND AND PPD CORPUS 
 
ICE-Ireland corpus belongs to the original project by Greenbaum (1988) to 
compile an International Corpus of English. The general aim is to ‘provide the 
resources for comparative studies of the English used in countries where it is 
either a majority first language (for example, Canada and Australia) or an official 
additional language (for example, India and Nigeria)’ (Greenbaum, 1996: 3). 
However, these corpora are designed to study only standard national Englishes, 
which differ considerably from one other.  
ICE-Ireland is divided into two equal sub-components, one from Northern 
Ireland – i.e. six counties – labelled as NI, and the other from the Republic of 
Ireland or ROI – i.e. 26 counties – thus representing speakers from throughout 
Ireland. In this way, the data in each text category can be compared across the two 
subcorpora. The project is edited by Kallen and Kirk (2004) and it includes 
various categories of both spoken and written texts. The following list taken from 
Kallen (2006) sums up the characterising features of ICE-Ireland, which are 
actually shared by each ICE project: 
 
 1 million words per corpus 
 Standard English defined by combination of speaker selection and text 
type 
 Principles of speaker selection: secondary education 
 Principles of text type: standardised list of spoken and written texts 
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 Corpus made up 500 texts: 300 spoken, 200 written, each approximately 
2000 words long 
 Each text transcribed orthographically and stored in text format for 
computer searching: phonology not indicated in ICE transcripts 
 
More specifically referring to the case of ICE-Ireland, due to the problem in 
the definition of the Irish language as standard (cf. 4.2.), Kallen and Kirk give an 
empirical definition of what has to be actually considered ‘standard’ by referring 
to the ‘use of a standard methodology’ in ICE corpora throughout the world 
(Kallen, 2006: 3). Moreover, they pinpoint the fact that the language in the two 
subcorpora – i.e. NI and ROI – may present some differences in relation to their 
political and social environment. Yet, the same differences between northern and 
southern forms of the Irish language contribute to strengthen the linguistic 
diversity from other Standard Englishes – i.e. British, Scottish, American, etc. – 
‘to create a common sense of Irishness that over-rides surface-level north/south 
distinctions’ (Kallen et al., 2003: 3).  
Kallen and Kirk have gone further. In fact, starting from ICE-Ireland corpus, 
they decided to annotate all spoken texts of both NI and ROI from the point of 
view of prosody and pragmatics, which were lacking in the original ICE project. 
This new and innovative work – which seems to be ‘the only annotation project of 
this kind for ICE corpora’ (Kallen, 2006: 6) – gives birth to the so called Prosody-
Pragmatics-and Discourse Corpus or PPD Corpus.  
The selected texts are annotated for prosodic features on the basis of the ToBI 
system, which describes pitch in terms of high (H) and low (L) tones, and have 
been acoustically verified using PRAAT (cf. 3.5.3.). The intonational contour of 
utterances is indicated by numbers from 1 to 11 – i.e. for instance, H*L is a fall 
and corresponds to 1, while L*H is a rise and corresponds to 2. In addition, 
intonational phrases are delimited by phrase boundary tones and marked by the 
symbol ‘%’. Finally, salient lexical items, included the nucleus, are indicated 
using capitalised vowels to indicate syllabic prominence within the word.  
As regards pragmatics, the speech act status of utterances is encoded on the 
basis of Searle’s classification (1969), thus ‘representatives’ are indicated as 
<rep>, while ‘directives’ as <dir>. Even some specific pragmatic functions have 
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been encoded, more specifically discourse markers (*), quotatives (+) and indeed 
sentence tags (@), among which TQs. 
 
 
4.4. TAG QUESTIONS IN THE PPD CORPUS 
 
For the purposes of this study, of the total 15 text categories belonging to spoken 
texts in the PPD corpus, I have taken into account only six types, namely those 
texts in which the occurrence of tags was high enough as to allow me to make a 
relevant analysis. For instance, the texts included in ‘Legal presentations’, 
‘Parliamentary debates’ or ‘Scripted speeches’ turned out not to be suitable for my 
analysis because of the extreme formality of the language used, which in fact does 
not preserve many of the features of spontaneous discourse and the related 
linguistic phenomena, such as tag questions. Table A below shows in detail the 
main features of the texts that are analysed in the following paragraph. 
 
Number of Texts Word Count 
 
Text 
Category 
NI ROI NI ROI 
Total 
TV Radio 
Discussion 
10 10 21139 20180 41319 
Broadcast 
Interviews 
5 5 10222 10253 20475 
Business 
Transactions 
5 5 10284 10427 20711 
Classroom 
Lessons 
10 10 21072 21217 42289 
Telephone 
Conversations 
5 5 10089 10323 20412 
Face-to-Face 
Conversations 
45 45 90847 98257 189104 
TOT. 160 163653 170657 334310 
Table A – Text categories analysed in relation to tags (Kallen and Kirk, forth.). 
 
 
The texts indicated in the table above have been analysed collecting the various 
types of tags, which was quite an easy task, since they are annotated with ‘@’ 
symbol. Then, I classified them on the basis of the different syntactic categories, 
as shown in chapter 1, and I could compare and contrast their frequency in NI and 
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ROI subcorpora. As regards syntactic types, the corpus is characterised by the use 
of two different types of tag, which are considered in the following analysis, 
namely SO-tags and SURE-tags. These are alternative constructions – shared with 
Scots – to canonical tags, which are worth studying in this context, as typical of 
Irish English. Another interesting point to be highlighted relates to elliptical main 
sentences followed by TQs, and more specifically copular clauses. See the 
example below: 
 
<S1A-052$A> <#> <rep> [E] A fallacy </rep> <dir> <{> <[> is-it@ </[> </dir> 
<S1A-052 Buttermilk> 
 
Actually, two interpretations are possible in cases of this type: 1) it could actually 
be a case of Ellipsis of the Subject and Lexical Verb in the main sentence, to 
which a TQ is attached, or 2) it could represent a case of topicalisation, which is a 
distinctive linguistic phenomenon in Irish English for emphasizing information 
(Filppula, 1999: 243; Anderwald, 2002: 48).    
As regards the prosodic annotation, unfortunately it was not completed when I 
was given access to the PPD corpus3, thus for the moment I am not able to draw 
any conclusion about the meaning/function of tags. However, as shall be seen in 
the examples in the following analysis, some tags are intonationally annotated, 
and in all cases the nucleus is always located on the operator, following the 
general rule, which I have discussed in the previous chapter. Moreover, the most 
frequent prosodic patterns associated to TQs are the falling and rising tones. NI 
and ROI show some differences in this respect, that is the falling tone is generally 
associated to statements, while the rising tone appears to be the typical question 
intonation in southern Irish English. On the other hand, northern Irish English 
seems to employ the rising pattern for both statements and questions – as it 
happens in Scottish too – which could affect the analysis on the function of tags 
on the basis of prosody. 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
3
 I thank Prof. Kallen (Trinity College, Dublin) for giving me the chance of working on this corpus 
and for his insightful comments.  
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4.4.1. Business Transactions  
 
The total number of texts under the label of ‘Business Transactions’ is 10, of 
which 5 belong to the NI subcorpus and 5 to the ROI subcorpus. In both cases, 
only 3 texts contain instances of tags of different types: RP tags, positive CP tags, 
SURE-Tags and Invariant BE tags. Both subcorpora show a general low 
frequency of tags, which are anyway higher in the ROI subcorpus, as is shown in 
Table 1 and the corresponding Figure 1 below: 
 
 
 RPT 
+/- 
RPT -
/+ 
CPT 
+/+ 
CPT -/- So-Tag Sure-
Tag 
Inv. 
BE 
NI 3 2 1 0 0 1 0 
ROI 4 1 4 0 0 0 2 
Table 1 – Distribution of Tags in NI and ROI subcorpora – Business Transfer Texts. 
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Figure 1 – Distribution of Tags in NI and ROI subcorpora – Business Transaction Texts. 
 
It has to be noticed that the distribution of tags throughout each text is quite 
irregular. More specifically, for instance, in the five texts belonging to NI 
subcorpus – even considering that the total number of tags is very low, i.e. only 7 
cases – tags are distributed as follows:  
 
Texts Tags 
S1B-071 TEFL materials 5 
S1B-072 Doctor and patient 1 
S1B-073 Museum - Bank 1 
S1B-073 Residents’ Assoc. 0 
S1B-073 WEA Interview 0 
Table 2 – Distribution of Tags in Business Transfer Texts in NI subcorpus. 
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However, the three texts in NI subcorpus present a higher number of TQs 
stricto sensu, with only one case of negative SURE-Tag, as shall be seen in (1): 
 
1. <S1B-073$D> <#> <rep> <[> Because the the Visa card doesn't </[> </{> 
actually have any connection to the account </rep> <dir> 
sure-it-doesn't@ particularly </dir> 
 <S1B-073$C> <#> <rep> No </rep> 
<S1B-073 Museum - Bank> NI 
 
Conversely, this tag type is absent in ROI texts, which on the other hand are 
characterised by the presence of two cases of invariant BE tags: 
 
2. <S1B-077$A> <#> <rep> 1BIll 1SmIth% </rep> <&> speaks on phone </&> 
<#> <rep> Bill 1SmIth is his 1nAme% 1BIll 1SmIth% 
</rep> <#> <rep> You 're 1Off 1MIlitary 1HIll% </rep> 
<dir> 2Isn't-it%@ </dir> <#> 
<S1B-077 Flatfinders> ROI 
 
Finally, from the prosodic point of view, only a preliminary analysis of the 
intonational contour of tags is possible. In fact only one of the three texts in NI 
subcorpus and 2 texts in ROI subcorpus have undergone prosodic tagging so far. 
Table 3 sums up the results in both subcorpora: 
 
 
 RPT 
+/- 
RPT -
/+ 
CPT 
+/+ 
CPT -/- So-
TQs 
Sure-
Tag 
Inv. 
BE 
NI 3 2 1 0 0 1 0 
Fall 1 0 / 0 0 / 0 
Rise 1 2 / 0 0 / 0 
Unknown 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
ROI 4 1 4 0 0 0 2 
Fall 3 0 1 0 0 0 / 
Rise / 1 2 0 0 0 2 
Unknown 1 0 1 0 0 0 / 
Table 3 – Frequency distribution of Tags according to prosodic patterns in NI and ROI subcorpora 
– Business Transaction Texts. 
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Figure 2 – Frequency distribution of Tags according to prosodic patterns in NI and ROI 
subcorpora – Business Transaction Texts. 
 
In both cases, there seems to be more rising than falling tags, even if these results 
cannot be conclusive. TQs in ROI subcorpus mainly function as hedges or to seek 
verification, even though tags with a confirmatory function are also quite 
frequent. On the other hand, tags in NI subcorpus are generally informational and 
confirmatory. (3) and (4) below are instances respectively of tags with rising tone 
and informational function and falling tag with confirmatory function: 
 
3. <S1B-071$B> <#> <rep> <[> They 're not </[> </{> they 're not 2hEre 
anymore% </rep> <dir> 2Are-they%@ </dir> 
<S1B-071$A> <#> <rep> No I-think* they 're 2fInished% <{> <[> <,> 
unless </[> they come back 2nExt year% </rep> 
 
4. <S1B-071$B> <#> <com> <[> Well we </[> </{> 1yOU and I can work 
something <{> <[> 2OUt% </com> <dir> 1cAn't-we%@ </[> 
</dir> 
  <S1B-071$A> <#> <rep> <[> We can work something 2OUt </[> </{> 
yeah%@* 
<S1B-071 TEFL materials> NI 
 
 
4.4.2. Broadcast Interviews TV Radio  
 
10 texts – 5 in each subcorpus – constitute the ‘Broadcast Interview TV Radio’ 
group, which exhibits the lowest number of tags. Only three texts of five are 
characterised by the occurrence of tags in both subcorpora. The three texts in NI 
display only TQs in the strict sense, while in ROI there are also cases of SURE-
tags. Moreover, tags are more frequent in the texts in ROI subcorpus, as Table 4 
and Figure 3 show in detail.  
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 RPT 
+/- 
RPT -
/+ 
CPT 
+/+ 
CPT -/- So-Tag Sure-
Tag 
Inv. 
BE 
NI 2 0 3 0 0 0 0 
ROI 6 0 1 0 0 2 0 
Table 4  – Distribution of Tags in NI and ROI subcorpora – Broadcast Interview TV Radio Texts. 
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Figure 3 – Distribution of Tags in NI and ROI subcorpora – Broadcast Interview TV Radio Texts. 
 
 
Positive CP tags are more frequent than RP tags in the texts in NI, while the 
opposite happens in the texts in ROI, which also show instances of negative 
SURE-tags, as in (5) below: 
 
5. <S1B-047$A> <#> <soc> Not bad </soc> <#> <rep> Now* those days uh 
Moran coming into the team when you were All-Ireland 
champions </rep> <#> <dir> You wouldn't have known a 
lot about him sure-you-wouldn't@ </dir> 
<S1B-047$C> <#> <rep> No Des@ </rep> <&> laughs </&> <#> <rep> 
Not initially anyway but <,> I I I remember actually seeing 
him uh in Tralee sometime </rep> <#> 
<S1B-047 Kevin Moran> ROI 
 
However, again the distribution of tags is not homogeneous, since in each 
subcorpus there is only one text in which the presence of tags is higher, while the 
remaining two texts show one instance each, as Table 5 displays: 
 
Texts - NI Tags Texts - ROI Tags 
S1B-041 Clerical habits 3 S1B-046 Elections 0 
S1B-042 Sunday sequence 1 0 S1B-047 Kevin Moran 7 
S1B-043 Sunday sequence 2 1 S1B-048 Tim Pat Coogan 1 
S1B-044 Bishop Poyntz 1 S1B-049 M O 
Suilleabhain 
0 
S1B-045 Sam McAughtry 0 S1B-050 Trinity students 1 
Table 5 – Distribution of Tags in NI and ROI subcorpora – Broadcast Interview TV Radio Texts. 
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Unfortunately, tags that occur in the ‘Broadcast Interview TV Radio’ texts 
cannot undergo a prosodic analysis, since only one case in each subcorpus has 
been intonationally tagged so far. See the two examples below: 
 
6. <S1B-044$A> <#> <rep> 8YEs%* I I 1jUst been uh <.> gl </.> glancing 
1thrOUgh uh 1yOUr uh address% </rep> <#> <rep> 
1HomosexuAlity I don't think is mentioned% </rep> <dir> 
2Is-it%@ </dir> 
<S1B-044$B> <#> <rep> Well* I% there 's a 1lImit to what you can 
mention% </rep> <&> laughter </&> 
<S1B-044 Bishop Poyntz> NI 
 
7. <S1B-048$A> <#> <rep> Uhm <,> it 's 8sO 1dIfficult now to separate 
1BEhan% the 1mAn from the 1mYth% </rep> <dir> 1Isn't-
it%@ </dir> 
<S1B-048$B> <#> <rep> It 's very 1hArd% </rep> <#> <rep> I-mean* 1hE 
would 1cErtainly be one of the 1Artist destroyed figures% 
</rep> <#>  
<S1B-048 Tim Pat Coogan> ROI 
 
The positive CP tag in (6) has a low rising intonational contour and performs the 
informational function, while the TQ in (7) is falling and is used by the speaker to 
ask for confirmation.  
 
 
4.4.3. TV Radio Discussions 
 
The ‘TV Radio Discussion’ group is larger than the previous two analysed and is 
composed of 10 texts in each subcorpus, totalising 20 texts. In both subcorpora, 
there are only instances of TQs in the strict sense and, among them, positive-
negative RP tags are the most frequent type. However, as shall be noticed in Table 
6, the texts in NI subcorpus display a very low number of tags, especially if we 
consider that they score 5 cases in 10 texts. As a consequence, tags are more 
frequent in ROI subcorpus. 
 
 RPT 
+/- 
RPT -
/+ 
CPT 
+/+ 
CPT -/- So-Tag Sure-
Tag 
Inv. 
BE 
NI 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 
ROI 12 1 1 0 0 0 0 
Table 6  – Distribution of Tags in NI and ROI subcorpora – TV Radio Discussion Texts. 
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Figure 4 – Distribution of Tags in NI and ROI subcorpora –TV Radio Discussion Texts. 
 
Moreover, the distribution of tags differs in the two subcorpora, since in NI part 
they are distributed only in three texts – but this is obviously due also to the very 
low number of occurrences – while in ROI part, tags are homogonously present in 
almost all texts – i.e. 7 of 10 texts. 
In ROI subcorpus, apart from RP tags, there is also one instance of positive 
CP tag (8), which appears to be the only tagged case as regards prosody. In fact it 
shows a high fall pattern, thus performing a confirmatory function: 
 
8. <S1B-032$B> <#> <rep> <[> 1YOU 're </[> </{> with Ray 1BUrke on this% 
</rep> <dir> 1Are-you%@ </dir> 
<S1B-032$D> <#> <rep> I 'm I 'm with 1Everybody who wants to know the 
full 2stOry% and of 1cOUrse I saw and heard what Ray 
2BUrke said% and I 1suppOrt him%  
<S1B-032 Questions and Answers 1> ROI 
 
Finally, there is also one case of tag (9) in which the operator of the tag itself 
changes from the one in the main sentence – i.e. might/would – essentially for 
pragmatic reasons:  
 
9. <S1B-032$B> <#> <rep> 1ThAt was my 1quEstion% </rep> <#> <rep> You 
1antIcipated it% </rep> <#> <rep> It 's a 1cOmpliment% 
</rep> <#> <rep> 1Avril 1DOyle% 1yOU mightn't 
1nEcessarily consider that a 1cOmpliment I-suppose%* 
</rep> <dir> would-you@ </dir> 
<S1B-032$C> <#> <rep> I 1dOn't5 and I would have hoped that 1ProfEssor 
Joe 1LEE would be amongst 1thOse who 1belIEve% that the 
1dAy of the 1cUte 1hOOr in 1pOlitics is 1Over% </rep> 
<#> <exp> <{> <[> I 1hOpe to 1GOd it 's over% </[> 
</exp> 
<S1B-032 Questions and Answers 1> ROI 
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4.4.4. Telephone Conversation 
 
The transcription of telephone conversations is organised in a group of 10 texts, 
divided into two subgroups of 5 texts in each subcorpus. Again, the number of 
tags is higher in ROI than in NI subcorpus, even though in the latter case their 
distribution is more homogeneous, with tags being present in each text. 
Conversely, in ROI subcorpus, tags appear only in three of the five texts. 
 
 RPT 
+/- 
RPT 
 -/+ 
CPT 
+/+ 
CPT 
 -/- 
So-Tag Sure-
Tag 
Inv. 
BE 
NI 8 1 1 0 2 2 0 
ROI 6 3 4 0 3 0 1 
Table 7 – Distribution of Tags in NI and ROI subcorpora – Telephone Conversation Texts. 
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Figure 5 – Distribution of Tags in NI and ROI subcorpora – Telephone Conversation Texts. 
 
Table 7 and the related bar charts in Figure 5 above show the frequency 
distribution of the various types of tags in both subcorpora. As we can notice, RP 
tags are the most recurring type in both NI and ROI subcorpora, while positive CP 
tags are higher in ROI, as can be seen respectively in (10) and (11) below:  
 
10. <S1A-091$C> <#> <icu> I 2knOw% </icu> <#> <rep> I-2knOw%* and that 
was well* I-suppose* that was% </rep> <dir> what was 
2thAt% three 2bEdrooms% </dir> <#> <rep> But then* <,> 
1MairEAd 's room was in the 2Attic% </rep> <dir> 
2wAsn't-it%@ </dir> 
<S1A-091$D> <#> <rep> 1YEAh% 1thAt was kind-of* <{1> <[1> 
2convErted </[1> like%* but it 1shOUldn't 2rEAlly be a 
bedroom% <{2> <[2> you-2knOw%@* </[2> </rep> <#> 
<rep> You 1cAn't stand 2Up in it like%@ </rep> <&> 
laughter </&> 
<S1A-091 Haircut - Mortgage> NI 
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11. <S1A-099$A> <#> <rep> We were just all over the town and everything 
dresses </rep> 
<S1A-099$B> <#> <rep> Oh* you went shopping </rep> <dir> did-you@ 
</dir> 
<S1A-099$A> <#> <rep> Yeah* depression session </rep> <#> <rep> <{> 
<[> Nothing </[> </rep> 
<S1A-099 Dresses> ROI 
 
Moreover, NI subcorpus displays instances of negative SURE-tags and positive 
SO-tags, while in ROI only the latter type is present. See the two examples below 
in (12) and (13): 
 
12. <S1A-093$A> <#> <com> Mm I 'll think about it </com> 
<S1A-093$B> <#> <rep> You still haven't decided yet </rep> <dir> sure-
you-haven't@ </dir> 
<S1A-093$A> <#> <dir> Well* sure* we need to get together and plan stuff 
like* you-know@* </dir> 
<S1A-093 Motorbikes> NI 
 
13. <S1A-098$A> <#> <rep> And the food in there 's 2lOvely <{> <[> too so-
it-is%@ </[> </rep> 
<S1A-098$B> <#> <rep> <[> Yeah* so* Seanie </[> </{> was saying as 
well </rep> <#> <com> <{> <[> So <,> </[> might see what 
the craic is 2tomOrrow maybe% </com> 
<S1A-098 Bad weather> ROI 
 
From a pragmatic point of view, the tagging in the PPD Corpus identifies negative 
SURE-tags as directives, while positive SO-tags as representatives, so that the 
first type is more likely to have the rising intonational contour of a question, while 
the second tends to be used to strengthen the illocutionary force of a claim.  
Finally, ROI subcorpus is also characterised by the occurrence of one case of 
Invariant BE-tag, which, on the other hand, is completely absent in NI.  
 
14. <S1A-099$A> <#> <dir> Uhm <,> how many 's at our table now for the Ball 
</dir> <#> <rep> [E] About seven I-think* <,> </rep> <dir> 
is-it@ </dir> <#> <rep> Seven <,> </rep> 
<S1A-099$B> <#> <rep> Very good </rep> <#> <dir> Are you looking 
forward to it </dir> 
<S1A-099 Dresses> ROI 
 
 
4.4.5. Classroom Lessons 
 
20 texts constitute the group labelled ‘Classroom Lessons’ – i.e. 10 in each 
subcorpus. The total number of tags is quite balanced in the two subcorpora, with 
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17 tags in NI and 19 in ROI. Tags occurring in the NI subcorpus are mainly 
represented by RP tags and more specifically by RP tags with positive-negative 
constructions. The same happens in ROI, which however is also characterised by 
a major presence of positive CP tags. See some examples below: 
 
15. <S1B-002$A> <#> <rep> That 's basically it isn't-it@ </rep> 
<S1B-002$B> <#> <rep> Well* <,> I-1thInk* pretty 1mUch% </rep> <#>  
<S1B-002 English supervision>  NI  
 
16. <S1B-017$D> <#> <dir> <[2> You know what would be good too <,> books 
<,> </[2> </{2> </dir> <#> <rep> That 1cOUrse that we do 
<,> used to do in 1fOUrth year% </rep> <#> <rep> It 's like 
<,> the 1tEAcher comes in and gives you this 1pIcture% of 
all 1frIEnds playing in the 1yArd% and <,> ye 1All 've to 
1tAlk about what it 1Is% and it 's giving you% <,> </rep> 
<dir> oh* 1whAt 's the name of the 1cOUrse% </dir> <#> 
<dir> The 1cOUrse you do% </dir> 
<S1B-017$B> <#> <dir> Uh [E] 1assErtiveness% 1Is-it%@ </dir> 
<S1B-017$D> <#> <rep> No* it 's not 1assErtiveness% </rep> <#> <rep> It 
's like <,> the new CSPE course% that they do for in 
1schOOls 1nOw% </rep> 
<S1B-017$C> <#> <dir> 1SPHC% </dir> 
<S1B-017$D> <#> <rep> 1SPHC yeah%@* </rep> <#> <rep> It 's 1lIke 
that% but it 's </rep> 
<S1B-017$B> <#> <xpa> Mm </xpa> 
<S1B-017$C> <#> <dir> Is it civics </dir> 
<S1B-017$A> <#> <dir> [E] Like 1cIvics 2Is-it%@ </dir> 
<S1B-017$D> <#> <rep> 1CIvics% <{> <[> 1yEAh%@* </[> </rep> 
<S1B-017 Clinicians 1> ROI   
 
(15) is an example of positive-negative RP tag in NI subcorpus. Even though there 
is no indication of its prosodic patterns, we can notice that in this case the tag has 
not its own IP, rather the anchor clause and the tag constitute a single intonational 
group. On the other hand, (16) shows two instances of positive CP tag in ROI. In 
both cases, the anchor clause is ellipted, in the sense that both subject and verb are 
omitted – i.e. Ellipsis of Subject and Verb – but still retrievable from the tag 
appended to it. However, in the first case, the tagged utterance is constituted by 
two distinct IPs, since the TQ forms a separate intonational group, while in the 
second case, there is only one IP that includes the anchor clause and the tag 
appended to it. In addition, the intonational contour of the first CP tag is indicated 
as a high fall, so that it performs a confirmatory function. The speaker actually 
believes the proposition to be true and simply seeks the addressee’s confirmation. 
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Conversely, the addressee’s response completely contradicts the speaker’s 
assumption. As a consequence, the speaker’s degree of certainty as to the truth of 
the proposition is lowered in the second CP tag he uses, which has a low rising 
intonational contour and performs an informational function. Indeed, even if the 
tagged utterance is still conducive – i.e. the speaker actually suggests something 
believing it to be true – the speaker is not sure about the truth of the proposition 
and asks the addressee to verify the truth of the proposition contained in the main 
clause.  
Apart from RP and CP tags, which still represent the most frequent recurring 
types, ROI also shows one case of SO-tag, which is completely absent in NI, and 
a few instances of invariant-BE tags, which conversely appear also in NI. Table 8 
and Figure 6 below sum up the frequency distribution of tags both in NI and ROI:  
 
 RPT 
+/- 
RPT 
 -/+ 
CPT 
+/+ 
CPT 
 -/- 
So-Tag Sure-
Tag 
Inv. 
BE 
NI 13 1 1 0 0 0 2 
ROI 9 1 5 0 1 0 3 
Table 8 – Distribution of Tags in NI and ROI subcorpora – Classroom Lessons Texts. 
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Figure 6 – Distribution of Tags in NI and ROI subcorpora – Classroom Lessons Texts. 
 
Examples (17) and (18) below show different types of tag constructions 
encountered in NI and ROI: 
 
17. <S1B-017$D> I 'll 1gEt one off my 1sIster% cos my sister is <,> 1dOEs that 
1cOUrse% <{7> <[7> so-she-does@ </[7> </rep> 
<S1B-017 Clinicians 1> ROI 
 
18. <S1B-010$B> <#> <rep> Uhm he introduced the two-stage test <,> </rep> 
<dir> was-it@ </dir> 
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<S1B-010$A> <#> <rep> Well* he introduced the two-stage test <,> that 's 
correct 
<S1B-010 Law tutorial 2> NI  
  
(17) is the only instance of SO-tag. It is characterised by positive polarity and by 
an assertive illocutionary force. (18) displays a case of invariant-BE tag, which 
maintains the same tense of the verb in the anchor clause. Unfortunately, since it 
has not been tagged prosodically, we can’t claim whether it has a confirmatory or 
informational function. 
 
 
4.4.6. Face-to-Face Conversation 
 
‘Face-to-Face Conversation’ represents the group with a higher number of texts – 
i.e. 90 texts, that is 45 texts in each subcorpus – hence of tags. Given that tags of 
various types are frequent in both subcorpora, ROI displays the highest number of 
tags, scoring 160 cases vs. 114 in NI, as can be observed in Table 9 and Figure 7 
below, which also show the frequency distribution of the distinct types: 
 
 RPT  
+/- 
RPT 
 -/+ 
CPT 
+/+ 
CPT  
-/- 
So-
TQs 
Sure-
TQ 
Inv. 
BE 
NI 58 16 18 2 13 1 6 
74 20    TOT. 
94    
 RPT  
+/- 
RPT 
 -/+ 
CPT 
+/+ 
CPT  
-/- 
So-
TQs 
Sure-
TQ 
Inv. 
BE 
ROI 65 24 39 1 17 1 13 
89 40    TOT. 
129    
Table 9 – Distribution of Tags in NI and ROI subcorpora – Face-to-Face Conversation Texts. 
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Figure 7 – Distribution of Tags in NI and ROI subcorpora – Face-to-Face Conversation Texts. 
 
As shall be seen, RP tags – i.e. more specifically RP tags with positive-negative 
constructions – are the predominant type in both subcorpora. The total number of 
RP tags is nearly the same in the two subcorpora, even though in ROI it is slightly 
higher – i.e. 89 vs. 74. See the examples below. 
 
19. <S1A-008$A> <#> <dir> I wondered where the Superdrug was gone now 
</dir> 
<S1A-008$C> <#> <rep> There 's one in Anne Street I-think* </rep> <dir> 
isn't-there@ </dir> 
<S1A-008$B> <#> <rep> Yeah </rep> 
<S1A-008$A> <#> <rep> For I used to get the nuts for the birds and all in it 
</rep> 
<S1A-008 Nursing Home 2> NI 
 
20. <S1A-048$B> <#> <rep> And a friend of mine Jason </rep> <#> <rep> You 
know Jason <{1> <[1> <,> </rep> <dir> don't-you@ </[1> 
</rep> <#> <rep> He was down here and he was saying that it 
was meant to be <{2> <[2> pretty good down here </[2> so I 
decided to come down anyway </rep> 
<S1A-048$A> <#> <rep> <[1> Yeah </[1> </{1> </rep> 
<S1A-048 Studying 1> ROI 
 
On the other hand, a major gap is encountered as regards CP tags, since they are 
twice as frequent in ROI as in NI subcorpus – i.e. 40 vs. 20. Examples (21) and 
(22) are taken from both subcorpora: 
 
21. <S1A-006$B> <#> <rep> But <,> [E] were off with your mum and dad and 
everything today </rep> <dir> were-you@ </dir> 
<S1A-006$E> <#> <rep> Yes* we were up <,> uhm we went to the 
Drumnagrey </rep> 
<S1A-006 Girls’ Chat 1> NI 
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22. <S1A-048$A> <#> <exp> Crikey </exp> <#> <rep> So they 're both really 
successful </rep> <dir> are-they@ </dir> 
<S1A-048$B> <#> <rep> Yeah <,> I know </rep> <&> laughter </&> 
<S1A-048 Studying 1> ROI 
 
It is interesting to notice that in (21) the anchor clause is ellipted, since the subject 
is omitted, but it is unambiguously recoverable from the tag appended to it. 
Moreover, among CP tags there are also a few cases of negative CP tags, more 
specifically 2 instances in NI and only one in ROI, demonstrating that such 
constructions are very rare. See examples (23) - (25) below: 
 
23. <S1A-003$C> <#> <rep> It 's it 's not the actual driving that 's hard <,> it 's 
starting </rep> <#> <xpa> <{> <[> It 's like you know </[> 
</xpa> 
<S1A-003$A> <#> <rep> <[> I take it </[> </{> you don't need the same 
degree of clutch control on a diesel </rep> <dir> do-you-not@ 
</dir> 
<S1A-003$C> <#> <rep> No </rep> 
<S1A-003$A> <#> <icu> Oh-right </icu> 
<S1A-003 Dinner Chat 2> NI 
 
24. <S1A-026$C> <#> <rep> <&> cough </&> I-suppose* if your husband 's the 
headmaster you-know* <,,> it 's </rep> 
<S1A-026$A> <#> <rep> He 's only VP </rep> <#> <rep> God 's sake 
anybody can be VP </rep> <#> <rep> That 's what I 'm aiming 
for some day </rep> <&> laughter </&> 
<S1A-026$C> <#> <rep> God* you 're not <{> <[> to be aiming very high 
</rep> <dir> aren't-you@ </[> </dir> 
<S1A-026$A> <#> <rep> <[> No but aye </[> </{> <,> aye but no I don't 
want to be principal </rep> <#> <rep> It 's too stressful </rep> 
<#> <rep> But anyway the <,> the concert was really good 
aye@* </rep> <#> <rep> It was really good </rep> 
<S1A-026 Teachers chat> NI 
 
25. <S1A-078$D> <#> <dir> No-one gave him the kiss of life no@* </dir> 
<S1A-078$A> <#> <rep> He didn't go into the Liffey at all </rep> <#> 
<dir> Did he not </dir> <#> <dir> Is that only <{> <[> a 
saying </[> </dir> 
<S1A-078$B> <#> <rep> <[> Well* if you saw him </[> </{> you wouldn't 
be giving the kiss of life </rep> <&> laughter </&> <#> <rep> 
Only joking </rep> <#> <icu> Ah </icu> 
<S1A-078 Medical project> ROI 
 
As shall be noticed, generally the speaker’s tagged utterance is followed by a 
response that agrees in polarity with the negative CP tag, showing the high 
conducive character of this tag type. In addition, we cannot say much about its 
function, because neither case has been prosodically tagged, except that in (24), 
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the TQ has a challenging and ironic meaning, which is the only one that has ever 
been actually associated to this syntactic construction in the literature on tags 
(Jespersen, 1940). One last thing that deserves attention refers to the form of 
negation. More specifically, the fact that in (23) and (25) the negative particle is 
isolated and placed after the pronoun must not be misleading, since the lack of 
contraction has nothing to do with register. Indeed, unlike British English in 
which the uncontracted negative form would be considered as the expression of a 
formality (Quirk et al., 1985: 810), Irish English behaves like Edinburgh Scots 
(Millar and Brown, 1979: 28) and some varieties of Northern English (Beal, 1993: 
203).  
In both subcorpora, there are also instances of SO-tags and SURE-tags, even 
though the latter type appears only once in each part. If we examine examples 
(26)-(28) below, we can notice that generally the SO-construction is associated to 
positive polarity and expresses an assertion, while the SURE-construction is 
associated to negative polarity and has the illocutionary force of a directive – i.e. 
question. 
 
26. <S1A-001$A> <#> <dir> 2WEll%* 1hOw did the 2rIding go tonight% 
</dir> 
 <S1A-001$B> <#> <rep> It was 2gOOd so-it-was%@ </rep> <#> <rep> 
Just* I I couldn't 2belIEve that she was 2gOing to let me 
2jUmp% <,> that was only the fourth 2tIme% you-
2knOw%@* </rep> <#> <rep> It was 2grEAt% </rep> <&> 
laughter </&> 
<S1A-001 Riding> NI 
   
27. <S1A-049$B> <#> <rep> <[> Ah* he 's 1vEry 1nIce% </[> </{> </rep> 
<S1A-049$A> <#> <rep> He 's a 1rEAl 1pEt so-he-is%@ </rep> <#> <rep> 
<{1> <[1> 1Absolute </[1> 1dOte% </rep> <#> <rep> I 
1rEAlly do <{2> <[2> 1lIke </[2> him% </rep> <#> <rep> I 
1mUst <{3> <[3> 1admIt% </[3> but I 'm <{4> <[4> 1mAd 
</[4> about 1CIAran as 1wEll% </rep> 
<S1A-049 Boyfriends 1> ROI 
 
28. <S1A-016$B> <#> <rep> <[> I don't talk to him </[> </rep> <#> <rep> I 'm 
just not interested in what he does </rep> <#> <exp> I don't 
care </exp> 
<S1A-016$A> <#> <dir> Michael </dir> 
<S1A-016$C> <#> <dir> You 're not interested in anything but music sure-
you 're-not@ </dir> 
<S1A-016$A> <#> <rep> But you 're swapping notes about things </rep> 
<#> 
<S1A-016 Catching up> NI   
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29. <S1A-081$A> <#> <dir> In Thurles </dir> 
<S1A-081$E> <#> <rep> Sure* it 's not in Thurles </rep> <dir> sure-is-it@ 
</dir> 
<S1A-081$C> <#> <rep> No in the Nationalist <,> the treasurer 's report of 
the convention </rep> 
<S1A-081 Croke Park> ROI 
  
However, a few cases of negative polarity SO-tags occur in both NI and ROI, but 
they appear to be rather exceptional – i.e. 11 positive vs. 2 negative SO-tags in NI; 
14 positive vs. 3 negative SO-tags in ROI. 
Finally, the last tag type is the invariant-BE construction, which is twice as 
frequent in ROI as in NI – i.e. 13 vs. 6. As shall be observed in the examples 
below, the tense of the operator in the tag corresponds to the one of the verb in the 
anchor clause. 
 
30. <S1A-042$D> <#> <rep> Ha you 've to go earlier and spend quality time 
with mother </rep> <dir> is-it@ </dir> <&> laughter </&> 
<#> <rep> There 's one at ten on Sunday </rep> <#> <rep> 
That 's the earliest so@* </rep> 
<S1A-042 Photos> 
 
31. <S1A-069$A> <#> <dir> Is he doing medicine </dir> 
<S1A-069$B> <#> <rep> No <,> he 's in ABC College </rep> <#> <dir> 
You know </dir> 
<S1A-069$A> <#> <rep> Yeah </rep> <#> <rep> He <.> sh </> wrote on 
your hand there a couple of weeks back </rep> <dir> was-it@ 
</dir> 
<S1A-069$B> <#> <rep> Yeah him </rep> 
<S1A-069$A> <#> <rep> I met him at the <,> met him at the match </rep> 
<dir> was-it@ </dir> 
<S1A-069$C> <#> <rep> Maureen gave me Colin 's fax number </rep> 
<S1A-069 Christmas trees> 
 
The following Table 10 displays the frequency distribution of all tag types in the 
various texts in both subcorpora.  
 
Texts - NI Tags Texts - ROI Tags 
S1A-001 Riding 2 S1A-046 The weekend 5 
S1A-002 Dinner Chat 1 9 S1A-047 Office Space 2 
S1A-003 Dinner Chat 2 4 S1A-048 Studying 1 3 
S1A-004 Nursing Home 1 0 S1A-049 Boyfriends 1  3 
S1A-005 Masons 0 S1A-050 Fireworks 1 
S1A-006 Girls’ Chat 1 2 S1B-051 Clothing Dad 8 
S1A-007 Girls’ Chat 2 1 S1B-052 Buttermilk 6 
S1A-008 Nursing Home 2 3 S1A-053 Student Grants 1 4 
S1A-009 Lovely Bread 6 S1A-054 Student Grants 2 4 
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S1A-010 Lunch 4 S1A-055 Hospitals 3 
S1A-011 Hen Party 0 S1A-056 Holistic Medicine 1 2 
S1A-012 Student Chat 1 0 S1A-057 Studying 1 4 
S1A-013 Student Chat 2 1 S1A-058 Holistic Medicine 2 2 
S1A-014 Monday Night 2 S1A-059 Glasses 1 1 
S1A-015 Summer Plans 5 S1A-060 Glasses 2 1 
S1A-016 Catching up 5 S1A-061 Modern Man 2 
S1A-017 Corps Ball 2 S1A-062 American Trip 1 7 
S1A-018 Drama 2 S1A-063 Shoes 1 
S1A-019 Clothes 3 S1A-064 O’Connell Street 3 
S1A-020 Taxi Driver 4 S1A-065 American Trip 2  3 
S1A-021 Provincetown 2 S1A-066 Radio Music 1 
S1A-022 Pizza 5 S1A-067 Apprenticeship  13 
S1A-023 Christmas 3 S1A-068 Rock Bands 0 
S1A-024 Pub Life 2 S1A-069 Christmas Trees 5 
S1A-025 Housework 4 S1A-070 Friends 6 
S1A-026 Teachers Chat 3 S1A-071 Elocution 3 
S1A-027 Chess Club 1 S1A-072 Driver’s Licence 8 
S1A-028 Postgrad study 1 S1A-073 Politics 1 1 
S1A-029 Second World War 3 S1A-074 Local Shops 2 
S1A-030 Bank Branches 2 S1A-075 Present 2 
S1A-031 Restaurants 1 S1A-076 Boyfriends 2 3 
S1A-032 Art – Football 3 S1A-077 Books 1 
S1A-033 Singers 0 S1A-078 Medical Projects 5 
S1A-034 NI towns 2 S1A-079 Driving 0 
S1A-035 Houses 2 S1A-080 Motorbikes 3 
S1A-036 Dinner Plans 1 S1A-081 Croke Park 5 
S1A-037 Dirtiness 2 S1A-082 Kissogram 4 
S1A-038 Going out 3 S1A-083 Donkey story 5 
S1A-039 Australia 1 S1A-084 General Election 2 
S1A-040 Family Banter 3 S1A-085 Birthday Cake 6 
S1A-041 DVDs 0 S1A-086 Baby 3 
S1A-042 Photos 5 S1A-087 Line Dancing 7 
S1A-043 Drinking 2 S1A-088 Therapy Inaugural 3 
S1A-044 Encounter 0 S1A-089 American Men 4 
S1A-045 Fish 8 S1A-090 Designer Clothes 3 
Table 10 – Distribution of Tags in NI and ROI subcorpora – Face-to-Face Conversation Texts. 
 
 
4.5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
If we take into consideration all the texts pertaining to each subcorpus as a whole, 
it is possible to compare the frequency distribution of tags in ROI and NI, in order 
to draw some conclusions. 
First of all, ROI subcorpus shows the highest frequency of tags, scoring 59% 
vs. 41% in NI. However, in both subcorpora the most recurring tag type is 
represented by RP tags, which occur with a higher percentage in NI than in ROI – 
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i.e. respectively 67% vs. 57%. On the other hand, CP tags are definitely more 
present in ROI than in NI, scoring 24% in the first and 16% in the latter. 
SO/SURE-tags are equally recurring, while there is a slightly higher use of 
invariant-BE tags in ROI than in NI – i.e. 8% vs. 5%. Table 11 and Figures 8-9 
shows in detail the frequency distribution of tags in the two subcorpora. 
 
SO-Tag SURE- 
Tag 
 
Text Type 
RPT 
NI 
RPT 
ROI 
CPT 
NI 
CPT 
ROI 
Inv. 
BE 
NI 
Inv. 
BE 
ROI NI ROI NI ROI 
Business 5 5 1 4 0 2 0 0 1 0 
Broadcast 
Interview, 
TV, Radio 
2 6 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Classroom 14 10 1 5 2 3 0 1 0 0 
Telephone 9 9 1 4 0 1 2 3 2 0 
TV Radio 
Discussion 
5 13 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Face-to-Face 
Conversation 
74 89 20 40 6 13 13 17 1 1 
109 132 26 55 8 19 15 21 4 3 TOT. 
241 81 27 36 7 
Table 11 – Distribution of Tags in NI and ROI subcorpora. 
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Figure 8 – Distribution of Tags in NI and ROI subcorpora. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9 – Distribution of Tags in NI and ROI subcorpora.
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
 
The present study principally aims at giving an overall description of the form and 
use of Tag Questions in spoken English. The lack of exhaustive accounts in the 
previous literature represents one of the main reasons that has pushed me to 
investigate them more thoroughly. As pointed out in chapter 1, TQs have always 
been approached in various ways, on the basis of the different linguistic levels of 
analysis, ranging mainly from syntax to pragmatics, and generally with a limited 
focus. For instance, within grammatical studies, the transformational-generative 
approach simply aims at deriving the structure of the TQ from the main clause, 
considering only the case of RP tags, which are identified as the only grammatical 
and well-formed type; moreover, descriptive studies mainly consist of an 
explanation of the structural patterns of TQs, but they do not present a complete 
range of cases and they are not always based on attested data from spontaneous 
conversation. On the other hand, works carried out within sociolinguistics take 
into consideration also other factors that are fundamental for the definition of tags 
as a linguistic phenomenon strictly characterising spoken language – i.e. language 
variation on a diatopic and diastratic basis. But, however, they leave out the 
prosodic dimension. As a consequence, in chapter 1, I have tried to draw a 
classification of the various syntactic types of tags, on the basis of some data I 
collected from films and TV series, considering both TQs stricto sensu and 
invariant forms – i.e. right?, ok?, yeah? – by critically reviewing the previous 
literature and also taking into account the varieties of English, which indeed show 
differences both in the form and the pronunciation of tags. Examples in the use of 
different forms are innit, used both as a TQ and invariant tag, which is only 
ascribable to the London area; ain’t, a non-standard contraction of isn’t and 
haven’t, typical only of British and American English, but not of Scottish or Irish 
varieties. Moreover, as regards different phonetic realisations, we encounter the 
invariant tag eh, pronounced [ei] in British, Canadian and New Zealand English, 
becoming hunh in American and e, realised as [e] in Scottish – besides, the 
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Scottish variant appears to have also a negative connotation, therefore it 
undergoes the syntactic restriction of the polarity requisite and can be appended 
only to positive sentences. The survey on invariant forms actually follows the 
description of TQs of the inflectional type, which can be distinguished into 
‘regular’ and ‘anomalous’ forms on the basis of polarity. The former consist of RP 
tags, characterised by the inversion of polarity between the main sentence and the 
tag, while the latter correspond to CP tags and are always positive, being negative 
CP tags extremely rare. The syntactic description of tags is then extended to 
particular cases, paying attention also to the syntactic features of the anchor 
clause. Therefore, I have analysed Imperative, Exhortative and elliptical 
constructions to which tags are appended. In the first case, the most frequent kind 
of tag following positive Imperatives is will you?, even though spoken English 
allows for the use of a wide range of auxiliaries in the tag, according to the 
various functions and illocutionary force of the utterance. The same tag is 
generally used after negative Imperatives, even if it is true that they are less 
commonly followed by tag questions, instead invariant forms are more often 
appended to them. Actually, both types of Imperatives are often followed by 
invariant tags, as confirmed by my data. In the case of ellipsis, the tag question 
also functions as the means for the recovery of the omitted subject and verb in the 
main clause, giving important information about the subject and the verb, 
especially concerning the tense. As highlighted in the final part of chapter 1, TQs 
are appended to clauses that exhibit certain types of ellipsis, namely the ellipsis of 
the subject and the lexical verb, operator ellipsis and ellipsis of the subject.  
The syntactic survey of tags also involves those tagged utterances which 
exhibit a change of auxiliary/tense or subject in the portion of question in relation 
to the main sentence. In this case, the notion of tag question overlaps in some way 
with the notion of elliptical question, so that I propose to draw a continuum with 
gradient values in order to place the various cases along a scale that ranges from 
tag questions in the strict sense to elliptical questions.  
Chapter 2 is devoted to the overview of the pragmatic functions TQs can 
perform in conversation, relying on the descriptive accounts put forward by 
Holmes (1982, 1995) and Algeo (1988, 1990, 2006) as a reference model. In the 
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introductory part of the chapter, I pinpoint the complexity of tags, since their 
meaning/function is determined by the interaction of various linguistic levels, 
namely syntax, pragmatics and phonetics. Several factors intervene to build up the 
meaning of a tagged utterance: polarity on the syntactic level; the situational 
context – i.e. the speech event, the relationship between the participants, their 
social role, shared knowledge – the speaker’s communicative intentions, the 
illocutionary force, on the pragmatic level; and finally intonation. I reckon that 
this last factor is fundamental for the interpretation of the meaning of tags, even 
though it is often left out by scholars in their treatments, as they generally assign it 
a broader role and mainly focus on syntactic aspects. Moreover, the complex 
character of tags is also due to their multifunctionality. Multifunctionality is meant 
in two senses. On the one hand, as the descriptive survey in chapter 2 has shown, 
tags can perform a different range of functions, so that even opposite functions 
may correspond to the same syntactic structure. More specifically, tags are used as 
a strategy to turn a simple assertion into a real question, inviting the hearer to 
validate the truth of a certain proposition – i.e. informational function – or just to 
ask for confirmation – i.e. confirmatory function; or as a strategy for turn-
allocation, thus inviting the hearer to participate in the conversation – i.e. 
facilitative function – or as a strategy drawn to reduce the strength of an utterance 
that may appear as threatening or disagreeable to the addressee, rendering it more 
acceptable and not offensive – i.e. softening function – and thus complying with 
the two notions of politeness and mitigation. But conversely, there are specific 
situational contexts in which TQs are used with an opposite function, that is as 
‘aggravators’, especially when appended to certain statements or imperative 
constructions, thus contributing to strengthen their illocutionary force and 
producing aggressive overtones – i.e. challenging function, also specifiable as 
peremptory and antagonistic function. On the other hand, the multifunctional 
nature of tags relates to the fact that different functions may coexist in the same 
tagged utterance. For instance, the facilitative and confirmatory functions often 
overlap.   
Chapter 3 is based on the theoretical approach sketched in the previous part 
and practically aims at extensively analysing the form and use of TQs, evaluating 
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the role of each linguistic level in the determination of their meaning/function. To 
this purpose, the film appeared to be the best choice for such an investigation, 
since, as an audio-visual text, it provides important information that is 
fundamental for an overall description of tags, namely intonation – i.e. stress, 
rhythm, voice quality, prosodic patterns – and paralanguage, including gestures, 
facial expressions and eye-contact. In addition, even though it is well known that 
film language is somehow fictional, it has been observed that in recent 
productions the language used is characterised by quite a faithful reproduction of 
spontaneous face-to-face conversation (Taylor, 1999), since linguistic realism is 
crucial to attract the audience’s attention (Pavesi, 2005: 30), and, therefore, many 
features of orality appear in films, among them also tag questions. The corpus of 
data examined consists of four recent films of British production, where much 
space is devoted to everyday conversation. As a consequence, the main variety 
used is British English, but actually other varieties are spoken, ranging from 
American to Scottish and Northern English. Besides, language varies not only 
diatopically but also diastratically, according to the social class to which the 
characters belong, ranging from the upper to the working class, and to the ethnic 
group of provenance – i.e. see the presence of Indian and black characters. In this 
way, language varieties enrich the analysis of tags, because they provide a wider 
sociolinguistic scenario for their possible uses.  
The introductory part of chapter 3 – devoted to the definition of film language 
and the description of the corpus – is followed by two complex analyses: in the 
first, TQs are analysed syntactically in order to check what syntactic types are 
more frequently used in conversation, while in the second part, the 
meaning/function of tags is retrieved on the basis of their syntactic, pragmatic and 
prosodic patterns. The results of the syntactic analysis are only preliminary, since 
they constitute the starting point for the following more extensive account. 
However, some important considerations can be drawn on the frequency of the 
various syntactic types of tags. First of all, TQs stricto sensu are definitely more 
frequent than invariant forms – i.e. 82% vs. 18%. RP tags are the most recurring 
type, scoring 87% vs. only 13% of CP tags, which exhibit only the positive 
polarity, thus confirming that negative CP tags are extremely rare. Among RP 
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tags, the positive-negative construction is more used than the opposite 
construction, confirming the assumption that ‘tags are most added to a positive 
statement’ (Biber, 1999: 211). Finally, though Imperatives do not often appear in 
the four films analysed, the few cases are followed either by TQs or invariant 
forms. In the case of positive Imperatives, the most recurring tag question is will 
you?, while an invariant tag is appended to the only case of negative Imperative.  
The second part of the analysis takes the move from the prosodic patterns that 
characterize TQs in the strict sense, including the case of innit – but leaving out 
all other invariant tags – together with their formal properties. After a general 
overview of the basic prosodic notions and of the scanty literature on the prosodic 
patterns of TQs, a brief account on the methods of analysis is provided, in order to 
highlight the importance of choosing an instrumental analysis rather than a purely 
auditory description, which would be mainly perceptual. Conversely, the use of 
the computer software – i.e. PRAAT – provides more precise and detailed 
information on the acoustic properties of speech, allowing for the visualisation of  
the pitch contour or F0 of tags with spectrograms. In this respect, the analysis of 
the data in the four films has shown that TQs can present two different 
intonational patterns – i.e. the high-fall and the low-rise – which are associated to 
the various functions identified in chapter 2. Generally, the tag constitutes a 
separate IP from the main sentence, so that it has its own nucleus. The position of 
the nuclear tone is one of the main outstanding points in this account. More 
specifically, I argue against the general rule according to which the nucleus has to 
be always located on the operator in the TQ. On the contrary, the examples I have 
examined with the help of PRAAT show a different pattern: if the tag has a falling 
tone, the nuclear tone is on the operator, but if it has a rising tone, the highest 
pitch, and therefore the nucleus, is on the personal pronoun/subject. Moreover, the 
intonational contour of tags plays an important role in the identification of their 
pragmatic functions, together with their formal properties and communicative 
intentions. On the basis of the functions identified in chapter 2, the analysis of 
TQs in the four films has lead to the following results. First of all, the falling tone 
on the tag is more frequent than the rising tone, scoring 66% vs. 34%. Secondly, 
positive CP tags mainly show the low-rise pattern, even though the falling pattern 
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is also possible. Thirdly, tags mainly perform an aggressive function (34%) – i.e. 
a general category that includes the challenging, peremptory, aggravating and 
antagonistic functions – and generally have the high-fall intonational contour, 
which strikingly characterises also the confirmatory function (32%). The third 
more frequent function is the informational function together with the hedge 
function, both scoring 14%. Conversely, when the TQ performs the informational 
function, it is characterised by the low-rise pattern. One last interesting point has 
to be made with reference to tagged Imperatives. The data I have examined show 
that the tag appended to an Imperative construction often takes a low rising tone 
to convey a certain aggressiveness and insistence, which clashes with Wells’s 
(2006) claim according to which generally this type of intonational contour on the 
tag after an Imperative has the function of softening the command.  
The main point made in chapter 3 refers to the importance of prosodic patterns 
in the identification of the meaning/function of the tagged utterance as a whole. 
The syntactic form – mainly relating to the polarity requisite – simply shows the 
speaker’s general attitude towards the truth of the proposition in the anchor clause 
and his expectations on the receiver’s response – i.e. whether positive or negative 
– thus reflecting the conducive nature of tags. However, it is prosody that 
provides the right clues for interpretation and, more specifically, for identifying 
whether the speaker’s attitude is one of certainty or doubt and which his actual 
intentions are, namely if he is seeking confirmation or verification, for instance.  
Finally, the necessity also to investigate the use of TQs in spontaneous 
conversation, in order to have a more complete scenario of their usage, lead me to 
analyse a corpus of spoken Irish English, the PPD Corpus. This corpus is the 
annotated version of the ICE-Ireland from the point of view of pragmatics and 
prosody. Unfortunately the prosodic annotation was not completed when I was 
given access to the PPD corpus, thus I was able to investigate TQs only on the 
syntactic level. However, interesting results could be drawn nonetheless, since the 
corpus is divided into two equal subcorpora, one from Northern Ireland and 
another one from the Republic of Ireland. As a consequence, the various types of 
TQs in each spoken text could be compared across the two subcorpora. The main 
relevant results are the following. Tags are more frequent in ROI subcorpus than 
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in NI – i.e. 59% vs. 41% – and the most recurring type is the RP tag in both sub-
components. However, ROI shows a higher number of positive CP tags, while in 
NI there are two cases of negative CP tags, which are therefore very rare. But 
other syntactic types are present in the PPD Corpus, namely SO-tags and SURE-
tags, which are alternative constructions to canonical tags and are typical of Irish 
English. The former is generally associated to positive polarity, with a few 
exceptions, while the second one normally exhibits negative polarity. Even from 
the pragmatic point of view, they seem to differ, since SO-tags are identified as 
representatives, while SURE-tags as directives. These two alternative tags are 
equally recurring in NI and ROI. Another tag type, slightly more frequent in ROI, 
is the invariant-BE tag, which shows a syntactic independence from the main 
sentence to which it is appended. Finally, the last point to be highlighted refers to 
elliptical tagged utterance, more specifically copular clauses. Actually, ellipsis is 
not the only solution in the interpretation of these instances, since they could 
represent also a case of topicalisation, which is a distinctive linguistic 
phenomenon in Irish English for emphasizing information. 
Drawing the various threads together, this study has shown, I hope, that 
investigating TQs simply relying on their formal properties is not sufficient to 
achieve a conclusive analysis of their meaning/function. More insightful results 
can instead be achieved if an integrated approach is adopted – i.e. one that 
recognises  the importance of prosody, together with pragmatics and syntax, and 
thus enables the analyst to draw a clearer picture of the various usages of this 
linguistic phenomenon.   
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